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“Programs are mathematical expressions, and that they are subject to a set

of laws as rich and elegant as those of any other branch of mathematics,

engineering, or natural science.”

—C. A. R. HOARE



Resumo

Existem várias abordagens para descrever formalmente a semântica de linguagens de
programação. As principais são semântica operacional, denotacional e axiomática. As duas
primeiras definem modelos semânticos explícitos enquanto a última postula axiomas que de-
screvem propriedades relevantes da linguagem. Em uma abordagem puramente algébrica, os
axiomas são equações (tipicamente denominadas leis de programação) que relacionam os di-
versos construtores da linguagem. A vantagem da álgebra é a facilidade de extensão: quando
uma linguagem é estendida, a tendencia é que as leis já estabelecidas continuem sendo válidas,
desde que os novos contrutores não interfiram com o comportamento dos construtores originais
da linguagem

Leis algébricas tem sido propostas para estudar propriedades interessantes de vários
paradigmas de programação: imperativo, lógico, funcional, concorrente e orientado a objetos,
entre outros. Em geral, para todos estes paradigmas existe um conjunto representativo de leis.
Porém, para programação orientada a objetos, os trabalhos tem se restringido a linguagens com
semântica de cópia ou as leis relacionadas com referências tem sido direcionadas somente para
aplicações específicas e estão distantes de serem representativas.

Em geral, raciocínio formal com referências tem sido um desafio persistente e os trabalhos
algébricos usualmente tem evitado a inclusão de referências nas linguagens de programação.
Propomos um conjunto de leis algébricas que permitem raciocinar com programas orientados a
objetos com uma semântica de referências. Primeiro, focamos em uma linguagem imperativa
sequencial que usa referências a objetos como em Java. A teoria é baseada em trabalhos
anteriores adicionando leis que lidam com referências. A facilidade de extensão do método
algébrico é fundamental; com poucas exeções, as leis anteriores para semântica de cópia são
reusadas, pois elas não são afetadas pela semântica de referência. Como uma evidência de
completude relativa, mostramos que qualquer programa pode ser transformado, usado as leis, em
uma forma normal que simula o programa original usando um heap explícito com semântica de
cópia. A consistência (soundness) das leis é abordada ilustrando como algumas das leis podem
ser provadas em uma semântica relacional para um subconjunto da linguagem.

Estendemos a teoria de programas imperativos para uma linguagem orientada a objetos
com os habituais construtores: comandos imperativos adicionais com referências, classes com
herança e subtipos, controle de visibilidade, amarração dinâmica, e testes e casts de tipos.
Leis são propostas para estes novos construtores. Para ilustrar a expressividade das leis para
a linguagem orientada a objetos, caracterizamos e provamos um conjunto de refatorações do
catalógo clássico de Fowler. Comparamos nossa apresentação com trabalhos anteriores que
formalizaram refatorações em um contexto de semântica de cópia.



Palavras-chave: Engenharia de Software. Métodos Formais. Semântica Algébrica de Lingua-
gens de Programação. Referências.



Abstract

There are several approaches to defining a formal semantics of a programming language.
The main established ones are operational, denotational and axiomatic semantics. The first
two rely on defining an explicit model, whereas the latter one is based on postulating relevant
properties of the language in terms of axioms. Particularly, in a purely algebraic approach
the axioms take the form of conditional equations (typically denoted as programming laws)
that relate the language constructs. Without requiring an explicit model, the advantage of the
algebraic approach is incrementality: the language can be extended and the laws tend to remain
valid, provided the new constructs do not interfere with the behaviour of the original ones.

Algebraic laws have been proposed to uncover interesting properties of several program-
ming paradigms: imperative, logic, functional, concurrent and object oriented, among others.
As for the other paradigms, there is a comprehensive set of laws for object oriented constructs,
but these are restricted to a language with copy semantics; some laws to deal with references
have also been proposed, but these are tailored to specific applications, and are far from being
comprehensive.

In general, formal reasoning with references has been a persistent challenge and algebraic
approaches usually have avoided including them in programming languages. We propose a set
of algebraic laws for reasoning about object oriented programs with a reference semantics. First
we focus on sequential imperative programs that use object references like in Java. The theory is
based on previous work by adding laws to cope with object references. The incrementality of the
algebraic method is fundamental; with a few exceptions, existing laws for copy semantics are
entirely reused, as they are not affected by the reference semantics. As an evidence of relative
completeness, we show that any program can be transformed, through the use of our laws, to
a normal form which simulates it using an explicit heap with copy semantics. Soundness is
addressed by illustrating how some of the laws can be proved in a relational semantics for a
subset of the language.

We extend the theory of imperative programs for an object oriented language with the
usual constructs: additional imperative commands with references, classes with inheritance and
subtyping, visibility control, dynamic binding, type tests and downcasts. Algebraic laws are
proposed for these new constructs. In order to illustrate the expressiveness of the laws for the
object oriented language, we characterize and prove a set of refactorings from Fowler’s catalog.
These are contrasted with previous work that formalized refactorings in the context of copy
semantics.

Keywords: Fromal Methods. Algebraic Laws of Programming. References.
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1
Introduction

Pointers are a useful and effective tool when implementing some programming tasks.
For example, in imperative languages like Pascal and C they are the typical mechanisms for
definitions of recursive data structures. However, programs which manipulate pointers are
frequently prone to errors due to well-known problems like dangling references, undesired
aliasing or sharing, accesses to the null pointer and memory leaking. Object oriented languages
like Java, Perl, C# and Eiffel relieve these difficulties by constraining the ways in which pointers
can be used and offering automatic garbage collection, freeing the programmers from the
task of memory management and preventing them from producing dangling references and
memory leaking. The literature adopted the name references for pointers used in this controlled
manner. However, references do not solve the problems associated with aliasing, sharing and
null referencing.

Basically, difficulties arise in the presence of aliasing because modification to one location
may affect the values of syntactically unrelated expressions. Similarly when data structures
share substructures, a change to one structure may unexpectedly modify others. These issues
are exacerbated when doing formal reasoning with programs. In fact, formal reasoning with
pointers or references has been a persistent challenge for computer scientists and engineers. For
discussion and references to the literature see, for example, (BORNAT, 2000; HOARE; HE,
2003; CALCAGNO; ISTHIAQ; O’HEARN, 2000; REYNOLDS, 2000).

In the last years several significant advances concerning formal methods for software
development have been achieved. In particular, the inherent difficulty of reasoning with pointers
has been successfully addressed using different techniques for describing spatial separation of
pointers, see for example (O’HEARN; REYNOLDS; YANG, 2001; BORNAT, 2000; KASSIOS,
2006, 2011; BANERJEE; NAUMANN; ROSENBERG, 2013; SMANS; JACOBS; PIESSENS,
2012). These advances have influenced several modern tools for verification of programs like
Spec# (BARNETT; LEINO; SCHULTE, 2005a), JML (LEAVENS; BAKER; RUBY, 2006), Per-
fect Developer (CARTER; MONAHAN; MORRIS, 2005) and Dafny (LEINO, 2010), all based
on Hoare Logic. However, there have been few initiatives using algebraic approaches despite its
well known advantages. For example, we know that transformations are used in compilers, but
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these rely on context conditions presented algebraically or by means of logic as discussed for
example in (BENTON, 2004); in many cases they apply only to intermediate representations.
There are algebraic presentations for reasoning with references, see for example (BACK; FAN;
PREOTEASA, 2003), but as far as we are concerned no comprehensive set of algebraic laws has
been established to support transformations of source programs.

The algebraic method has been explored in diverse activities of software development,
such as verification, refinement (or derivation) and transformation. Verification of software is
concerned with proofs of the correctness of programs with respect to specifications. On the other
hand, refinement deals with the use of rules that allow to obtain a correct program from a given
specification. Transformation is a concept wider than refinement. Its subject of interest is the
formal manipulation of programs (and/or specifications) in order to improve them in accordance
to some criteria. Refactorings, compiler optimizations and compilers themselves are examples of
transformations; algebraic treatment of them can be found in (HE; BOWEN, 1994; HE; LI; LIU,
2006; CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010; SAMPAIO, 1997;
DURAN; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010).

Among the several methods to formal reasoning about programs, algebra enjoys several
useful properties. Perhaps the most important, and extensively explored in this work, is its
incrementality. When a new programming language concept or design pattern is added, new
axioms can be introduced, keeping intact the axioms and theorems of the existing theory of the
language. Thus, there is no need to start from scratch since each added novelty will be based on
previous work. Even when the new language features have an impact on the original ones, this
tends to be controllable, affecting only a few laws.

We can also mention other advantages of algebra. Engineers and scientists understand
algebra, and many of them have skills on algebraic calculation. The basic ideas of algebra of
sequential programming are well known by the scientific community (HOARE et al., 1987;
MORGAN, 1990; BACK; WRIGHT, 1998). Algebraic axiomatizations are entirely established
at the programming level and, at least in principle, this seems more appealing for program-
mers. Tools for assistance of proofs are very effective at algebraic reasoning. Finally, recent
work (HOARE; STADEN, 2012; STADEN; HOARE, 2013) shows how algebraic laws can unify
several theories of programming like operational semantics, process calculi and Hoare Logic.
Good explanation and discussion about advantages of algebra for programming can be found
in (HOARE; STADEN, 2012) and (HOARE et al., 1987).

The disadvantage of algebra is related with its high degree of abstraction. A pure
algebraic presentation is given by postulating axioms as algebraic equations (or inequations)
and proving derived laws through equational reasoning. Nothing explicit is said about the
elements being formalized since no explicit mathematical model is defined. So, completeness
and consistency of the set of laws emerge as relevant questions. It may be hard to tell when there
are enough axioms, or whether there might be so many such that inconsistent equations can be
derived.
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Despite our focus on the algebraic approach, by no means we are claiming a general
superiority of algebra compared to other presentation styles. We merely identify the absence or
limited treatment of references and modular reasoning in algebraic approaches and then try to
fill this vacuum. We mean by modular when the reasoning can be focused in separated parts of
the state without worry with the whole state. Of course we benefit from all the advantages of
algebra and expect that our laws can be used as tools for programming transformations in diverse
applications as compiler optimization, refactorings, etc.

Algebraic laws, as addressed by us in this work, can be considered as a way to provide
semantics of programming languages. Other approaches are operational and denotational
semantics. Each one has different applicabilities and purposes. For example, a denotational model
can be used to test the validity of algebraic laws in order to analyze soundness. We ourselves
describe a denotational model for this purpose. The unifying theories of programming (HOARE;
HE, 1998) shows how to unify several semantic presentations, exploring the roles of algebra and
models in construction of theories of Computing.

For verification and refinement, it is useful to describe both programs and specifications
using a common notation or language. That is the case of the refinement calculi (MORGAN,
1990; HEHNER, 1993; BACK; WRIGHT, 1998) which blend constructs of programming
and specification in a unique notation based on the predicate calculus. These calculi can
be used as frameworks for verification of sequential imperative programs, however the main
application is derivation of programs from specifications by stepwise refinement. In derivations,
each refinement step produces a more predictable (or deterministic) version that preserves the
behaviour of the previous program/specification. Refinement is characterized by a relation
between programs/specifications by postulating algebraic laws. Each law relates abstract and
concrete constructs through refinement.

The notations of predicate calculus used in refinement calculi are more expressive
than any implementable programming language. On the other hand, there are more properties
that can be used in reasoning about computations; for example, continuity is not satisfied by
some specification constructs. It becomes necessary to characterize the predicates that can be
implemented. Usually this is done with healthiness conditions which constrain the class of
predicates (DIJKSTRA, 1975; SAMPAIO, 1997; HOARE; HE, 1998). An alternative strategy is
to give a more precise characterization by providing an algebra specifically for programs. Indeed,
in some works the programming notation does not contemplate specifications but just programs.
In this work we follow this strategy. We call them of algebra of programs for distinguishing from
refinement calculus. One worthy of highlight is the seminal work of HOARE et al. (1987) which
established a sound basis for formal development methods.

However we note that the term “algebra of programs” has been used for wider contexts
as in the work of SAMPAIO (1997), for example. Sampaio includes specifications in the
programming language but the relations between specifications and implementations is not a
concern. The main focus is in the relations (properties) between the constructs of the language
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and in the process of compiling programs through a reduction to a normal form. Specifications
are just a tool for simplifying proofs, enabling, for example, the use of approximate inverses
(Galois connections) for programming operators.

Besides sequential imperative programming, approached by the refinement calculi re-
ferred above, several other paradigms had explored algebraic laws. The laws of OCCAM
(ROSCOE; HOARE, 1988) completely characterize the semantics of a concurrent imperative
language. Similar laws for concurrency and communication are provided for CSP (ROSCOE;
HOARE, 1997). An elegant algebraic method for derivation of functional programming programs
is presented in (BIRD; MOOR, 1997). Algebraic reasoning for logic programming is proposed
in (SERES; SPIVEY; HOARE, 1999).

Algebra has been proved to be convenient also for other kinds of transformations and
development activities. Refactoring of object oriented programs are presented as formal re-
finement in (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010; HE; LI; LIU,
2006). More recently evolution of models and product lines are dealt with refinement theories
in (MASSONI, 2008) and (BORBA; TEIXEIRA; GHEYI, 2012; TEIXEIRA, 2014), respectively.

In the past decade several theories for object-oriented verification and refinement have
emerged. The challenges faced by the proponents of these theories have been related with inher-
ent concepts of object orientation like inheritance, subtyping, dynamic binding encapsulation and
sharing by references. For example, it is well-known that it is hard to support framing specifica-
tions in the presence of modularity, encapsulation and pointers (BORNAT, 2000; REYNOLDS,
2002; KASSIOS, 2006). Usually, a specification for an operation includes framing requirements,
i.e. the part of the state which the operation has license to change. Anything outside the frame is
left unchanged.

In the early 90’s, several extensions of Z (SPIVEY, 1998) and VDM (JONES, 1986)
were developed to include object-oriented features. Some of these languages are Z++ (LANO;
HAUGHTON, 1994), VDM++ (DIIRR; KATWIJK, 1992) and Object Z (DUKE; ROSE; SMITH,
1995). However, in general, most modern approaches to verification are adaptations of Hoare
Logic. Some examples are spec# (BARNETT; LEINO; SCHULTE, 2005b), JML (LEAVENS;
BAKER; RUBY, 2006) and Mojave (MÜLLER, 2002). All of them allow to specify contracts
with pre and post-conditions, invariants and some kind of framing constraints. Specifications of
framing constraints are based on ownership concepts like those introduced in MÜLLER (2002)
and Boogie (BARNETT et al., 2006). They are particularly useful for modular reasoning in the
presence of sharing because they allow aliasing under control. These systems and their variants
have proved to be useful for dealing with many object-oriented design patterns; however, they do
not cover a full range of patterns.

The dynamic frames theory, proposed by KASSIOS (2006, 2011), is not an approach
based on the style of Hoare Logic; instead, it adopts the same fundamental ideas of the refinement
calculi for sequential imperative languages where specifications and programs are written using
the same notation. In particular, it is strongly based on the refinement calculus proposed
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in (HEHNER, 1993). The theory has been proved more flexible and conceptually simpler than
previous approaches that tackle the frame problem in the presence of encapsulation and pointers.
Frames are specified as an special case of specification attributes representing the set of addresses
that a method is allowed to change. The work of Kassios has been an influential source of
inspiration for facing the persistent frame problem appearing in specifications and verification.
Maybe the most important evolution of dynamic frames is the framework of implicit dynamic
frames (SMANS; JACOBS; PIESSENS, 2012). It achieves more concise specifications by
incorporating ideas from dynamic frames (KASSIOS, 2011) and separation logic (REYNOLDS,
2002).

None of the aforementioned theories and approaches, however, has been concerned with
the definition of algebraic laws for formal reasoning. They use predicate logic or the style of
Hoare Logic. Again, little attention to algebra has been given. Two distinguished exceptions
are the ROOL (BORBA et al., 2004; SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI;
SAMPAIO, 2010) and rCOS (HE; LI; LIU, 2006) projects. ROOL establishes a sound and
comprehensive set of laws for a Java like language that includes classes, inheritance, subtypes,
dynamic binding and information hiding. The set is shown to be expressive enough in such
way that is possible to transform programs to a normal form. The establishment of sound
programming laws is especially important for formalizing refactoring catalogs (FOWLER,
1999; OPDYKE, 1992) as formal refinements (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI;
SAMPAIO, 2010). However, the theory lacks support for references.

rCOS is a relational model for object orientation based on Hoare and He’s Unifying
Theories of Programming (UTP) (HOARE; HE, 1998). Algebraic laws have been deduced from
the model and they have been used in proofs of refactorings (HE; LI; LIU, 2006). However, a
comprehensive set of laws has not been proposed, but just laws needed in the reported proofs.
rCOS does not provide modular reasoning, but references are contemplated.

Another persistent challenge for the community has been the provision of tools for reason-
ing with changes of data representation (see for example (SUMII; PIERCE, 2007; KOUTAVAS;
WAND, 2006; KOUTAVAS, 2007)). Since refinement may involve changes of representation,
theories should provide some apparatus for this. The problem is particularly more difficult
when inheritance hierarchies are involved. In (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) a useful
representation theorem is proved and it is used in proofs of refactorings requiring changes of
representation. We adopt this approach for data refinement in our refinement algebra theory.

1.1 Objectives and Contribution

Our work is in the context of defining algebraic theories for reasoning about object ori-
ented programs written in Java-like languages. The main objective is proposing a comprehensive
set of sound algebraic laws for sequential object oriented programming with references and
applying them in program transformations such as refactorings.
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We explore the incrementality of algebra to extend the seminal Laws of Programming

(LoP for short) of HOARE et al. (1987) with object oriented constructs present in Java-like
programs. First, based on LoP, we generalize some laws to deal with references, in particular
those related to assignments to object fields. The main difficulties are due to aliasing. We tackle
them using techniques inspired in works of MORRIS (1982) and BORNAT (2000) on program
logic. Our language deals with references in the same way as in Java, i.e., aliasing (sharing) may
only occur for fields of objects since the only operations with references are field access to read
and write. There is no arithmetic on references, and parameters are passed by value. We also
propose laws to deal with object creation and manipulation of assertions.

As in LoP and in ROOL, we address the completeness of the laws by showing that
any program can be transformed, by using the laws, to a normal form. Our normal form is an
equivalent program which uses an explicit heap with copy semantics. We illustrate soundness by
proving the laws of some of the generalized laws. For this we define a denotational semantics
based on relations, for a subset of the language, and illustrate that this semantics is a suitable
model for establishing soundness of the laws.

Second, we adapt the language and the laws of ROOL given in (BORBA et al., 2004;
SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006). We revise laws for specific object oriented commands as method
calls, castings and object creation to accommodate references in the programming language.
Laws of ROOL related with classes remain intact. Soundness and completeness of these laws
are determined elsewhere (BORBA et al., 2004).

Third, we adopt two techniques of separation for modular reasoning with pointers. For
control of alias in commands we use assertions, which are defined as syntactic sugar, and a
set of laws for reasoning with them are derived. Assertion laws resemble Hoare Logic. For
control of alias when objects share data structures we use confinement by ownership as proposed
in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) and use a law of data refinement given there based
on the concept of simulation.

Finally, our laws are intended to support program transformation and verification. They
can be used, for instance, in the design of correct compilers and optimizers. Together with laws
of object orientation established in previous works, they can be applied to formalize a wider
collection of refactorings and patterns which depend on the concept of reference. In this work,
also inspired in ROOL, we establish transformations of programs that formalize refactorings
similar to those described by FOWLER (1999) and OPDYKE (1992). Differently from the laws
of classes, most of the refactorings rules provided for ROOL are not suitable in the context
of our work, mainly because of the lack of references. We also establish new rules capturing
refactorings that are not treated in ROOL since such refactorings deal with issues in which
references are intrinsic. For example, a refactoring which transforms a method into an object.
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1.2 Overview

Chapter 2 reviews previous work that are the basis for our contributions. It introduces
algebraic laws of sequential programming as given in LoP, the concept of refinement and laws for
recursion, laws of object oriented classes for the ROOL language, algebraic rules for refactorings,
also for ROOL, the concepts of confinement, local coupling and simulation and a law for change
of data representation which uses these concepts.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the static semantics of the programming language used in
our work. It gives the abstract syntax of the language and provides a set of deduction rules
that formalizes the notions of well-formedness for programs and commands, along with the
typing rules of expressions. In short, the command language is that of LoP, adapted to include
references and objects, and the object oriented constructs are borrowed from ROOL with minors
changes in the method signatures.

Chapter 4 provides laws for references in the context of the imperative subset of our
language (object oriented constructs are addressed in Chapter 6). It discusses the problem of
aliasing and describes a substitution mechanism that deals with it. Laws which are useful to
decorate commands with assertions are derived. Laws of assignment are established. Assertions
are pervasive in these laws to express absence of aliasing.

Chapter 5 is about the completeness and soundness of laws of commands with references
established in Chapter 4. It presents a theorem of completeness for the laws of commands
with references. Also, a dynamic semantics is formulated for a subset of the language of
commands. The semantics is described as a simple denotational model based on relations like in
LoP (HOARE et al., 1987). Soundness is illustrated by proving some of the laws.

Chapter 6 complements the laws for commands with laws for type casts, type tests,
method calls and local variable declarations. Altogether with the laws of LoP and the laws of
classes of ROOL, this chapter provides a comprehensive set of laws for our entire language.

Rules for refactorings are formulated and proved in Chapter 7. The objective is to show
the effectiveness of our set of laws on the proofs of real transformations usually made by object
oriented programmers.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the contributions of the thesis and discusses limitations
and future work. Appendices provide additional content, including laws established in other
works, derived laws and proofs.
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2
Background

This chapter reviews algebraic laws of sequential object oriented programming focusing
on constructs that have no relation with object references. Exploring the incrementality of
algebra, we combine programming constructs and their correspondent laws from different works.
These laws remain valid still when we extend the programming language in the next chapters in
order to contemplate object references.

Section 2.1 presents the laws for non-deterministic sequential programming formulated
in (HOARE et al., 1987). Section 2.1.1 gives the concept of algorithmic refinement needed
to deal with recursion. The algebraic treatment of iteration and recursion is enriched with
fusion laws taken from (BACK; WRIGHT, 1999). Section 2.2 introduces the laws for object
oriented programming given in (BORBA et al., 2004) and (SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006), focusing
on properties about classes. Section 2.3 overviews the approach proposed in (NAUMANN;
SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) for changing data representation, which is based on the concept of
ownership confinement. This includes a law that allows to prove equivalence of programs when
representation of class hierarchies are changed. Finally, Section 2.4 briefly illustrates the formal
presentation of refactorings given in (CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010) where
refactoring rules are presented as derived laws, i.e. laws whose validity is proved from more
fundamental ones.

2.1 Laws of Sequential Programming

The seminal work LoP of Hoare et al. establishes a foundation for programming based
on algebra. General properties of non-deterministic sequential programs are expressed through
axioms or laws which are expressed by equations and inequations that relate the various constructs
of the programming language. The free variables of the algebraic equations and inequations
stand for programming entities as expressions and commands. Thus, for example, in the equation

c; skip = skip; c = c
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c ranges over commands. Pointing out that the infix operator “; ” denotes the sequential com-
position of commands and that skip represents the successful command that does nothing, the
equations above state that skip is the unit for sequential composition.

The notation (programming language) used in LoP to describe commands is particularly
concise, but incorporates prime constructs of imperative sequential programming. It includes
the primitive commands abort, skip and assignment; and the classical constructs of imperative
programming for composing larger programs: sequencing of commands, conditional command,
conditional iteration, non-determinism and recursion. The syntax for the notation is given by

c ::= x := e | ⊥ | skip simultaneous assignment, abort, skip
| c ; c | c / e. c | c∪ c sequence, conditional, non-determinism
| µ X • c | X recursion, recursive call

In this grammar x and X range over given sets representing names for variables and
recursive commands, respectively. We use a line above syntactic elements to denote a list of
them. Thus, for example, we use e to abbreviate a list e1,e2, . . .en of expressions, for some n.
But the identifier e has no relation with the identifier e which represents any single expression
not necessarily in e. We adopt as convention that:

a,b,c stand for commands;
d,e stand for expressions; and
x,y,z stand for variables.

The conditional b / e . c corresponds to the if command of Java where e is the guard
condition and b and c the branches; this is a concise notation for if e then b else c. The notation
µ X • c is used for recursion; it defines a command where recursive calls to X can happen within
c. An iteration command e∗ c having the same behavior of the while of Java can be defined in
terms of the µ construct:

e∗ c
def
= µ X • c; X / e. skip

The non-deterministic command b∪ c denotes the demonic choice between b and c.
The command ⊥, also known as abort, represents the behaviour of a failing program. It is the
most non-deterministic program since its execution may result in any state or may even fail to
terminate.

The simultaneous assignment x := e requires the same size for both lists and no repetition
of variables in the list x. The assignment is executed by evaluating all the expressions in e and
then assigning each resulting value to the corresponding variable in x.

LoP does not fix the language of expressions; it only considers some assumptions about
it. There is a conditional expression e1 /d . e2 which yields e1 when d evaluates to true, and
e2 when d evaluates to false. Additionally, it is assumed that expressions are evaluated without
side effects and also that for every expression e there is an expression De for checking if e

is defined, i.e. De evaluates to true when the evaluation of e succeeds and to false when the
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evaluation of e fails. It is assumed that De is always defined. D is not regarded as a construct of
the programming language itself, but, rather, for any expression e, there is an expression D e

which determines whether e is defined or not. As an example, D(x/y) can be defined as y 6= 0.
We further discuss definedness in Sections 4.3 and 6.3.1.

In order to reduce the number of brackets, it is provided relative precedences for the
command constructs. From highest to lowest precedence, we have: arithmetic operators, “,”,
“:=”, “; ”, “∗”, ∪, /. and µ .

Assignment

x,y := e,y = x := e
�
 �	2.1

x := x = skip
�
 �	2.2

x := e = x := e /De. ⊥
�
 �	2.3

x := e; x := d =

x := dx
e /De. ⊥

�
 �	2.4
x := e; (b /d . c) =

x := e; b /dx
e . x := e; c

�
 �	2.5
x,y,z := e1,e2,e3 =

y,x,z := e2,e1,e3
�
 �	2.6

x := (e1 /d . e2) =

(x := e1) /d . (x := e2)
�
 �	2.7

Sequential Composition

a ; (b ; c) = (a ; b) ; c
�
 �	2.8

(c ; skip) = (skip ; c) = c
�
 �	2.9

(⊥ ; c) = (c ; ⊥) =⊥
�
 �	2.10

(a∪b) ; c = (a ; c)∪ (b ; c)
�
 �	2.11

a ; (b∪ c) = (a ; b)∪ (a ; c)
�
 �	2.12

(a / e. b) ; c =
(a ; c) / e. (b ; c)

�
 �	2.13

Refinement

bv c⇔ b∪ c = b
�
 �	2.14

Recursion

µ X • F(X) = F(µ X • F(X))
�
 �	2.15

F(Y)v Y⇒ µ X • F(X)v Y
�
 �	2.16

Non-determinism

c∪ c = c
�
 �	2.17

b∪ c = c∪b
�
 �	2.18

(a∪b)∪ c = a∪ (b∪ c)
�
 �	2.19

c∪⊥=⊥
�
 �	2.20

Conditional

b / false. c = c = c / true. b
�
 �	2.21

c / e. c = c /De. ⊥
�
 �	2.22

a / e. (b / e. c) = a / e. c =
(a / e. b) / e. c

�
 �	2.23
(a∪b) / e. c =

(a / e. c)∪ (b / e. c)
�
 �	2.24

(a / e. b)∪ c =
(a∪ c) / e. (b∪ c)

�
 �	2.25
(a /d . b) / e. c = ((a / e. c) /d . (b / e. c))
/Dd .
(⊥ / e. c)

 �
 �	2.26

(b / e. c) /De. ⊥= b / e. c
�
 �	2.27

b / e1 /d . e2 . c =
(b / e1 . c) /d . (b / e2 . c)

�
 �	2.28

Figure 2.1: Laws from LoP (HOARE et al., 1987).

Figure 2.1 lists the laws of programming given in LoP. The notation dx
e denotes the

syntactic simultaneous substitution on d where each variable in x is replaced by the corresponding
(same position) expression in e. For convenience, when we split lists within a command we
assume the same size between corresponding lists, unless otherwise stated. For example, in the
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assignment x,y := d,e we take for granted that x and d have the same size, as well as y and e.
We do not explain in detail these laws here and refer to LoP for more details.

2.1.1 Refinement and Recursion

An order relation “v” is defined by Law 2.14. The relation b v c holds when the
command c is at least as deterministic as b, i.e. c offers only a subset of the choices offered by b.
So c is a more predictable command than b. Intuitively, this means that in any place where b is
expected we can put c instead since it will do the expected, more predictable, task. In LoP, when
bv c, they say that c is better than b. Here we use a more common denomination and say that c

refines b.
The set of programs with v is a partial order. Moreover, it is a complete semi-lattice,

where ∪ is the meet (greatest lower bound) and ⊥ the bottom. In fact, ⊥ represents the program
that may do anything non-deterministically, including to diverge (non termination). It could
be possible to have two different concepts, one for divergence and one for the most arbitrary
non-deterministic behaviour. But as both behaviours represent a failing program, it is convenient
to represent them as a unique program ⊥, the bottom of the semi-lattice, since in this way
refinement works appropriately.

All the command operators of LoP are monotonic with respect to “v”, in the sense that
they preserve the ordering of their operands. Indeed, every operation that distributes through “∪”
is also monotonic.

The relevant concepts and laws for recursion (and loops) come from fixed-point and
domain theories (TARSKI, 1955; SCOTT, 1970). Laws 2.15 and 2.16 in Figure 2.1 are an
instance of the Tarski theorem dealing with the existence of extreme fixpoints (TARSKI, 1955).
The first law establishes that µ X • F(X) is a fixpoint, i.e. a solution to the equation X = F(X).
The second one says that µ X.F(X) is the least fixed point. Henceforth we shall abbreviate
µ X.F(X) with µ F.

The two laws about recursion are a useful tool to prove refinements with the shape
µ F v c. However, they offer no help in proofs of refinements like F(µ G)v µ H (and F(µ G) =

µ H). Thus, they do not seem sufficient to establish a complete algebraic theory for recursive
programs. For example, we are not aware of any proof for the following equation about tail
recursion using exclusively laws 2.15 and 2.16 to deal with recursion. Note that the left-hand
side is equal to (e∗b); c.

Law 2.29 〈tail recursion〉.

(µ X • b; X / e. skip); c = µ X • b; X / e. c

To circumvent this lack of expressiveness, LoP works with a definition for µ X • F(X)

that depends on the concepts of continuity and limit of convergent sequences of programs. For
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this, it is needed to introduce a join (least upper bound) operator on programs. Two commands b

and c are “compatible” if both have a common refinement. If b and c are compatible, b∩ c is the
least common refinement (join). Differently from “∪”, the operator “∩” is partial, since there
are commands b and c such that b∩ c is undefined. Further, in some cases b∩ c may not be a
command, but a specification not necessarily implementable. Thus “∩” cannot be considered a
combinator of the programming language.

A nonempty set of commands S, finite or infinite, such that every pair of elements in S

has a common refinement also in S is said to be directed. If S is directed and finite, it contains a
command that is the least common refinement for all in S. If S is directed and infinite, it does
not necessarily contain the least common refinement, but the limit of ∩S exists and it is the least
common refinement. An operator is continuous if it preserves limits of directed sets.

All the LoP’s command operators are continuous and, because any composition of
continuous functions is also continuous, in any recursion µ X • F(X), F is continuous. With
this, the recursive command µ X • F(X) can be defined as the limit of approximations. Such
approximations are defined by induction as follows

F0(Y) = Y

Fn+1(Y) = F(Fn(Y)) for all n≥ 0

Because F is monotonic, it is easy to prove that Fn(⊥) v Fn+1(⊥). Therefore the set
{Fn(⊥) | n≥ 0} is directed and thus LoP defines the recursive command µ X • F(X) as the limit
of this set

µ X • F(X)
def
=
⋂
{Fn(⊥) | n≥ 0}

Laws 2.15 and 2.16 can be derived from this definition; but, also, the definition itself
suggests a method for reasoning about recursive commands based on finite approximations.
Nevertheless, the technique is not algebraic since it requires induction on the natural numbers.

BACK; WRIGHT (1999) propose a pure algebraic style of reasoning about loops
based, beyond the laws 2.15 and 2.16, on other standard results from the fixpoint theory of
lattices (AARTS; AL., 1995). So, according to this line, in this work we also assume the next
two laws, attributed to Kleene and known under the name of fusion lemmas, which link least
fixpoints and continuity.

Law 〈Fusion〉. Let F, G and H be functions on programs such that F and G are monotonic and
H is continuous.

if H ◦F v G◦H, then H(µ F)v µ G
�
 �	2.30

if H ◦F = G◦H, then H(µ F) = µ G
�
 �	2.31

As an example of the applicability of these fusion laws, Law 2.29 given above, about tail
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recursion, can be proved by using Law 2.31 through the instantiation of F, G and H with

F(X)
def
= b; X / e. skip

G(X)
def
= b; X / e. c

H(Y)
def
= Y; c

2.2 Laws of Object Oriented Programming

Borba and Sampaio et al provide in (BORBA et al., 2004; SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006)
an algebraic foundation for object oriented programming by postulating a comprehensive set of
laws for a language that includes imperative commands, inheritance, recursive classes, dynamic
binding, access control, type tests and downcasts, but no references and, consequently, no
sharing. The language, denominated ROOL (CAVALCANTI; NAUMANN, 2000), has an
object oriented facet similar to a subset of sequential Java and an imperative one based on the
refinement calculus of MORGAN (1990). The imperative part is a language of commands that
mixes constructs of programming and specification. Our work appropriates the object oriented
constructs from (BORBA et al., 2004) and their corresponding laws, termed laws of classes.
Nonetheless, for the imperative commands we opt for the implementable language of LoP instead
of a specification language.

In this section we briefly introduce the object oriented language and the laws of classes
given in (BORBA et al., 2004) but slightly adapted to fit with our syntax of commands. We start
by showing the abstract syntax for the object oriented constructs.

prog ::= cd • c

cd ::= class A extends A class declaration

vis f : T field declarations

meth m =̂ (sig • c) method declarations

end end of class declaration

vis ::= pri | prot | pub visibility modifier for fields

sig ::= x : T procedure signature

| x : T→ T function signature

T ::= A | bool | int types

c ::= . . .

| pc(e) pc call

pc ::= . . . parameterised command

| e.m targeted method
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e ::= . . .

| e is A | (A)e type test, type cast

where A is a given set denoting names for classes, cd is adopted as nomenclature for class
declarations and T for types.

A program is a sequence of class declarations together with a command. A class
declaration

class A extends B vis f : T mt end

declares a new class with name A, fields f : T , methods mt and superclass B. Subclassing and
single inheritance are expressed through extends. The declared class A inherits all the fields and
methods from the superclass B; and also A is a subtype of B. The root of the extends hierarchy
is the built-in class Object. It is not possible to overload fields within a class. Also, it is not
allowed to override field declarations in subclasses. Any method can be redefined in subclasses
but always keeping the same signature since overloading of methods is forbidden. Hence, we
cannot have different methods in the same class, or in a class and a subclass, with the same name,
but different parameters.

Each field declares its visibility as private (pri), protected (prot) or public (pub). When
a field is declared pri, it is visible only within its own class. If it is declared pub the field is
visible in all the program. Finally, if it is declared prot its visibility is constrained to its own
class and all subclasses. All the methods in a class are implicitly public, i.e. are visible in all the
program.

There are some distinguished names which have special meanings in the body of methods.
The variable self denotes the reference to the current object, playing the same role as this in Java.
Within a method, self is a constant value, i.e, during the method execution it never changes its
value. Thus the use of self as left-hand side of any assignment is forbidden. The variable super
provides a means to reference methods in the superclass; it can only be used as target of method
calls. The reserved variable res is used in the body of function methods to yield the result. The
distinguished method name ctr is used for the constructor method. Methods can be (mutually)
recursive i.e. the bodies of methods can have (mutual) recursive calls.

Within a class, allusion to components of the current object needs to be done explicitly
through self. Thus, if the class A declares or inherits the method m, a call for m to the current
object must be written as self.m(e); the prefix “self.” is not optional. Similarly, we must write
self.f to access the field f of the current object.

The expression is has the same semantics as instanceof in Java, i.e. e is A tests if e is an
instance of A. The expression (A)e stands for the casting of e to the type A. If e evaluates to an
instance of A then (A)e gives the same result as e, otherwise it is undefined.

In the grammar above there are some missing elements like object creation and expres-
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sions for accessing fields. We will tackle them in the next chapters, when we introduce references
to the language.

In what follows, cds, ads and mts stand for sequences of class, field and method declara-
tions, respectively. In general, we will use cds instead of cd in order to have a lighter notation
when providing laws of classes.

2.2.1 Laws of Classes

Laws of commands, like those exposed in the previous section or those given for the
imperative commands of ROOL are about small grain constructs. Laws of classes focus in
medium grain constructs dealing with inheritance (of methods and fields), subtyping, control
of visibility and addition or elimination of methods, fields and classes. Properties linked to
these concepts are inherently context-dependant, thus, differently from the laws of commands,
laws of classes relate entire programs or fragments within a fixed entire program. The notation
cds1 =cds,c cds2 is used for the equality of cds1 to cds2 in the context of the class declarations
cds and main program c. In fact, this is an abbreviation for the program equality cds1 cds • c =

cds2 cds • c.
The laws are conditional equations with two kinds of provisos that can be checked

statically. Provisos labelled with ‘(→)’ give the conditions that must be satisfied when the
law is applied from left to right. For simplicity, it is assumed implicitly that the left-hand
side of the equation is well-formed. On the other hand, provisos labelled with ‘(←)’ are for
when the law is used from right to left and (implicitly) the right-hand side of the equation is
well-formed. This separation of provisos allows one to interpret each law as two behaviour
preserving transformations, one for each direction. For conciseness, the label ‘(↔)’ is used
when the condition must be fulfilled for applications in either direction. As an example, consider
the following law.

Law 2.32 〈class elimination〉.
cds cd1 • c = cds • c

provided

(→) The class declared in cd1 is not referred to in cds or c.

(←) (1) The name of the class declared in cd1 is distinct from those of all classes declared in
cds; (2) the superclass appearing in cd1 is either Object or declared in cds; and (3) the
fields and methods declared in cd1 are not declared by its superclasses in cds, except in the
case of method redefinitions.

This law can be used from left to right to allow the elimination of a class declaration
which is not being used by the program. Also, the law can be applied from right to left enabling
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the addition of a new class declaration. The provisos are settled to ensure that if one side of the
equality is well formed then the other side also is.

The next law highlights the behaviour of the dynamic binding1 mechanism on method
calls. It establishes that we can merge a method declaration and its redefinition into a single
declaration in the superclass. The resulting method chooses the appropriate behaviour through
type test.

Law 2.33 〈move redefined method to superclass〉.

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ ( sig • b )

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

meth m =̂ ( sig • b′ )

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ ( sig •
b /not(self is C). b′

)

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end

provided

(↔) (1) super and private fields do not appear in b′; and (2) super.m does not appear in mts′.

(→) b′ does not contain uncast occurrences of self nor expressions having the form ((C)self).a
for any private field a in ads′;

(←) m is not declared in mts′.

Since the meaning of super depends on the class where it occurs, provisos constrain
their use within b′ and mts′. Concerning self, it is required that every occurrence of it in b′ be
casted, thus its range of fields and methods is kept the same independently whether it occurs
within the class declaration of B or C. The other provisos keep well-formedness.

A last example of law from (BORBA et al., 2004) is the following that, when used
from left to right, allows to move up in the class hierarchy a method declaration that is not a
redefinition. In the opposite direction it dictates that we can move a method down.

Law 2.34 〈move original method to superclass〉.

1Dynamic binding is also known as dynamic dispatch by some authors.
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class B extends A

ads

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

meth m =̂ (sig • c)

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • c)

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end

provided

(↔) (1) super and private fields do not appear in c; and (2) m is not declared in any superclass
of B in cds.

(→) (1) m is not declared in mts, and can only be declared in a class D, for any D ≤ B and
D 6≤ C, if it keeps the same signature sig; and (2) c does not contain uncast occurrences of
self nor expressions in the form ((C)self).a for any private field a in ads′.

(←) (1) m is not declared in mts′; and (2) D.m, for any D≤ B and D 6≤ C, does not appear in
cds,c, mts or mts′.

We use ‘≤’ for denoting the relation of subtyping between classes. The precise definition
will be given in Chapter 3. The notation D.m indicates uses of the name m through expressions
whose static type is D. For example, if we write that D.m does not appear in cds, we mean that,
in cds, there are no occurrences of e.m for any e of type D.

The provisos for the law above are similar to those of Law 2.33. The first two are
necessary to preserve semantics while the others guarantee that we relate well-formed programs.
The proviso that precludes superclasses of B from defining m is placed in order to preserve the
behaviour of objects of type B due to method calls that are carried out using dynamic binding.
Without this proviso, each side of the equation will dispatch to different code any call to an exact
instances of B for the method m.

Other laws of classes are established in (BORBA et al., 2004). They deal with moving
fields to superclass, changing types of fields and parameters, changing visibility of fields, adding
and eliminating methods, among other features. We list the entire set of laws of classes in
Appendix A for reference in this work. They can be found also in (SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006).

2.2.2 Object Oriented Commands and Expressions

In addition to classes, object-oriented programming has some singular commands and
expressions such as type casting, method calls and type tests. Since the laws from LoP shown in
Section 2.1 only deal with imperative constructs, it is needed to establish laws for these specific
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commands and expressions. (BORBA et al., 2004) postulate laws for these constructs. However,
they are not useful in this context mainly because the copy semantics of ROOL is governed by
laws which are different from those needed for our language. For example, in ROOL variables
hold objects and passing of parameters is by copy. In our language, objects are dealt with like in
Java: passing of parameters is also by copy but variables (and parameters) contain references
to objects rather than the objects themselves. We leave the discussion of laws for method calls,
type tests and type casting to Chapter 4 after we introduce references to the language.

On the other hand, all the laws of classes do not suffer interference from the copy
semantics of ROOL, so we can reuse all of them in our work. This should not be a surprise
because these laws define structural properties of classes which do not depend on aspects related
to assignments, parameter passing or object creation.

2.3 Representation Independence

Besides the laws presented so far, reasoning about object oriented programs require some
apparatus to deal with change of data representation. Intuitively, representation independence of
programs has to do with the capability to interchange different implementations of an abstract
data type when they provide identical behaviors for the operations. For example, representation
independence would guarantee that a stack could be implemented using arrays or linked lists
without altering the correctness of any program that uses stacks, as long as the operations push

and pop give the expected results. There is an extensive theoretical literature on the subject
(e.g. (DNONAHUE, 1979; MITCHELL, 1986; KOUTAVAS; WAND, 2006; SUMII; PIERCE,
2007; FILIPOVIć et al., 2010) but just a few proposals are adequate for class based languages
(e.g (KOUTAVAS, 2007; NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012)). Several difficulties arise
when dealing with references and classes. Perhaps the major complication is the potential for
references to break encapsulation, since they can escape from the objects creating unexpected
interdependencies through sharing. Another problem is related with the treatment of protected
visibility in class hierarchies.

To our knowledge, just the technique of NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA (2012) ad-
dresses representation independence considering class hierarchies and references. They demon-
strate an abstraction theorem that enables the use of simulation to prove equivalence of two
versions of an entire hierarchy of classes. The theorem is used to prove a data refinement law
which allows to perform behavior preserving transformations of class hierarchies. Both, the
theorem and the data refinement law, require the introduction of some concepts, like ownership

confinement and simulation, formulated at the semantic level of the language. In what follows,
we provide a brief and informal presentation of the main notions needed to establish the data
refinement law, as introduced in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012).
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Figure 2.2: Confinement scheme.

States. In the formal semantics, states are modeled as usual: a state σ has a store which
assigns type-consistent values to the variables, and has a heap that maps object references to
records. Each allocated object is associated with a record in the heap whose data are their fields.
Commands denote state transformers as usually for deterministic languages.

Confinement. Confinement is a condition on programs about encapsulation and suited for
reasoning with references in a controlled way by making aliasing absence more predictable.
The notion of confinement considers two distinguished classes: Own for owners and Rep for
encapsulated objects (also called reps). But the concept adopted is instance-oriented: a single
owner object can “own” other rep objects in such way that reps can only be referenced by their
owner or each other. We can consider that an owner and its reps form an island and, from outside
this island, the reps can only be accessed indirectly through the owner.

A heap is confined when it can be partitioned in confined islands of objects as illustrated
in Fig. 2.2. The full rectangle represents the complete heap, dashed boxes are partition blocks
and dotted arrows mean forbidden references. Each Ohi is a single instance of Own, each Rhi is
a region of Rep objects, CRh is a region of Rep objects that have no owner and Ch contains all
the remaining objects. Here, to say that Ohi is an instance of Own must be understood as Ohi is
an instance of some A such that A is Own or some subclass of Own. Similar analogy is used to
Rep. Both Ch and CRh are termed clients.

A state is confined when the heap is confined and moreover the values of local variables
do not violate the confinement. That is, locals cannot point to owned reps. The only exceptions
is when the local self is an owner and, in this case, other locals may point to reps of self.

A command is confined if, when starting from a confined state, either it aborts or it
finishes in a confined state, possibly extending the original islands with new allocated reps or
creating islands for new owners. A sequence of class declarations cds is confined when the
bodies of all the methods within the class declarations in cds are confined. A program is confined
when it establishes at the start and keeps on every intermediate state the confinement invariant.

Local Coupling and Simulation. Two sequences of class declarations cds,cds1 and cds,cds′1
are comparable if

• cds,cds1 and cds,cds′1 define the same class hierarchy;

• cds1 (or cds′1) exactly declares the entire hierarchy of classes whose root is Own;
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• the corresponding classes in cds1 and cds′1 have the same public interface; and

• cds includes class declarations for Rep and Rep′, and possibly for subclasses of them.

In what follows we assume implicitly two comparable sequences of class declarations. A
local coupling is a binary relation R on islands. It relates islands of comparable class declarations.
When R I I′ for the islands I and I′, they must have the same owner. Moreover the values of the
fields of the owner in I must be the same as those of the corresponding owner in I′, except for
private or protected fields declared within Own and its subclasses.

Local coupling relations are lifted to relate heaps, states, state transformers and class
declarations. Given a local coupling R, the relation R̂ relates two heaps h and h′ if

• h and h′ can be partitioned into P and P′, partitions composed of confined islands, both
having the same number of parts;

• for each island I in P there is a corresponding I′ in P′ such that R I I′;

• the client partition in P is identical to the client partition in P′. It means that P and P′ have
identical objects, with the same values for corresponding fields.

For states, R̂ relates pair of states which have related heaps and identical stores. Two
state transformers are related by R̂ if, when performed on states related by R̂, they leave states
also related by R̂. Two sequences of class declarations are related by R̂ if the state transformers
denoted by corresponding method declarations are related.

A simulation is a local coupling R such that

• the corresponding pair of constructors of Own and its subclasses establish R for the
corresponding islands owned by self; and

• the corresponding pair of methods of Own and its subclasses preserve R̂, i.e their bodies
are related by R̂.

The abstraction theorem asserts that if cds and cds′ are confined (for Own, Rep and Own,
Rep′, respectively), and R is a simulation, then the denotations of cds and cds′ are related by R̂.

This theorem permits to prove the following law which considers the change of represen-
tation in a hierarchy of classes. The law is useful both to prove more general transformations, like
sound refactorings, as well as to justify specific changes of data representation in intermediate
steps of refactorings.

Law 2.35 〈data refinement〉.
cs =cds,c cs′

provided
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(↔) (1) cs and cs′ are hierarchies with root Own, and cds has no subclasses of Own; (2) cds,cs

and cds,cs′ are comparable class declarations; (3) cds,cs is confined for Own, Rep;
(4) cds,cs′ is confined for Own, Rep′; (5) c is confined in cds,cs, and also in cds,cs′; and
(6) there is a simulation R.

2.4 Refactorings as Formal Refinements

Processes of development and maintenance of software commonly prescribe refactoring
when evolution is aspired to achieve better programs. Refactoring is a technique to change
programs in such way that external behaviour is preserved yet improving nonfunctional at-
tributes (OPDYKE, 1992; ROBERTS, 1999; FOWLER, 1999).

In the work Sound Refactorings (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI;
SAMPAIO, 2010) (SR for short), Cornélio et al. use an algebraic approach to present refactorings
as behaviour preserving transformations of programs. A set of rules is given to formalize
adaptations of an important set of refactorings catalogued by FOWLER (1999) and a few others
formulated by OPDYKE (1992). Just like the laws of classes, a refactoring rule defines two
transformations: one when the rule is applied from left to right and another when the rule is
applied from right to left. Also similarly to the laws of classes, provisos constrain the application
of the rule. Some of them are merely placed to preserve well-formedness, but others are needed
to preserve behaviour. The rules are built on top of the laws of object oriented programming
given in (BORBA et al., 2004); the soundness of the rules are proved by using these laws.

Unfortunately, differently from the laws of classes, almost all the refactoring rules
provided by Cornélio are not suitable in the context of our work, mainly because ROOL, the
programming language adopted in SR, has copy semantics for assignments and parameter
passing.

Indeed, SR adapts refactorings formerly established for Java and C++ by FOWLER
(1999) and OPDYKE (1992), respectively. However, both Java and C++ have references as a
fundamental element and, if compared with ROOL, ascribe a different treatment with regard to
assignment and parameters. In general, the rules in SR fail to accurately express the original
refactorings and/or are very restrictive regarding their side conditions. For instance the rule
〈Encapsulate Field〉, which converts the visibility of a field from public to private, requires a
basic type for the field. This constraint is needed because the refactoring introduces a getter

method which returns the field. However in ROOL, if the field were an object, the getter would
actually yield a copy of the field and thus next uses of it will refer to the copy instead of the
original field. For example, if it were allowed arbitrary types for a field f to be encapsulated
through a getter method getF, the assignment e.f .g := d would be transformed in e.getF().g := d.
But e.getF() will return a copy of e.f and thus the second assignment will not be an assignment
to the original field e.f .g. Certainly, this is not intended in the original Fowler’s refactoring.

In addition, there are several Fowler’s refactorings that deal explicitly with references and
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sharing, and definitely they cannot be expressed for ROOL. Some examples are the refactorings
called 〈Change Value to Reference〉 and 〈Replace Method with Method Object〉, just to name a
couple. In Chapter 7, we present a formalization of some of these refactorings in a language which
includes references and has the same parameter passing mechanism as Java. These refactorings
are essential when transforming programs to conform to design patterns like Observer and
Flyweight (GAMMA; AL., 1994).

In what follows we present one of the few rules of SR that can be reused in our work.
Nevertheless we correct the provisos of the rule since their formulations in (CORNéLIO, 2004)
and (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) do not ensure the soundness of the transforma-
tion. The rule in question is called 〈Pull Up/Pull Down Method〉 in SR and formalizes the
refactorings 〈Pull Up Method〉 and 〈Pull Down Method〉 from Fowler’s catalog (FOWLER,
1999).

When the rule is applied from left to right, it characterizes the Fowler’s refactoring 〈Pull

Up Method〉 that allows to eliminate duplicate code when the same method is repeatedly declared
in several branches of the class hierarchy. Since duplicated code is a common source of errors,
the method declaration should be moved to a common superclass, obtaining just one definition.

When the rule is applied from right to left, it describes a slightly different version of the
Fowler’s refactoring 〈Push Down Method〉, as a method is pushed down to all the subclasses.
In contrast, Fowler’s refactoring pushes down the method to a specific subclass whenever there
are only calls on objects of this subclass in the program. In fact, the refactoring here is more
basic, in the sense that we can push down the method to both subclasses and then, applying other
refactoring, we might remove it from a subclass, if it is never used in the program.

On the left-hand side of the rule 〈Pull Up/Pull Down Method〉 there are two identical
declarations for the method m, one within B and the other within C. On the other hand, the
right-hand side declares m just once in A, the superclass of B and C, so B and C inherit m.

With respect to the provisos given in SR, we amend them by adding the conditions
(→)(2) and (→)(3). These conditions are needed to ensure that well-formedness is preserved by
the rule. Also, in order to preserve behaviour, we add the proviso (↔)(2) that just appears in the
(→) part in SR.

In order to apply the rule in any direction, super must not appear in c′ since it denotes
different elements, depending on the class where it appears. Also, m cannot be declared in any
superclass of A to preserve the behaviour of calls to m when the target is an exact instance of
A. Otherwise, because of the dynamic binding mechanism, the left-hand program will call the
definition immediately above of A in the class hierarchy while the right-hand program will call
the code defined within A.

For applying from right to left, super.m must not appear in the classes to which we push
m down nor in any subclass of A, again because super.m could denote different elements. All
the other provisos are placed to preserve well-formedness.

The rule 〈Pull Up/Pull Down Method〉 can be proved sound by using laws of classes and
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Rule 2.1 〈Pull Up/Push Down Method〉

class A extends D
adsa;
mtsa

end
class B extends A

adsb;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)
mtsb

end
class C extends A

adsc;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)
mtsc

end

=cds,c

class A extends D
adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)
mtsa

end
class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb

end
class C extends A

adsc;
mtsc

end

provided

(↔) (1) super and private fields do not appear in c′; and (2) m is not declared in any superclass
of A in cds.

(→) (1) m is not declared in mtsa, and can only be declared in a class N, for any N ≤ A, if it has
signature sig; (2) there are no occurrences of self .f in c′ for any field f declared both in
adsb and adsc; and (3) if there is some occurrence of self .m1 in c′ for some method m1
declared both in mtsb and mtsc, m1 must be declared in A or any superclass.

(←) (1) m is not declared in mtsb or mtsc; (2) super.m does not appear in mtsb or mtsc nor in
any class N such that N ≤ A and N 6≤ B or N 6≤ C; and (3) N.m, for any N ≤ A and N 6≤ B
or N 6≤ C, does not appear in cds, c, mtsa , mtsb or mtsc.

laws of object oriented commands. As usual in algebraic settings, the proof involves several
intermediate transformations. First, it moves the method m from B to the superclass A using
the law 2.34 〈move original method to superclass〉 of classes. Then, using Law 2.33 〈move

redefined method to superclass〉, the method m in B is also moved to A. In intermediate steps,
dummy casts are introduced, so that one can apply the laws, and remove later. Finally, the
conditional introduced by Law 2.33 is eliminated through laws of commands and casts. The
detailed algebraic proof is in Appendix F.

Before we give a last example of refactoring rule of SR that is also valid in the context of
our language, we explain quite informally the notation for substitutions. We use the standard
notation α[β/v] to mean that the variable v is replaced by phrase β in the context α . The notation
is extended to lists of variables and phrases like in α[β/v] to represent simultaneous substitution.
Of course, the lists β and v must have the same size and v cannot have repeated elements. When
there is no confusion we allow to replace phrases by phrases as in α[β/η ], where η is a list of
phrases.
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Rule 2.2 〈Pull Up/Push Down Field〉

class A extends D
adsa;
mtsa

end
class B extends A

prot f : T; adsb;
mtsb

end
class C extends A

prot g : T; adsc;
mtsc

end
cds1

=cds,c

class A extends D
prot k : T; adsa;
mtsa

end
class B extends A

adsb;
mts′b

end
class C extends A

adsc;
mts′c

end
cds′1

where

mts′b = mtsb[d.k,e.k/d.f ,e.g], for every d : B1, B1 ≤ B and every e : C1, C1 ≤ C;

mts′c = mtsc[d.k,e.k/d.f ,e.g], for every d : B1, B1 ≤ B and every e : C1, C1 ≤ C; and

cds′1 = cds′1[d.k,e.k/d.f ,e.g], for every d : B1, B1 ≤ B and every e : C1, C1 ≤ C.

provided

(↔) cds contains no subclasses of A.

(→) the field k is not declared in A, nor in any subclass or superclass of A in cds,cds1.

(←) the field f (resp., g) is not declared in A or B (resp., C), nor in any subclass or superclass of
B (resp., C) in cds,cds′1.

Also, whenever appropriate, we write α[v] to say that v are all or some of the free
variables of α . If β is a list of phrases having the same length as v, then α[β ] stands for the
result of replacing in α each occurrence of any variable in v by the corresponding positional
phrase in β . Implicitly, we avoid collision between free variables of β and bound variables in
the context α .

The next refactoring rule 〈Pull Up/Down Field〉, introduced in (CORNéLIO, 2004)
and (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012), characterizes the two Fowler’s refactorings 〈Pull

Up Field〉 and 〈Pull Down Field〉, depending in which direction the rule is applied. The first one
corresponds to uses of the rule from left to right. It can be useful when subclasses developed
independently have fields with the same purpose. These fields may have different names, but if
they have the same type and are used in a similar way, they can be unified to eliminate duplication.
The second refactoring, that applies the rule in the opposite direction, may be convenient as an
intermediate step when we want to move the field to just one subclass.
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On the left-hand side of the rule, B and C are subclasses of A. Both classes B and C

individually declare a field, f and g, respectively, with the same type. The sequence of class
declarations cds1 contains the subclasses of A other than B and C. All the occurrences of f and g

on the left-hand side are renamed to k on the right-hand side.
In the rule, the transformation is defined schematically. For instance, the field f can occur

in field reference expressions e.f and assignments e.f := . . . for many different expressions e.
Rather than using special notation for schematic variables, we simply use the phrase “for every
expression e . . . ”, meaning that the schema is applied simultaneously for all e.

The derivation of the rule can be made by applying Law 2.35 〈data refinement〉 with the
instantiation [A,None,None/Own,Rep,Rep′] where None is a built-in class that never occurs in
programs. We define a local coupling R as a formula over self and self′. Within the formula, self
and self′ are used to designate representative instances of the old and new versions, respectively.
Given a class name A, the function fields returns the set of fields declared in or inherited by A.
The formula defining R is

type(self) = type(self′)

∧ (self is A⇒ self.x = self′.z)

∧ (self is B⇒ self.y = self′.z)

∧ ∀ f ∈ fields(type(self)) • f 6= x ∧ f 6= y⇒ self.f = self′.f

The proof that R is a simulation is provided in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012).
When performing a complex refactoring by doing small steps, applying one law or one

rule at a time, as usual, we may envisage the need to use some specific rule but, at the same time,
note that provisos are not being satisfied. Frequently, the satisfaction of the required provisos
can be reached by the previous application of other refactorings or rules. For instance, when it
is desired to use the rule 〈Pull Up/Pull Down Method〉 from left to right but it is not possible
because c′ uses a common field f declared both in B and C – see proviso (→)(2). However, we
can use the refactoring 〈Pull Up Field〉 to factorize the duplicated declarations of f in a single
one into the class A before the application of the rule 〈Pull Up/Pull Down Method〉.
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3
The Language and its Type System

The algebraic laws in this work implicitly assume well-formed programs, commands
or expressions. Also, laws of classes and laws of some commands are inherently context
dependent and have their applicability constrained by provisos relying upon facts expressed
through judgments related with typing.

This chapter is concerned with the static semantics of the programming language adopted
in the rest of this work. In particular, here the notions of well-formedness for programs and
commands are formalized, along with the typing of expressions. However, first we define the
abstract syntax of the language and give an informal description of its constructs.

The language is built on the command language of LoP (HOARE et al., 1987) and the
object oriented constructs of ROOL (CAVALCANTI; NAUMANN, 2000; BORBA et al., 2004),
which were presented in Chapter 2. It is worth emphasizing that the foundation inherited from
these works is not just syntactic, but also semantic as all the algebraic laws postulated previously
in Chapter 2 continue being valid for our language.

We follow an incremental presentation for the informal description and for the laws. This
chapter just complements the previous chapter by explaining the commands and expressions
added to the language mostly to deal with references. Laws for them are analyzed in next
chapters.

In short, among the values manipulated by programs we add references to objects.
Constructs involving references are restricted to accesses to fields, assignments to fields and
creation of new objects. Fields are accessed through references by using the dot notation. There
is a command for creating objects. Methods are defined by means of parameterised commands
and they can define functions that can be called within expressions.

Section 3.1 exhibits the abstract syntax of our language along with an informal description
of its constructs, while Section 3.2 presents the type system.
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prog ::= cd • c
cd ::= class A extends A class declaration

vis f : T field declarations
meth m =̂ (sig • c) method declarations

end end of class declaration
vis ::= pri | prot | pub visibility modifiers for fields
T ::= A | bool | int types
sig ::= x : T formal parameters

| x : T : T parameters with return
| x : T→ T signature for pure parameterised command

c ::= le := e | ⊥ | skip simultaneous assignment, abort, skip
| x← newA new instance
| c ; c | c / e. c | c∪ c sequence, conditional, non-determinism
| µ X • c | X recursion, recursive call
| var x : T • c local variable block
| pc(e) parameterised command call
| x← pc(e) call with return

pc ::= sig • c parameterised command
| e.m targeted method

le ::= x | e.f variable, field
e ::= e / e. e conditional

| x | e.f variable, field access
| null | false | 0 | 1 | . . . literal constants
| pc(e) pure parameterised command call
| e is A | (A) e type test, type cast
| . . . primitive operations (+,−,==, . . . ,∧, . . .)

Figure 3.1: The syntax of the language

3.1 The Programming Language

The abstract syntax of the entire programming language is given in Figure 3.1. In order
to reduce the number of brackets, we define precedences for the command and expression
constructs. From highest to lowest precedence, we have: unary operators, binary operators, “,”
(list concatenation), “:=”, “←”, “∗”, “; ”, “∪”, “/.”, “µ” and “var”.

For notations like x : T , describing a list of typed variables, we indicate with x the list
containing just the variables and with T the list just with the correspondent types. Also, we
say that p := e is in a given simultaneous assignment p := e when p is in the list p and e is the
corresponding expression in e. We add to the conventions of the previous chapter the following
nomenclature for typical elements:
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a,b,c commands
X,Y recursive commands
d,e expressions
f ,g,k field names
m,n method names
p,q,r left expressions
x,y,z variables
A,B,C,D class names
S,T,U types (primitive and classes)
pc parameterised commands
cd class declaration
cds lists of class declarations
ads lists of field declarations
mts lists of method declarations

Variables and fields are typed in our language, which provides int (integer) and bool
(boolean) as primitive types, while classes as user defined types. The command var x : T • c

declares the variables in x as having the corresponding type in T . The list of variables x cannot
have any duplicated element. Variables are initialized with default values, 0 for integers and
false for booleans. The scope of the declaration is its body, i.e. the command c after the “•”.

Like in Java, variables of primitive types store values of the corresponding type. Also like
in Java, any variable of type A, for some class name A, does not store an object but a reference to
an object of type (or subtype of) A. The same applies to fields, i.e. fields with a primitive type
store values while fields with object type store references. That is the main difference in our
language with respect to BORBA et al. (2004) where a copy semantics is adopted and variables
and fields hold objects.

The assignment command is extended to allow fields on its left-hand side. Thus, the
grammar in Figure 3.1 adds a new syntactic category le for left expressions. The simultaneous
assignment p := e requires the same size for both lists, and, of course, compatible types for each
corresponding left and right expression. In the next section we define what precisely means to
have compatible types.

A left expression can be a variable or an object field accessed using the classical dot
notation like in x.next.value or m(e).f . So, the assignment p := e needs to evaluate the left
expressions in p in order to calculate the locations where the respective values will be stored.
Roughly speaking, the assignment is executed by evaluating all the expressions in e and all the
left expressions in p, and then assigning each resulting value of e to the corresponding resulting
location of p.

Contrary to the multiple assignment discussed in Chapter 2, it is allowed to have repeated
variables on the left-hand side of “:=”. When this happens, the execution is non-deterministic.
For example, the execution of x,x := 1,2 assigns either 1 or 2 to x, and the choice is arbitrary.
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This kind of non-determinism might happen even in absence of repeated variables, when the
left-hand side list includes aliased fields as in x.f ,y.f := . . . having x == y. We carefully discuss
aliasing in the next chapter.

The construction new A is not an expression of the language but it is a special command
for the creation of new objects with full syntax x← newA. Its execution allocates a fresh
reference for a new instance of the class A and assigns it to x. The fields of the new instance are
initialized with default values, i.e, 0 for integer fields, false for boolean fields and null for object
fields. We sugared x← newA; x.ctr(e) by x← newA(e) and the isolated use of x← newA is
forbidden. Calls to the constructor ctr are also forbidden in any other context. These restrictions
on the use of constructors are fundamental in the strategy for data refinement of hierarchies
in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) since it depends on simulation relations, which are
established at first by some initialization code.

Following the works in (BACK, 1987; MORGAN, 1988), our command language has
separated constructs for recursion, parameterisation and procedures (in fact, methods). In
practical programming languages these notions usually come together into a single construct
which allows parameterised recursive programs. However, the separation offers greater freedom
and simplicity. We exploit it in the definition of laws for these constructs.

Like var blocks, a parameterised command x : T • c also has a declaration list x : T of
local variables, called the signature, and a command c as the body. However, parameterised
commands are not actually commands. They turn into commands only when they are applied to
a list of expressions, i.e. a list of actual parameters, as in (x : T • c)(e). The variables x represent
the list of formal parameters which are instantiated with the actual parameters e.

A parameterised command may also yield a value. In this case, its body is a command
which uses the reserved variable res to return the result. When applied to a list of expressions,
res is initialized with its default value before the execution of the body and, at the end, the final
value of res is returned. There are two kind of parameterised commands which return a result;
one instantiated (or called) within expressions and one instantiated as a command. To distinguish
them, we designate the former as pure parameterised command and the latter as parameterised

command with return (or just as parameterised command when there is no confusion).
A parameterised command with return pc has signature with shape x : T : T , where the T

placed after the formal parameters x : T defines the type of the returned value. The parameterised
command pc is called with the command x← pc(e) which executes its body with the actual
parameters e and returns the result in the variable x.

A pure parameterised command can be recognized by its signature which has the form
x : T → T , with T defining the type of the returned value. The body of a pure parameterised
command must be closed, i.e. all its free variables must be within the variables declared in
the signature. Moreover, the body must be deterministic and free of side effects. We mean by
side effect any change to the state of objects, including the creation of new objects. Of course,
local variables and parameters have no restriction. In order to guarantee that a command is
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deterministic, it is forbidden the use of the “∪” operator and it is required that any simultaneous
assignment be disjoint, i.e. there will be no simultaneous assignments to the same place (field or
variable). We see in the next chapter how to get disjointness for assignments by prefixing them
with assertions.

A method declaration binds a method name with a parameterised command. Methods
can be mutually recursive. Like parameterised commands, a method can return a result. Also
a method can be pure or not. Like pure parameterised commands, pure methods are always
deterministic and without side effects.

Roughly speaking, a method call is almost the same as a parameterised command call.
However, every method call needs to be directed to a target object together with a list of
actual parameters, as in e.m(e). Targeted methods are polymorphic as usual in object oriented
languages; the selection of the code that will be executed is made dynamically at execution time,
depending on the actual type of the target object. A call to a pure method is an expression while
a call to a non-pure method is a command.

Primitive operations are not specified, but we assume that there are at least boolean
operators like “not” and “∧”, defined as syntactic sugar by using conditional expressions.

not(e) def
= false / e. true

�
 �	3.1

d ∧ e
def
= e /d . false

�
 �	3.2

The null reference is represented by null and fields of objects are accessed through the dot
notation.

Programs are denoted by cds • c where cds is a sequence of class declarations which is
the context for the main command c. As usual we model input and output by the global variables
of the main program c. For the sake of readability of the laws we do not provide syntax for the
declaration of these global variables, but implicitly they do have type declarations which are
used when we define well-formed programs later.

3.2 Well-formed Programs and Type System

The definition of well-formed programs and the type system are fairly standard. They
are similar to those described in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012).

By abuse of notation, we treat a list of class declarations cds as a function, called a class

table, that maps each declared class name A to its declaration cds(A).
Given a fixed class table cds, we define some functions that extract parts of the syntax.

Let

cds(A) = class A extends B vis f : T mt end
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Define super(A) = B.
Let m be declared in the list mt of method declarations as meth m =̂ (sig • c); we define

mtype(A,m) = sig for registering the type and parameters names of the method m in A. If m is
inherited in A from B (i.e., it is defined in B but not declared in A) then mtype(A,m) is defined to
be mtype(B,m). Thus mtype(A,m) is defined iff m is declared or inherited in A. Let meths(A) be
the set of m such that mtype(A,m) is defined.

For declared fields we define dfields(A) = f : T . Let visib(A, f ) be the visibility marker
of field f . To include inherited fields we define, recursively, fields(A) = fields(B)∪dfields(A). In
a well-formed class table this union will be disjoint.

The subtype relation≤ is the least reflexive and transitive relation such that super(A) = B

implies A≤ B. A consequence is that, for primitive types, T ≤ U holds just if T is U. Moreover,
in a well-formed class table, A≤Object for all A ∈ dom(cds). We write U ≤ T to express that
U and T are lists of the same length and corresponding elements are related by ≤. Similarly, in
x : T both lists have the same size and each variable in x is declared to have the corresponding
type in T .

Typing judgments for well-formed commands have the form Γ ` c where Γ is a typing
context: a pair with a finite map from variable names to types and a set of recursion variables.
We use Γ(x) to denote the type bound to x in Γ, i.e. the value mapped for x by the first component
of Γ. Typing judgments for expressions are as Γ ` e : T . The functions mtype and dfields depend
on a class table cds, hence so do the typing relations `, but this dependence is suppressed in the
notation.

A class table cds is well-formed when it satisfies the clauses in Fig 3.2. The definition of
well-formed class table refers to the type system illustrated in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The complete
set of rules is in Appendix E.

The rules are standard and describe the type system in compositional style. For example,
the first rule listed in Figure 3.4, which gives the typing for simultaneous assignments, says that
le := e is well typed when the type of each expression in e is compatible with the type of each
corresponding left expression in le. We mean by compatible that the first one is a subtype of the
second one.

The algebraic laws studied previously and also the new ones provided in the next chapters
make use of the type system. Laws of classes and a few laws of commands address context
issues related with types.

3.3 Limitations and Related Work

The set of constructs chosen for our language comprises a significant part of those of
sequential object oriented programming. Basically, the imperative ones are the same as those in
LoP (HOARE et al., 1987), but added with field reading and writing, while the object oriented
ones are almost the same as those in ROOL (CAVALCANTI; NAUMANN, 2000; BORBA et al.,
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• self and res are never declared explicitly either as formal parameter or local variable;

• self is read only, i.e., it is never used as a left expression in assignments;

• the subtype relation ≤ is acyclic;

• field names are not shadowed;

• method types are invariant, except for constructors;

• for any A, every method declaration meth m =̂ (x : T → S • c) in cds(A) is typable in
the sense that [self : A,res : S,x : T] ` c, and also for every meth m =̂ (x : T • c) in cds(A),
[self : A,x : T] ` c;

• in every class A there is one declaration for a method named ctr;

• in every class A if the body of a method declaration m mentions super, then m is also
defined in some superclass of A.

• every occurrence of a new command has the complete form x← newA(e) which calls the
constructor after the creation of the instance;

• every superclass must be declared; and

• every class is declared only once.

Figure 3.2: A well-formed class table

Γ ` x : Γ(x)

A is declared in cds

Γ ` null : A

Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : T Γ ` e3 : U T ≤ U

Γ ` e2 / e1 . e3 : U

Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : T Γ ` e3 : U U ≤ T

Γ ` e2 / e1 . e3 : T

Γ ` e : A A≤ B (f : T) ∈ dfields(B) visib(B, f ) = pri Γ(self) = B

Γ ` e.f : T

Γ ` e : A Γ ` e : T mtype(A,m) = x : S → U T ≤ S

Γ ` e.m(e) : U

Γ ` e : B A≤ B ∨ B≤ A

Γ ` (A)e : A

Figure 3.3: Selected typing rules for expressions, for a given class table.
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Γ ` e : T Γ ` le : U T ≤ U

Γ ` le := e

Γ ` e : bool Γ ` b Γ ` c

Γ ` b / e. c

Γ ` e : A Γ ` e : T mtype(A,m) = x : S T ≤ S

Γ ` e.m(e)

Figure 3.4: Selected typing rules for commands, for a given class table.

2004) but adapted to deal with references like is done in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA,
2012).

However, some important concepts or constructs are not addressed. We ignored concur-
rency. The sequential language does not include exception handling nor break commands within
loops. Also, the object oriented facet misses interfaces, abstract classes, static methods and fields
and control of visibility for methods. Although interfaces can be expressed as classes whose
method bodies are ⊥ (the abort command), no relation like implements in Java is provided, so
there is no way to allow a class to be related to several interfaces.

The static semantics of the language outlined here and detailed in Appendix E is inspired
on the rules given in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012).
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4
Laws for Commands with References

In this chapter we postulate laws of commands that involve references. All the laws of
LoP given in (HOARE et al., 1987), and introduced in Section 2.1, are still valid here. However,
we need to generalize the laws of assignment since now left-hand sides are richer by allowing the
existence of object fields beyond variables. We also establish a set of laws to describe properties
about the new command which creates a new object and returns its reference.

We consider just a subset of the entire language. Our main concern is to extend with
references the language of commands studied in LoP. So, class declarations are reduced merely
to record declarations where all the fields are public. Remarkably, in this chapter we left out
object-oriented constructs such as method calls, casts and type tests. Laws for them will be
provided in the next chapter.

References are treated in a controlled way like in Java. There are references to objects
but no operations on references except referencing to fields. Thus, aliasing may only occur for
fields of objects.

The syntax for the commands contemplated here is given below.

c ::= le := e | ⊥ | skip simultaneous assignment, abort, skip
| x← newA new instance
| c ; c | c / e. c | c∪ c sequence, conditional, non-determinism
| b∗ c loop

Section 4.1 discusses how aliasing complicates the algebraic reasoning with programs
and carefully describes a substitution mechanism that deals with it. In Section 4.2 we define
assertions as syntactic sugar of primitive commands and provide a set of derived laws. Proofs of
the laws are given in Appendix B. The laws are useful to decorate commands with assertions.
Assertions are pervasive in the laws of assignment presented in Section 4.4. They are used
to express absence of aliasing on left expressions of simultaneous assignments. Before the
presentation of the laws of assignment, we first introduce, in Section 4.3, our approach for
dealing with undefined expressions. In Section 4.5 we give the set of laws for the new command.
Finally, in Sections 4.6 we discuss related works and conclusions. The comprehensiveness and
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soundness of the laws are discussed in Chapter 5.
Most of the content of this chapter is reported in (LUCERO; NAUMANN; SAMPAIO,

2013a,b). A preliminary version which does not consider recursion can be found in (LUCERO;
SAMPAIO, 2011).

4.1 Aliasing and Substitution

A fundamental idea behind algebra of programs (HOARE et al., 1987; MORGAN, 1990;
BACK; WRIGHT, 1998), as well as in Hoare Logic (HOARE, 1969) and many other formalisms,
is that variable substitution can capture the effects that assignments produce on expressions.
However, when the language has pointers or references, several obstacles emerge. The main
difficulty resides in the possibility of aliasing, which happens when two or more expressions
or left expressions point to a single object field. When aliasing occurs, an assignment to a left
expression may affect the values of apparently unrelated expressions. Thus, in the formulation
of substitution it is fundamental to take care that this interference by aliasing is reflected.

Consider Law 2.4 from LoP, as presented in Chapter 2.

x := e ; x := d = x := dx
e /De. ⊥

The law combines two sequential assignments into a single one by capturing the behavior of the
first assignment through syntactic substitution. Considering the left-hand side of the equation, if
e is undefined the assignment x := e will abort and consequently the sequence x := e ; x := d

also aborts. Thus, the checking for definedness on the right-hand side is necessary.
Under the conditions given in LoP, where duplicates are not allowed on x, the law is

valid. But our language allows duplicates on left-hand sides of assignments, possibly resulting in
non-deterministic behaviours, as exposed earlier in Chapter 3. Obviously, in this case the law
does not make sense since the substitution dx

e will not be well defined.
Moreover, because of the possibility of aliasing, we get in trouble if we apply the law to

assignments with fields as left expressions. Note that a variable always denotes the same memory
cell both in the first and in the second assignment on the left-hand side of the law. This is not true
with fields. For example, in the command x,x.f := y,5; x,x.f := x,x.f +1, the left expression
x.f in the second assignment may be referring to a different field from that corresponding in the
first assignment, since x will change in the first assignment to y.

Furthermore, it is well known that, with pointers or arrays, such a law is not valid if a
naive substitution is used for left expressions. For example, for the command

p.f := p.f +1; p.f := p.f +q.f

a naive substitution (p.f +q.f )p.f
p.f+1 will give always (p.f +1)+q.f , ignoring the possibility of
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aliasing between p.f and q.f .
In order to generalize the LoP Law 2.4 for our language, we prefix a guard asserting

that the left expressions of the first assignment are pairwise disjoint and, furthermore, that the
left expressions of both assignments refer to the same cells. Also, we need to use an adequate
substitution mechanism that deals with aliasing and simultaneous assignments. In the following
subsections we give precise definitions of aliasing and substitution. We give a generalization of
LoP Law 2.4 in Section 4.4 – see Law 4.31.

4.1.1 Aliasing

Like in Java, aliasing may only occur for fields of objects. More precisely, field accesses
as d.f and e.g, where f and g are different field names, can never have the same lvalues, i.e, will
never be aliased. On the other hand, d.f and e.f are aliased if and only if d == e, meaning that
d and e hold the same value (object address). In this work, for simplicity, we will work with a
definition of aliasing independent of a typing context. For this, we assume that distinct classes
use distinct field names. In fact we consider field names to be globally unique.

We define a state predicate alias[p,q] that is true if and only if p and q are aliased. Note
that the arguments of alias are syntactic elements. As convention we use square brackets [ and ]

to enclose syntactic arguments. For convenience, we consider that any left expression is aliased
with itself. We are using square brackets to stress that the arguments of alias are not semantic
values but syntactic elements.

Definition 4.1 (alias).

alias[x,x]
def
= true

alias[d.f ,e.f ]
def
= d == e

alias[p,q]
def
= false, otherwise

Given two lists of left expressions p and q, both having the same size, we write alias[p][q]

to say that p and q are aliased, that is that each element in p is aliased with the corresponding
element in q.

4.1.2 Substitution

For substitution we borrow ideas from (BORNAT, 2000) who defines a field substitution
operator for languages that treat references like in Java, as our language does. We write ef

{f :e1 7→d}
to denote the expression obtained by syntactically replacing occurrences of the field name f by
the conditional field {f : e1 7→ d}. A conditional field access e.{f : e1 7→ d} is a syntactic sugar
interpreted as being d / e == e1 . e.f .
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Figure 4.1: Substitution (x.f .f )f
{f :y 7→e} when x.f , x.f .f and y.f are aliased.

As an illustrative example, consider the effect caused by the assignment x.f := e on the
expression x.f + y.g+ z.f . This effect is given by the following field substitution

(x.f+ y.g+ z.f )f
{f :x 7→e} = (substitution def.)

x.{f : x 7→ e}+ y.g+ z.{f : x 7→ e}= (desugaring)

(e / x == x. x.f )+ y.g+(e / x == z. z.f ) = (x == x is true)

e+ y.g+(e / x == z. z.f )

As expected, observe that, contrasting to the initial expression, in the resulting expression x.f

was replaced by e and z.f by a conditional indicating that if x.f and z.f are aliased, z.f also will
be replaced by e, but if there is no such aliasing z.f will be kept intact.

Field substitution also works for expressions containing nested accesses to fields. For
example, we can see that

(x.f .f )f
{f :y7→e} = e / (e / x == y. x.f ) == y. (e / x == y. x.f ).f

This substitution is manifested after an assignment y.f := e. It is enlightening to analyze some
cases for the right-hand side term of the equation above. First, observe that if y.f is not aliased
with x.f nor with x.f .f , or what is the same y 6= x and y 6= x.f , then the term reduces to the
original x.f .f . In other words, the assignment y.f := e does not modify x.f .f . As another case,
if y.f is aliased with x.f .f but not with x.f then the expression reduces to e, which is expected
because to assign to y.f is the same as to assign to x.f .f . However, note that if y.f , x.f and x.f .f

are all aliased, the expression reduces to the conditional e / y == e. e.f whose alternatives are
illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Because our language has simultaneous assignments, we need to extend Bornat’s operator
to work with simultaneous substitutions of fields and variables. We start by defining another
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syntax sugar.

Definition 4.2. A case expression is defined by

case e of e1 → d1, . . . ,en → dn else dn+1
def
=

d1 / e == e1 . (. . .(dn / e == en . dn+1) . . .)

Note that the order of the items in the case list is important, since it is chosen the first
ith branch such that e == ei. However, that does not matter when all the expressions ei are
different from each other. For the reminder of this section we use m to represent case lists like
e1 → d1, . . . ,en → dn.

Definition 4.3. We extend the notion of conditional field by allowing case lists and define
e.{f : m} def

= case e of m else e.f .

Consider a list xf containing variable names and field names, and a corresponding list
em containing expressions and conditional fields. Suppose the list xf has no repeated variable
or field names, each variable in xf corresponds positionally to an expression in em, and each
field f in xf corresponds to a conditional field {f : m} in em. We denote by exf

em the simultaneous
substitution on e of each element in xf by the corresponding element in em. For example,
ex,f ,y

d1,{f :m},d2
represents the simultaneous substitution on e of x by d1, f by {f : m} and y by d2.

We relax the notation to allow duplication of fields, but not variables, in xf . In this
case we interpret that the corresponding conditional fields are concatenated into a single one.
For example, ex,f ,y,f ,g

d1,{f :m1},d2,{f :m2},{g:m3} can be written as ex,f ,y,g
d1,{f :m1,m2},d2,{g:m3}. Note that in the

conditional field {f : m1,m2} the cases on m1 have priority over those in m2, since the order in a
case list is relevant. Our simultaneous substitution prioritizes the first listed field substitutions,
which may appear arbitrary. However, in our laws all uses of simultaneous substitutions will be
for disjoint assignments. An assignment p := e is disjoint when it is guarded by assertions that
ensures that the left expressions in p denote pairwise distinct locations.

Field substitution can also be applied to left expressions. However, we need another
definition because left expressions and right expressions represent different concepts. We use
le/f
{f :m} to denote a field substitution on a left expression. The idea is that a field substitution

applied on a left expression like x.f1.f2 . . . fn always ignores the last field, keeping it in the result,
thus we have the next definition.

Definition 4.4.

x/f
{f :m}

def
= x

(e.g)/f
{f :m}

def
= ef

{f :m}.g where f and g may be the same
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4.2 Laws of Assertions

Assertions are useful to specify programs, they impose constraints on values of variables
and objects fields as the execution passes through different states. In particular, assertions are
helpful to specify pre- and postconditions, loop invariants and class invariants. But in our case,
they are used mainly to specify lack of aliasing. For example, to warrant that an assignment is
disjoint, an assertion is prefixed to require the absence of aliasing between all the left expressions.
These kind of conditions are exploited in the formulation of the laws of commands in the next
sections.

In our language, assertions are designated through syntactic sugar of more primitive
commands. An assertion [e] can be regarded as a failure test: it leaves the state unchanged,
behaving like skip, if e is true; otherwise it fails, behaving like ⊥. We define assertions in terms
of more basic operators.

Definition 4.5 ([] def.). Given a boolean expression e we define the assertion [e] by

[e]
def
= skip / e. ⊥

In Figure 4.2 we provide a set of laws useful in proofs of equations that use assertions.
The laws allow to decorate commands with assertions. Some of these laws add information
brought from the conditions of conditional and while commands. Others spread assertions
forward in the commands deducing them from some already known assertions at the beginning.
Since assertions are defined as syntax sugar, all these laws are derived.

The laws for assertions are fairly intuitive and their algebraic proofs are given in Ap-
pendix B. Law 4.1 can be considered an alternative definition for assertions. Law 4.2 establishes
a basic property saying that asserting the conjunction of two facts is the same as asserting them
in sequence.

Laws 4.4 and 4.5 establish that the control expression of an conditional is defined at the
beginning of both branches. Law 4.6 says that the control condition is satisfied at the beginning of
the then branch while law 4.7 says that the negation of the condition is satisfied at the beginning
of the else branch. Laws 4.8–4.11 are like 4.4–4.7 but for the while command.

Laws 4.12–4.13 are distributive. Assertions distributes rightward into the conditional.
Assertions also distribute rightward into ∪.

Law 4.14 enables to replace on left expressions one alias by another.
The hypothesis for laws 4.15 and 4.16 may be better understood if we interpret it through

partial correctness assertions (triples) from Hoare logic (HOARE, 1969). Observe that when
an equation [e1]; c = [e1]; c; [e2] holds, if and when the execution of [e1]; c finishes, [e2] must
be equivalent to skip, which is the same as saying that e2 must hold. That is exactly the same
meaning intended for a triple {e1}c{e2} from Hoare logic. Thus, the condition required for
laws 4.15 and 4.16 is that d is an invariant for the loop e∗ c. In fact, laws 4.15 and 4.16 state that
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[e]; c = c / e. ⊥
�
 �	4.1

[d∧ e] = [d]; [e]
�
 �	4.2

[d]; [e] = [e]; [d]
�
 �	4.3

b / e. c = ([De]; b) / e. c
�
 �	4.4

b / e. c = b / e. ([De]; c)
�
 �	4.5

b / e. c = ([e]; b) / e. c
�
 �	4.6

b / e. c = b / e. ([not e]; c)
�
 �	4.7

e∗ c = e∗ ([De]; c)
�
 �	4.8

e∗ c = (e∗ c); [De]
�
 �	4.9

e∗ c = e∗ ([e]; c)
�
 �	4.10

e∗ c = (e∗ c); [not e]
�
 �	4.11

[e]; (b /d . c) = ([e]; b) /d . ([e]; c)
�
 �	4.12

[e]; (b∪ c) = ([e]; b)∪ ([e]; c)
�
 �	4.13

[alias[q,r]]; p,q := e,d =

[alias[q,r]]; p,r := e,d
�
 �	4.14

If [d∧ e]; c = [d∧ e]; c; [d] then

[d]; e∗ c = [d]; e∗ ([d]; c)
�
 �	4.15

[d]; e∗ c = [d]; (e∗ c); [d]
�
 �	4.16

Figure 4.2: Laws for assertions.

invariants are satisfied at the beginning of each iteration and at the end of the loop.1

Below we give an additional law for assertions that resembles the axiom for assignment
from Hoare logic (HOARE, 1969). But before, we need some definitions. We write ≡ to mean
syntactically the same. Let p≡ (p1,p2, . . . ,pn). Define the disjointness state predicate

disj[p]
def
= ∀ i, j • i 6= j⇒ not alias[pi,pj]

using “∀” as shorthand for conjunction.
Let x,e1.f1,e2.f2, . . . ,en.fn be a list of disjoint left expressions where ∀ i, j = 1 . . .n • i 6=

j⇒ fi 6≡ fj. Let d,d1,d2, . . . ,dn be lists of expressions with the same length as the corresponding
in x,e1,e2, . . . ,en By abuse of notation we write

ex,e1.f1,e2.f2,...,en.fn
d,d1,d2,...,dn

to mean the simultaneous substitution

ex,f1,f2,...,fn
d,{f1:e1 7→d1},{f2:e2 7→d2},...,{fn:en 7→dn}

Here, we interpret {g : q1, . . . ,qm 7→ e1, . . . ,em} as {g : q1 7→ e1, . . . ,qm 7→ em}, for any m, g, qi

and ei, with i = 1 . . .m.
We can extend our notation to have ep

d
for p intertwining disjoint left expressions in any

1Our theory subsumes Hoare logic, similarly to (KOZEN, 2000).
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order, and d having the same size of p. For this, we need to rearrange p and d in a way that p

is transformed to follow the pattern x,p1.f1,p2.f2, . . . ,pn.fn as above. The disjointness of p will
ensure the well definition of the substitution.

The following law states that if d is a post-condition of the assignment p := e then dp
e

must be a precondition.

[ disj[p] ]; [ dp
e ]; p := e = [ disj[p] ]; p := e; [ d ]

�
 �	4.17

The assertion at the beginning of both sides of the equation ensures that the substitution dp
e is

well defined. We give an akin law for new in Section 4.5.

4.3 Definedness

Programs often deal with partial functions. A problem arising in reasoning with these
programs is related to how to proceed with non meaningful expressions. It is well known (BROY;
WIRSING, 1982; GOGOLLA et al., 1984; GOGUEN; MESEGUER, 1992; MITCHELL, 1996;
SANNELLA; TARLECKI, 2012) that algebraic reasoning with partial functions requires care
in order to not introduce inconsistencies. For example, at first glance we could think that the
following equation is always true when x and e are of integer type

x := e×0 = x := 0

since for all integer y we have y×0 = 0. Nevertheless, the above equality does not always hold,
since when the evaluation of e is undefined the assignment x := e×0 will abort while x := 0 will
never abort.

Our approach for partial functions is to say nothing about undefinedness when reasoning
merely with expressions. We just assume that expressions are defined. However, the issue of
undefinedness is always lifted to the commands where the expressions occur. In other words,
we constrain algebraic reasoning on expressions to contexts where definedness is guaranteed.
The lifting of undefinedness from expressions to commands can always be done by applying
command laws 4.24 and 2.27, for example. These laws assume that for the expression e there is
a corresponding De that verifies if e is defined and also that De is defined. As illustration the
following equation fixes the previous example.

x := e×0 = [De]; x := 0
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Proof.

x := e×0 = 〈lifting undefinedness, by “:=”– 4.24〉

[D(e×0)]; x := e×0 = 〈D for “×”〉

[De]; x := e×0 = 〈arithmetic〉

[De]; x := 0

There are two situations in which the evaluation of expressions can be undefined. One
is when it is known in advance what are the domain values for which a partial function is not
defined. An example is division by zero. Indeed, for any programming language, it is reasonable
to assume that all the predefined functions and operators fall in this category. But also user
defined functions can be undefined for determined values. For example, a user defined function
for taking the head of a list may not be defined when its argument is an empty list.

The other source of undefinedness appears when expressions are described through
commands which eventually do not finish for some arguments. This situation is more delicate. We
can test for division by zero (or for taking the head of the empty list) before we attempt to evaluate
the quotient (the head), whereas testing for termination of a command is not algorithmically
possible.

The expressions considered in this chapter are undefined only for predetermined values.
Thus, like in LoP, we can assume that for any expression e there is a corresponding expression
De which is always defined and checks if e is defined. In Chapter 6 we contemplate expressions
defined through commands which may not have a corresponding expression D for checking
definedness.

We have the following definition for D.

Dx
def
= true

�
 �	4.18

Dk
def
= true for k a literal constant

�
 �	4.19

D(d/e)
def
= Dd ∧De ∧ e 6= 0

�
 �	4.20

D(d+ e)
def
= Dd ∧De

�
 �	4.21

. . .
similar for other strict

primitive operators

De.f
def
= De∧ e 6= null

�
 �	4.22

D(e1 /d . e2)
def
= Dd ∧ (De1 /d . De2)

�
 �	4.23

Variables and literal constants are always defined while field accesses are defined when
the accessed object is not null. Any strict function or operator require that their arguments be
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p := e = [De]; p := e
�
 �	4.24

p := e = [Dp]; p := e
�
 �	4.25

p,q,q := e,d1,d2 = p,q := e,d1 ∪ p,q := e,d2
�
 �	4.26

[∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p,q := e,q = [Dq∧∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p := e
�
 �	4.27

p := p = [Dp]
�
 �	4.28

p,(q /d . r).f := e,e = (p,q.f := e,e) /d . (p,r.f := e,e)
�
 �	4.29

[disj[p]]; p := e; (b /d . c) = [disj[p]]; (p := e; b) /dp
e . (p := e; c)

�
 �	4.30

Let p and r be lists with the same size, then [ disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧
alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

p,q := e1,e2; r,s := e3,e4

=

 [ disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧
alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧De1 ];

p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

 �
 �	4.31

Figure 4.3: Laws for Assignment

defined. Division requires the denominator to be different from zero. For a conditional expression
to be defined, both the condition and the branch determined by the value of the condition must
be defined, and just this branch. Thus, conditional expressions are strict on the condition but not
on the branches. We further discuss about strictness in Section 6.3.

4.4 Laws of Assignment with References

This section postulates laws of assignments coping with our more expressive left expres-
sions. They are given in Figure 4.3. Most of them generalize LoP laws of assignment, previously
exposed in Chapter 2. They relate simultaneous assignments guarded by assertions ensuring
that the assigned locations are disjoint. The laws generalize LoP in the sense that when left
expressions of assignments are just disjoint variables, they are reduced to already known LoP
laws.

Law 4.24 stipulates that attempting to evaluate the right-hand side outside its domain
has a behaviour wholly arbitrary. Actually, it is no more than another way of expressing LoP
Law 2.3 by prefixing the assertion [De] on the assignment.

Because left expressions also may be undefined, we also have Law 4.25. The definedness
expression Dp for a left expression p is the same given in 4.18 and 4.22 for expressions; i.e. any
variable always is defined, and a field q.f is defined if the target object q is different from null.

Law 4.26 characterizes the behaviour of simultaneous assignments to non disjoint left
expressions as being non-deterministic. In a simultaneous assignment, if the same left expression
q receives simultaneously the values of expressions d1 and d2, there will occur a non-deterministic
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choice between both values and one of them will be assigned to q. In LoP every assignment is
deterministic since LoP forbids repetition of variables on left-hand sides of “:=”.

Law 4.27 is a generalization of a similar one given in LoP, but it is conceived to deal with
non-determinism. Nearly, it establishes that a simple assignment of the value of a left expression
q back to itself has no effect, i.e., we can add (or eliminate) such dummy assignment to a
simultaneous assignment whenever non-determinism is not introduced (eliminated). Specifically,
the assertion takes care of keeping the same degree of non-determinism by forbidding q to be
aliased with any left expression in p. Note that if p,q is composed only by non repeated variables
then the assertions on both sides will be trivially true, and thus Law 4.27 becomes Law 2.1, the
same established in LoP.

Law 4.28 upgrades LoP Law 2.2. Now, an assignment p := p is equal to skip when p is
defined, otherwise it aborts.

Law 4.29, when used from left to right, eliminates conditionals in left expressions of
assignments. If we have a conditional in a left expression, we can pass the responsibility for
checking the condition to a conditional command. This law resembles the assignment Law 2.7
which plays similar role but for conditionals on the right-hand side of assignments.

We have two distributive laws of expressions related with the previous laws 4.29 and
2.7. The first one distributes the dot operation into the conditional expression. The second one
distributes down the conditional to the individual components of a list of expressions.

(e1 / e2 . e3).k = e1.k / e2 . e3.k
�
 �	4.32

(e1,e1) /d . (e2,e2) = (e1 /d . e2),(e1 /d . e2).
�
 �	4.33

Law 4.30 states that when we have a disjoint assignment followed by a conditional
command, the assignment can be distributed rightward through the conditional, but changing
occurrences of the assigned variables and fields in the condition to reflect the effects of the
assignment. Note that the assertion ensures that the assignment is disjoint, and therefore the
substitution applied on the condition d is well defined.

Law 4.31 is a generalization of LoP Law 2.4, already discussed in Subsection 4.1.1,
which permits merging two successive assignments in a simultaneous one. However, in contrast
with LoP, in our law each assignment in the sequence may update different locations (variables
or fields). With respect to the left-hand side of the law, the assertions guarantee that p and r

are the same locations; q are locations untouched by the second assignment; and s are locations
untouched by the first assignment. The assertions also ensures that p,q := e1,e2 is disjoint. Thus
the substitutions appearing in the law are well defined. On the right-hand side of the law we
have just one simultaneous assignment with tree parts. Comparing with the left-hand side of
the law: the portion p, . . . := e3

p,q
e1,e2

, . . . combines the sequential assignment to p and r in just
one; The . . . ,q, . . . := . . . ,e2, . . . does just assignments exclusive from the first assignment; and
. . . ,s/p,q

e1,e2
:= . . . ,e4

p,q
e1,e2

does just assignments exclusive from the second assignment.
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For each f : T ∈ fields(A)

x← newA = x← newA; x.f := default(T)
�
 �	4.35

[y == alloc]; x← newA =

[y == alloc]; x← newA; [x 6= null∧ x 6∈ y∧alloc == y∪{x}]
�
 �	4.36

If x does not occur in p,e, then

x← newA; (p := e)alloc
alloc−{x} = p := e; x← newA

�
 �	4.37

If x does not occur in d, then

x← newA; (b /dalloc
alloc−{x} . c) = (x← newA; b) /d . (x← newA; c)

�
 �	4.38

Figure 4.4: Laws for new.

4.5 Laws of new

The new construct in our language is a command. It cannot be handled as an expression
because it alters the state of the program and our approach assumes side-effect free expressions.
In the laws for new given in Figure 4.4, we assume there is a global distinguished variable alloc
whose value invariably represents the set of allocated references by the program. The variable
alloc should never be used directly by the programmer, except perhaps in assertions. However,
in proofs, alloc can be used as a read only variable within commands.

Any attempt to access a field of a non allocated reference should be undefined. However
it can be proved that, within a well formed program, any expression of object type always
evaluates to null or to an allocated reference, when the evaluation is defined. Also, it is not
difficult to proof that null 6∈ alloc is a state invariant for any program. These two facts are
consequence of Law 4.36 that establishes that x← newA assigns to x a fresh reference of type A

different from null and adds it to alloc. In fact, we define De.f by

De.f =De ∧ e ∈ alloc
�
 �	4.34

Law 4.35 determines that any field of a new object will be initialized with the default
value. The value of default(f ) is 0, false or null depending on the type of the field f declared
or inherited in A. Naturally, it means that the law is context dependant. Strictly, since fields(A)

depends on a given class table cds as context, the law assumes its existence.
Law 4.37 allows to exchange the order of a new followed by an assignment, if the

assignment does not depend on the fresh object. We need take care that the command new
implicitly modifies alloc. For this, on the right-hand side of the law, the substitution (p :=
e)alloc

alloc−{x} guarantees that occurrences of alloc in p := e will refer to its value before the
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execution of new. Finally, Law 4.38 distributes a new command to the right, inside a conditional,
if the condition does not depend on the created new object. Similar care is needed for the implicit
change of alloc.

4.6 Conclusions and Related Work

In this chapter we provided laws for a language of commands with references. The
main problem faced was related with the difficulties for defining algebraic theories like those in
(HOARE et al., 1987; MORGAN, 1990; BACK; WRIGHT, 1998) for a language with references.

BORNAT (2000) discusses the problem of aliasing and classifies the different kinds of
aliasing arising in programming languages. Bornat relates subscript aliasing with pointer aliasing.
Subscript aliasing happens when distinct expressions index the same array element. For example,
a[i] and a[j] will be in aliasing when i == j. The solution for pointer aliasing, for a language
such as ours, is inspired in the component-as-array vision of MORRIS (1982) and BURSTALL
(1972) where objects are considered as arrays whose indexes are field names instead of natural
numbers. A fundamental notion in Bornat’s work is field substitution. For the formulation of
our laws, we adapt this definition by extending it to deal with simultaneous assignments. Like
in (BORNAT, 2000), we only tackle the problem of pointer aliasing. Other kinds of aliasing,
like parameter aliasing or aliasing through higher order references, demand more complicated
machinery, e.g., content quantification as proposed in (BERGER; HONDA; YOSHIDA, 2005).

Because expressions need not have a defined value, for example x.f is undefined when
x = null, we had to define how undefinedness is approached. There are several works in algebra
dealing with partial functions in expressions. One usual approach is error algebras (GOGUEN,
1978; GOGOLLA et al., 1984; BERNOT; BIDOIT; CHOPPY, 1986) which uses a special value
error to be yielded when a function is undefined. In some way the use of an explicit error

element as expression resembles the introduction of ⊥ as command, but there is no infinitary
axiomatization based on Scott semantics (SCOTT, 1970) as presented in Section 2.1.1. ROOL
and their algebraic laws (CAVALCANTI; NAUMANN, 2000; BORBA et al., 2004; SAMPAIO;
BORBA, 2006; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010) follow this line though they do
not emphasize it. One advantage of error algebras is that they allow error handling. However,
laws of expressions dealing with errors become more complicated than one might expect (see,
for example, (MITCHELL, 1996) and (SANNELLA; TARLECKI, 2012)). Another approach
for undefined expressions is partial algebras (BROY; WIRSING, 1982); however, they do not
allow non strict functions as the conditional expression. Yet another method is the system of
order-sorted algebras (GOGUEN; MESEGUER, 1992). Our method for dealing with partial
functions is to leave undefined values unspecified and to reason with expressions in command
contexts which ensure definedness when undefinedness could be a matter of concern. This is
compatible with LoP (HOARE et al., 1987) and UTP (HOARE; HE, 1998) where for each e, a
De expression is required for testing if e is defined or not. In this chapter we assumed that every
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expression has a corresponding D. This assumption is relaxed in Chapter 6.
Several of our laws of assertions can be interpreted as algebraic versions of Hoare Logic

rules (HOARE, 1969) by interpreting triples {e1}c{e2} as the equation

[e1]; c = [e1]; c; [e2]

as explained previously. A reduction of propositional Hoare logic to the algebraic theory
called Kleene algebra with tests can be found in (KOZEN, 2000). Incidentally, the equational
nature of Hoare logic was already observed in (MANES; ARBIB, 1986). Recently, laws of
programming have been featured as a unifying theory of several programming calculi, e.g.
process calculi (HOARE; STADEN, 2013) and operational calculi (STADEN; HOARE, 2013),
as well as Hoare Logic (HOARE; STADEN, 2012).

Our laws of assignment take some inspiration on the work of SILVA; SAMPAIO; LIU
(2008) where an initial attempt to characterize references through algebraic laws is made.
However, the proposed laws are not comprehensive and the law for combining assignments does
not consider the possibility of aliasing on left expressions. Furthermore, the laws depend on
provisos about aliasing that are hard or even impossible to verify statically. We use assertions
to express conditions about aliasing. Since they are embedded within the programs, there is no
necessity of provisos about aliasing in the laws.

The laws of new use the built-in variable alloc to represent the domain of the implicit
heap where the references are allocated by the program. In fact this variable has an opera-
tional connotation and makes a few of our laws too concrete. Thus for example, consider the
hypothetical law

x← newK; x← newK = x← newK

When we take the standard view of program equivalence where inputs and outputs are given
by the free variables, this law might not be valid because each side of the equation assigns a
different value to x. However, it is well known that dynamic allocation poses challenges in
semantic modeling, and thus in semantic notions of completeness (STATON, 2010). A possible
approach could be to provide a different meaning for program equivalence where heap equality
is defined modulo renaming of references, like in (BANERJEE; NAUMANN, 2005).
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5
Completeness and Soundness of the Laws
of Commands

In this chapter, we present a completeness theorem for the laws of commands with
references. The term completeness used here is not in the sense of mathematical logic. Instead,
we follow the approach commonly used in algebraic settings, explored for example in (HOARE
et al., 1987; ROSCOE; HOARE, 1988; BORBA et al., 2004), which shows that any program can
be reduced through the use of laws to a normal form. The normal form can be simple enough to
evidence the equality of programs or to be a form for which there is a previous completeness
result. Thus, for example, imperative programs are adopted as normal forms for object oriented
programs in (BORBA et al., 2004).

Roughly speaking, our normal form is a program that does not use references; they
are simulated on an explicit data structure with copy semantics. Since there are completeness
results for the language without references (HOARE et al., 1987; HOARE; HE, 1998), our
transformation through laws implies that our set of laws is also complete. However, it is worth
noting that once the relative completeness has been established, the pragmatical intention is not
to use the laws to eliminate references from programs, but rather to support several applications
of program transformation, like proving refactorings, patterns or designing correct compilers. In
this work we explore the laws for prooving refactorings.

We illustrate soundness of the laws by proving the validity of one law of assignment in a
simple denotational model based on relations like that described in LoP (HOARE et al., 1987).
In our model, program states include a heap in addition to the valuation of the variables in scope.

In Section 5.1 we enunciate the completeness theorem and give a sketch of its proof.
The complete proof is in Appendix C. In Section 5.2 we formulate the denotational semantics
of our language based on the theory of relations. In Section 5.3 we prove the soundness of the
more complex law of assignment (Law 4.31, see Section 4.4). We present the conclusions in
Section 5.4
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5.1 Completeness of the laws of Commands

Our main theorem states that any command can be reduced to an equivalent one that
simulates the original command by using a temporary variable which represents explicitly the
heap through copy semantics. The reduction is made using exclusively laws of commands. The
simulating program never accesses object fields, neither for writing nor for reading. In other
words, it does not use references. Instead, it just uses the explicit heap where any update is
done by means of copy semantics. This reduction of a command to a normal form without
references is a measure of the comprehensiveness of the proposed set of laws. This suggests that
our laws are expressive enough to reason about references since completeness for imperative
programming without references has been provided in works as (HOARE et al., 1987; ROSCOE;
HOARE, 1988; HOARE; HE, 1998).

The explicit representation of the heap is given by a mapping from references to explicit
objects and, in turn, every explicit object is represented by a mapping from field names to values.

We assume a hierarchy of subtyping involving all the values of the language, being
Type the top of the hierarchy. The types int, bool and Object are direct subtypes of Type.
Just remember that the values in the Object hierarchy are object references. We also as-
sume the existence of a primitive type Heap whose values are mappings with the signature
Object→ (FieldName→ Type). Another primitive type is FieldName whose values are names
of fields. We assume that the expression language includes functional updates of maps, written
in the Z notation (SPIVEY, 1998) like h⊕{x 7→ e} which gives a map identical to h except that
x is mapped to the value of e.

The reduction of an arbitrary command is made in two stages. In the first stage, the
command is transformed, by using the laws, into an equivalent one whose assignments are all
disjoint.

Theorem 5.1. For any command c there is a provably equivalent one such that each assignment
in it is prefixed by an assertion following the form [dis]; p := e where dis ensures that there is no
pair of aliased left expressions in p.

Proof. First, we prove the following derived law useful to transform assignments to disjoint
ones.

p,q,r := d,e1,e2 = p,q := d,e1∪ p,q := d,e2

/alias[q,r].
[not alias[q,r]]; p,q,r := d,e1,e2

�� ��†

p,q := d,e1∪ p,q := d,e2

/alias[q,r].
[not alias[q,r]]; p,q,r := d,e1,e2

= 〈[]–4.7〉
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p,q := d,e1∪ p,q := d,e2

/alias[q,r].
p,q,r := d,e1,e2

= 〈:=–4.26〉
p,q,q := d,e1,e2

/alias[q,r].
p,q,r := d,e1,e2

= 〈[]–4.6〉
[alias[q,r]]; p,q,q := d,e1,e2

/alias[q,r].
p,q,r := d,e1,e2

= 〈[]–4.14〉
[alias[q,r]]; p,q,r := d,e1,e2

/alias[q,r].
p,q,r := d,e1,e2

= 〈[]–4.6 & LoP /.–2.22〉
p,q,r := d,e1,e2 /Dalias[q,r]. ⊥

= 〈Dalias[q,r] = true & LoP /.–2.21〉
p,q,r := d,e1,e2

Finally, given an assignment p := e, an easy induction on the length of the list p, using
Law †, proves that there is an equivalent command having only disjoint assignments.

Roughly speaking, the second stage of the reduction is to transform the command in
the intermediate form (obtained from the first stage, with disjoint assignments) to an equivalent
one that first loads the implicit heap into an explicit heap h : Heap, then simulates the original
command always using h instead of object fields and finally, when it finishes, restores back
the contents of h to the implicit heap, i.e, updates all the object fields accordingly as they are
represented in h. The domain of h will be the entire set of allocated references, i.e. alloc.

As a concrete example, the command

acc.bal,ok := acc.bal−1, true

/ acc.bal > 0 .

ok := false
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will be simulated using the explicit heap h by

load h := {acc 7→ {bal 7→ acc.bal}, . . .};

simulation


( h,ok := h⊕{acc 7→ {bal 7→ h(acc)(bal)−1}}, true
/ h(acc)(bal)> 0 .

ok := false );
store acc.bal, . . . := h(acc)(bal), . . .

In the explicit heap h, h(acc) represents the object referenced by acc, and h(acc)(bal) represents
the value of the field bal of this object. When performing the simulation, h is updated by copying
a new mapping equal to the original except for the value of h(acc), which is updated accordingly.

For any c, we define a command S[c][h] that simulates c using the explicit heap h. We
also define the command load[h] that loads the contents of the objects into the explicit heap h,
and store[h] that restores back h into the objects. In these terms we can state our main result.

Theorem 5.2. Let c be a command in the intermediate form and h a variable not occurring free
in c, then

c; load[h] = load[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]

Because h is free on the right-hand side, we need the load[h] after c on the left-hand side.
That is according to the standard interpretation that free variables are the input and output of
commands. An alternative would be to define h on the right-hand side as local variable, leaving
just c on the left-hand. But, for brevity in the current version of the theorem we omit local
variable blocks.

The precise definition for the simulation S[c][h] for commands is in Figure 5.2. We also
define the simulation R[e][h] for expressions in Figure 5.1. The definition of S for assignments
uses the “�” operator which reminds the well-known “⊕” operator for overriding maps. The
expression h�m overrides h with the mappings specified in the uncurried map m. We define

h�{} def
= h

h� ({(p, f ) 7→ e}∪m)
def
= (h⊕{p 7→ (h(p)⊕{f 7→ e})})�m

where (p, f ) 6∈ Dom(m)

The formal definitions of load[h] and store[h] are given by

load[h]
def
= h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc}

store[h]
def
= r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

In order to have a shorter notation in proofs, we denote with HEAP the expression
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R[e1 op e2][h]
def
= R[e1][h] op R[e2][h]

R[e1 /d . e2][h]
def
= R[e1][h] /R[d][h]. R[e2][h]

R[x][h]
def
= x

R[e.f ][h]
def
= h(R[e][h])(f )

R[null][h] def
= null

R[k][h]
def
= k when k is a constant

Figure 5.1: The simulations of expressions using an explicit heap

representing the explicit heap containing all the currently allocated objects, i.e.,

HEAP≡ {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc}

Thus, we have
load[h] = h := HEAP

The definitions of load and store have some peculiarities which need some careful
explanations. First, in {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc}, r.f is not a valid expression
in our language since f here is not a (field) name but a value, and thus syntactical substitutions
of fields are meaningless for this expression. It is not difficult to circumvent this trouble by
loading in h only fields syntactically appearing in the command c to be simulated. However, by
simplicity, we will work with the above load definition taking care that substitutions applied on
HEAP are exceptionally defined by

HEAPp1.f 1,...,pn.fn
e1,...,en

def
= HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1, . . . ,n}

Second, in the definition of store above, we used an indexed multiple assignment
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f ). This is an abuse of notation since the set of indexes depends

on the value of alloc which is known only at runtime (but is finite). This construct could be
avoided using loops; but that would complicate the normal form proof with little benefit.

Before proving Theorem 5.2 we must prove the following lemma establishing that the
simulation R[e][h] is equal with e when the explicit heap h is HEAP.

Lemma 5.1. Let e a well typed expression, then

R[e][h]hHEAP = e

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on e. From the definition of R all the proof cases are
straightforward except when e≡ d.f . This case is proved as follows.
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S[⊥][h] def
= ⊥

S[[e]][h]
def
= [R[e][h]]

S[skip][h] def
= skip

S[c1; c2][h]
def
= S[c1][h]; S[c2][h]

S[c1 /d . c2][h]
def
= S[c1][h] /R[d][h]. S[c2][h]

S[c1∪ c2][h]
def
= S[c1][h]∪S[c2][h]

S[e∗ c][h]
def
= R[e][h]∗S[c][h]

S[µ X • c][h]
def
= µ X • S[c][h]

S[X][h]
def
= X

S[x← newA][h]
def
= x← newA;

h := h⊕{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(A)}

Let p = p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn and d = d1, . . . ,dn, then

S[x,p := e,d][h]
def
= x, h := R[e][h], h�{(R[pi][h], fi) 7→ R[di][h] | i = 1 . . .n}

Figure 5.2: Simulations of commands using an explicit heap

R[d.f ][h]hHEAP = 〈R def.〉

(h(R[d][h])(f ))h
HEAP = 〈subst.〉

HEAP(R[d][h]hHEAP)(f ) = 〈inductive hyp.〉

HEAP(d)(f ) = 〈HEAP and map defs.〉

d.f

The rationale of the last step needs to be broken down to analyze undefinedness conditions.
Notably, because d.f is well formed we have that f ∈ fields(d). Then, to finish the proof, we have

Dd.f ⇔ Dd ∧ d 6= null ⇔ d ∈ alloc ⇔ D(HEAP(d)(f ))

Finally, the proof of Theorem 5.2 is by structural induction on c. Below we show the
demonstration for the cases where c is a conditional command and where c is an assignment.
The remaining cases are proved in the Appendix C.

Case: c≡ c1 / e. c2.
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load[h]; S[c1 / e. c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉

load[h]; ( S[c1][h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h] ); store[h]

= 〈load def.〉

h := HEAP;
( S[c1][h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h] );
store[h]

= 〈; –4.30〉

( h := HEAP; S[c1][h]

/ R[e][h]hHEAP .

h := HEAP; S[c2][h]

); store[h]

= 〈lemma 5.1 & load def.〉

( load[h]; S[c1][h]

/ e .

load[h]; S[c2][h]

); store[h]

= 〈LoP ; –2.2〉

load[h]; S[c1][h]; store[h]

/ e .

load[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Inductive hyp.〉

c1; load[h]

/ e .

c2; load[h]

= 〈LoP ; –2.2〉

(c1 / e. c2); load[h]

Case: c≡ [disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn]]; x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en. Since c is in the intermediate
normal form, the assignment is disjoint and it is preceded by an assertion ensuring its disjointness.

load[h];
S[[disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn]]; x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en][h];
store[h]

= 〈S and R def.〉
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load[h];
[ R[disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn]][h] ];
S[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en][h];
store[h]

= 〈load def.〉

h := HEAP;
[ R[disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn]][h] ];
S[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en][h];
store[h]

= 〈[]–4.17〉

[ R[disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn]][h]hHEAP ];
h := HEAP;
S[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en][h];
store[h]

= 〈Lemma 5.1〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
h := HEAP;
S[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d,e1, . . . ,en][h];
store[h]

= 〈S def.〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
h := HEAP;
x, h := R[d][h], h � {(R[pi][h], fi) 7→ R[ei][h] | i = 1 . . .n};
store[h]

= 〈:=–4.31〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x,h := R[d][h]hHEAP,

HEAP�{(R[pi][h]hHEAP, fi) 7→ R[ei][h]hHEAP | i = 1 . . .n};
store[h]

= 〈lemma 5.1〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n};
store[h]

= 〈store def.〉
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[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈:=–4.31〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
( x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} ),

( r.f :=
(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)

HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n}(r)(f ) )

= 〈unfolding indexed assignment〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
( x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} ),

( pi.fi :=
i∈{1...n}

(HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n})(pi)(fi) ),

( r.f :=
(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)−{(pi,fi)|i=1...n}

( HEAP �

{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} )
(r)(f )

)

= 〈� def. & map appl.〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
( x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} ),

( pi.fi :=
i∈{1...n}

ei ),

( r.f :=
(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)−{(pi,fi)|i=1...n}

HEAP(r)(f ) )

= 〈HEAP def. & map appl.〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
( x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} ),

( pi.fi :=
i∈{1...n}

ei ),

( r.f :=
(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)−{(pi,fi)|i=1...n}

r.f )

= 〈:=–4.27, :=–4.28 & LoP ; –2.9〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
( x,h := d,HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n} ),

( pi.fi :=
i∈{1...n}

ei )

= 〈unfolding indexed notation〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x, h, p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d, HEAP�{(pi, fi) 7→ ei | i = 1 . . .n}, e1, . . . ,en

= 〈:=–4.31 & HEAP substitution〉
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[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x, p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d, e1, . . . ,en;
h := HEAP

= 〈load def.〉

[ disj[x,p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn] ];
x, p1.f1, . . . ,pn.fn := d, e1, . . . ,en;
load[h]

5.2 Denotational Semantics of Commands

As in LoP, we consider a denotational model in which a command denotes a relation
from initial states to outcomes, where an outcome is an ordinary state or the improper state ⊥
that represents both divergence and runtime error. Here, a state σ maps each variable x to its
value, written σ [x], and maps each pair (o, f ) of an object reference and field name to its value,
written σ [o.f ]. The model considers references among the values. In a state, a variable that has
an object type is mapped to the reference of the object. The r-value of any expression e is written
σ [e] and the definition is standard. We write σ [[c]]τ to express that from initial state σ command
c yields outcome τ .

The semantics is parameterised by an arbitrary allocator function fresh such that, for any
proper state σ , fresh(σ) is a finite non-empty set of unused references (so new is boundedly
nondeterministic).

The domain of command meanings is the set of relations R such that

• if σR⊥ for some σ then σRτ for all states τ; and

• if not σR⊥ then the set of τ with σRτ is finite and non-empty.

We lift relations to allow ⊥ on the left, with the rule ⊥Rτ for all τ including τ =⊥. Define bv c

iff [[b]]⊇ [[c]].
The semantic definitions are standard, including the fixpoint semantics for loops and

recursion. We just sketch some cases in the semantics, to reinforce the definitions and highlight
features related to references. For sequence, the semantics is defined by

σ [[b; c]]τ iff ∃ρ. σ [[b]]ρ ∧ ρ[[c]]τ

For conditional, σ [[b / e. c]]τ for all τ including ⊥, if σ [e] is not defined. Otherwise,
σ [[b / e. c]]τ if σ [e] is true and σ [[b]]τ , and similarly if σ [e] is false. For choice, σ [[b∪ c]]τ iff
σ [[b]]τ or σ [[c]]τ .

The language features an unusual form of multiple assignment, in which assignment
targets can overlap and in that case the outcome is nondeterministically chosen. To define
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semantics of assignments we first define a function lv such that lv[e](σ) is the l-value of le in σ .
We define LVAL to be the set of l-values, consisting of all variable names together with all pairs
(o, f ) where o is a reference and f a field name.

lv[x](σ)
def
= x (that is, the l-value of a variable name is that name)

lv[e.f ](σ)
def
= (σ [e], f )

lv[le / e. le′](σ)
def
= lv[le](σ) if σ [e] is true
def
= lv[le′](σ) if σ [e] is false.

Next, in order to handle non disjointness we define a function upd such that upd[le,e](σ) is the
set of pairs (lv,v) where lv is an l-value of some left expression in le and v is the value of the
corresponding expression in e. That is, upd is just the map of upd1 over le and e (with σ ), where
upd1[le,e](σ) = (lv[le](σ),σ [e]). Non disjointness takes place when upd[le,e](s) contains two
pairs (x,v) and (x,v′), or ((o, f ),v) and ((o, f ),v′), with v 6= v′. In particular, sharing by aliasing
may be manifest in non disjoint updates. If X is a disjoint set of (l-value,value) pairs, then we
write σ ⊕X for the state updated accordingly. Define UPD[le,e](σ) to be the set of maximal,
disjoint subsets of upd[le,e](σ). So, for simultaneous assignments, define

σ [[le := e]]τ iff σ [le] or σ [e] are undefined
or τ = σ ⊕X for some X ∈ UPD[le,e](s)

Note that, the outcome is arbitrary if some left expression or expression is undefined. This
includes the case when null.f is among the l-values, for some f . Otherwise, the outcomes are
obtained from all ways of choosing among aliased left sides.

Finally, the meaning of new is given by

σ [[x← newK]] σ ⊕{o.f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}⊕{x 7→ o},
for each o ∈ fresh(σ).

The possible states after the execution of x← newK are those where a fresh reference was
non-deterministically chosen. The fresh reference is assigned to x and the fields of the new object
are initialized with default values.

5.3 Soundness of the Laws of Commands

Given a law c = d, its soundness is shown by proving that c and d have the same meaning.
That is, by proving that [[c]] and [[d]] are the same relation between states. In the remainder of
this section, we prove that the law of assignment 4.31 is sound. Proofs for the other laws of
assignment are simpler and we do not give them here.

We first enunciate some propositions useful to prove the soundness of the laws.
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Proposition 5.1. For any expression e, σ [e] is defined iff σ [De] = true.

Proposition 5.2. If σ [p] is defined, then lv[p](σ) is also defined.

Proposition 5.3. Suppose σ [p] and σ [q] are both defined, then

σ [alias[p,q]] = true iff lv[p](σ) = lv[q](σ)

Corollary 5.1 (of Proposition 5.3). Let p = p1, . . . ,pn and suppose σ [p] is defined, then

σ [disj[p]] = true iff for each i, j = 1, . . . ,n such that i 6= j,

lv[pi](σ) 6= lv[pj](σ)

Proposition 5.4. σ [[[e]; c]]τ iff σ [e] = true implies σ [[c]]τ .

Note that [e] above is an assertion.

Proposition 5.5. Let p = p1, . . . ,pn, e = e1, . . . ,en such that [disj[p]] = true and both σ [p] and
σ [e] are defined, then

σ [[p := e]]τ iff τ = σ ⊕{lv[pi](σ) 7→ σ [ei] | i = 1, ..,n}

Proposition 5.6. Let p = p1, . . . ,pn be a list of disjoint paths on σ , and suppose σ [p], σ [d] and
σ [ep

d
] are defined, then σ [ep

d
] = (σ ⊕{lv[pi](σ) 7→ σ [di] | i = 1, . . . ,n})[e].

Proposition 5.7. Let p = p1, . . . ,pn be a list of disjoint paths on σ , and suppose σ [p] and σ [d]

be defined

1. If σ [q/p
d
] is defined then

lv[q/p
d
](σ) = lv[q](σ ⊕{lv[pi](σ) 7→ σ [di] | i = 1, . . . ,n}).

2. If σ [q/p
d
] and σ [r/p

d
] are defined then

σ [alias[q/p
d
,r/p

d
]] = (σ ⊕{lv[pi](σ) 7→ σ [di] | i = 1, . . . ,n})[alias[q,r]].

3. If σ [q/p
d
] is defined then

σ [disj[q/p
d
]] = (σ ⊕{lv[pi](σ) 7→ σ [di] | i = 1, . . . ,n})[disj[q]]

We are now ready to prove that Law 4.31 is sound, i.e. that the left and right-hand sides
(lhs and rhs) of the law have the same semantics.

Theorem 5.3 (Soundness of Law 4.31). Let p and q be lists of paths, and let p and r be lists of
the same length, then


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
[ disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧

alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
p,q := e1,e2; r,s := e3,e4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 =


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
[ disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧

alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧De1 ];

p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
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Proof. We must show that [[lhs]] and [[rhs]] are both the same relation. We only show the proof
for [[lhs]] ⊆ [[rhs]] because the other side of the inclusion is similar. We assume σ [[lhs]]τ and
prove σ [[rhs]]τ by analyzing the following cases.

• Case σ [disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

]] is undefined or equal to false: We have that

σ [disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧De1] is also undefined or equal to false. Thus by
Proposition 5.4 we get σ [[rhs]]τ .

• Case σ [disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true: We have one of the two cases

– One of σ [p], σ [q], σ [e1] or σ [e2] is undefined:

If σ [e1] is undefined, we have σ [De1] = false. Hence

σ [disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧De1] = false

By proposition 5.4 we conclude σ [[rhs]]τ .

If σ [e1] is defined, we have that one of σ [p], σ [q], or σ [e2] remains to be undefined.
Thus we have either σ [p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] or σ [e3

p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

] is undefined and then, by
definition of [[ ]] we get

σ [[p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

]]τ

On the other hand, since σ [De1] = true we have

σ [disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧De1] = true

Therefore by Proposition 5.4 we conclude σ [[rhs]]τ .

– All of σ [p], σ [q], σ [e1] and σ [e2] are defined: If σ [De1] = true, the proof is the
same as in the subcase above. So hereafter we assume σ [De1] = true.

By proposition 5.4 we have σ [[p,q := e1,e2; r,s := e3,e4]]τ . Then by definition of
[[ ]] we have that exists ρ such that

σ [[p,q := e1,e2]]ρ
�� ��†

ρ[[r,s := e3,e4]]τ
�� ��‡

Because σ [disj[p,q]] = true and †, by Proposition 5.5 we get

ρ = σ ⊕{lv[p](σ) 7→ σ [e1] | p := e1 is in p := e1}
⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}

Still, since we have σ [alias[p][r/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true and σ [disj[p,s/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true we get

σ [disj[r/p,q
e1,e2

,s/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true. Then, by Proposition 5.7 we obtain ρ[disj[r,s]] = true.
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Thus by Proposition 5.5 and ‡ we conclude

τ = ρ ⊕{lv[r](ρ) 7→ ρ[e3] | r := e3 is in r := e3}
⊕{lv[s](ρ) 7→ ρ[e4] | s := e4 is in s := e4}

�� ��*

Since σ [alias[p][r/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true, for each p in p and corresponding r in r we have

lv[p](σ) = lv[r/p,q
e1,e2

](σ), and thus by Proposition 5.7 lv[p](σ) = lv[r](ρ), then un-
folding ρ in * and overriding the maps corresponding to the assignment p := e1 we
get

τ = σ ⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[r](ρ) 7→ ρ[e3] | r := e3 is in r := e3}
⊕{lv[s](ρ) 7→ ρ[e4] | s := e4 is in s := e4}

On the other hand, as σ [disj[p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

]] = true by Proposition 5.5 we have

σ [[p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

]]

σ ⊕{lv[p](σ) 7→ σ [e] | p := e is in p := e3
p,q
e1,e2
}

⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[s](σ) 7→ σ [e] | s := e is in sp,q

e1,e2
:= e4

p,q
e1,e2
}

And since we have

σ ⊕{lv[p](σ) 7→ σ [e] | p := e is in p := e3
p,q
e1,e2
}

⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[s](σ) 7→ σ [e] | s := e is in sp,q

e1,e2
:= e4

p,q
e1,e2
}

=

σ ⊕{lv[p](σ) 7→ σ [ep,q
e1,e2

] | p := e is in p := e3}
⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[sp,q

e1,e2
](σ) 7→ σ [ep,q

e1,e2
] | s := e is in s := e4}

= 〈 σ [ep,q
e1,e2

] = ρ[e] and lv[sp,q
e1,e2

](σ) = lv[s](ρ) for any e and s 〉
σ ⊕{lv[p](σ) 7→ ρ[e] | p := e is in p := e3}
⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[s](ρ) 7→ ρ[e] | s := e is in s := e4}

= 〈 lv[p](σ) = lv[rp,q
e1,e2

](σ) for each p in p and corresponding r in r 〉
σ ⊕{lv[rp,q

e1,e2
](σ) 7→ ρ[e] | r := e is in r := e3}

⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[s](ρ) 7→ ρ[e] | s := e is in s := e4}

= 〈 lv[rp,q
e1,e2

](σ) = lv[r](ρ) 〉
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σ ⊕{lv[r](ρ) 7→ ρ[e] | r := e is in r := e3}
⊕{lv[q](σ) 7→ σ [e2] | q := e2 is in q := e2}
⊕{lv[s](ρ) 7→ ρ[e] | s := e is in s := e4}

= τ

we conclude σ [[p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

]]τ , and thus σ [[rhs]]τ .

5.4 Conclusions

We address the completeness of the laws of commands by showing that any program
can be transformed, by using the laws, to a normal form without references where the heap is
represented explicitly. The theorem given here is also presented in (LUCERO; NAUMANN;
SAMPAIO, 2013b). The tactic of transforming programs into some normal form in order to
evidence comprehensiveness of a set of laws is very common in algebraic approaches (see for
example (HOARE et al., 1987; SAMPAIO, 1997; HOARE; HE, 1998; BORBA et al., 2004;
ZHAO et al., 2009)). Differently from this method of completeness, STATON (2010) proves
Hilbert-Post completeness for an equational theory of ML-style references. However, the
language lacks field update and null (and includes higher order functions and an unusual operator
refn). The laws capture commutativity of allocations and aspects of locality, but the gap from
this work to handling transformations in object-oriented programs is significant.

We develop a relational semantic model for a subset of our language and illustrate
soundness through the proof of the law for combining assignments in the context of references.
Our model is based on that in (HOARE et al., 1987) but extending the states with a heap.
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6
Laws of Object Oriented Commands

This chapter complements the laws for commands given earlier by postulating laws for
type casts, type tests, method calls and local variable declarations. Altogether with the laws of
LoP (HOARE et al., 1987) and the laws of classes of ROOL (BORBA et al., 2004; SAMPAIO;
BORBA, 2006), both reviewed in Chapter 2 and Appendix A, they form a comprehensive set of
laws for our entire language.

With the exception of local variable declarations, the constructs discussed in this chapter
are typical of object oriented programming. In previous chapters, we have postponed the study
of variable declarations because we wanted to keep a simple command language with focus
on references. The commands and expressions considered here are completely orthogonal to
references, so their laws do not establish any property about them. However, even with this
orthogonality, we do not reuse the corresponding constructs and laws of ROOL because they
have a different semantics with respect to our language or the laws are not expressive enough.

We deal with method calls differently from ROOL. In ROOL the target object is passed
to the method by name while in our semantics the target object is passed by value, although the
value passed is a reference. With respect to type tests and type casts, the laws of ROOL do not
establish the relationship among them and the creation of objects which exists in our language.
Also, while ROOL presents recursive methods very informally, we give here a detailed treatment.

Differently from LoP, many of the laws presented here are context dependent because
specific commands and expressions of object oriented programming, as type casts, method calls
and type tests, depend on typing information. Thus, the validity of most of the equations given
here is restricted to specific program contexts.

As presented in Chapter 3, we include calls to pure code in the language of expressions.
We use the term pure code to refer to pure parameterised commands and pure methods. The richer
set of expressions that includes calls to pure code comes at a cost; we cannot assume that for
each expression e there is a corresponding De for checking definedness because the evaluation
of expressions may involve the execution of recursive commands. In previous chapters we
postponed this issue by assuming that every expression had its corresponding D. Nevertheless,
this assumption does not invalidate any law provided in previous chapters when pure code is
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considered; merely, any law mentioning a D expression now needs to be interpreted as requiring
its existence implicitly. If there is no corresponding D expression, the law cannot be applied.
Hereafter, we assume that there is no De solely for expressions e that contain calls to pure code.

We postulate a set of laws that act on strict expressions within commands. Based on it,
we derive a set of laws that allow to deal with undefinedness of pure code. These laws extend the
laws that require the existence of D by eliminating this requirement. So, the lack of D for calls
to pure code does not compromise the comprehensiveness of the entire set of laws. In addition,
with the help of these laws, we show that any program can be reduced, through the laws, to an
equivalent one that just contains expressions which have a corresponding D. In the reduction
process, any use of non-strict functions is eliminated from the program.

In Section 6.1 we establish laws about casts and type tests. Here, we also provide laws
which relate the command new with the is operator for type tests. Section 6.2 establishes laws
about local variable declarations including issues about scoping. In Section 6.3 we discuss
strictness of expressions, provide laws about strict expressions within commands and give a
reduction strategy for eliminating non-strict functions. The laws in this section prescribe that
when the execution of a command needs to evaluate mandatorily some expression e, we can
evaluate e before the execution of the command and store its result in a temporary variable. Laws
for parameterised commands and methods are exposed in Section 6.4. Finally we discuss related
work in Section 6.6

6.1 Type Casts and Type Tests

In the remainder of this chapter we assume a fixed class table given by cds in order to
avoid mentioning it repeatedly.

The value of (A) e is the same as the value of e when it is a reference of type B such
that B≤ A, otherwise the cast is undefined. Accordingly, we could have a law of expressions
establishing that (A) e = e when (A) e is defined. However care must be taken with this equation
because its two sides may have different types. While the type of (A) e is A, the type of e can be
a supertype or a subtype of A and so, depending on the context, one side could be well-typed
whereas the other would not. For example, in an assignment p := (A) e we cannot replace the
expression (A) e by e when the type of p is a subtype of the type of e.

We have one law of expressions for type casting. In order to address context issues we
use the notation Γ,C B d = e to indicate the equality of expressions d and e in places where it is
expected an expression of type C and the typing context is Γ. The law follows the style of laws
of classes with provisos labeled with ‘(→)’ and ‘(←)’ to indicate the direction of the application
of the law.

Law 6.1 〈eliminate cast expression〉. If Γ ` e : B then

Γ,C B (A) e = e
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provided

(→) B≤ A or A≤ B≤ C.

(←) A≤ B or B≤ A≤ C.

Type cast and type testing are closely related operations. This is reflected by the expres-
sion for testing if a type cast is defined, which is given by

D((A) e)
def
= De ∧ e is A

�
 �	6.2

We believe that all the laws about casting given in (BORBA et al., 2004) can be derived
from the laws 6.1 and 6.2. As an example we prove here the following law stated in (BORBA
et al., 2004). The notation Γ ` b = c indicates that the commands b and c are equivalent within a
typing context Γ.

Law 6.3 . If Γ ` e : B, Γ ` p : C and A≤ B≤ C or B≤ A≤ C then

Γ ` p := (A) e = [e is A]; p := e

Proof. In the fixed typing context Γ we have

p :=(A) e = 〈:=–4.24〉

[D((A) e)]; p := (A) e = 〈cast–6.1: (→) if A≤ B≤ C, (←) if B≤ A≤ C 〉

[D((A) e)]; p := e 〈cast–6.2〉

[De ∧ e is A]; p := e = 〈[]–4.2 and []–4.3〉

[e is A]; [De]; p := e = 〈:=–4.24〉

[e is A]; p := e

Similar laws can be derived for expressions appearing in other points of a program as in
conditionals or method calls.

The next laws assign meaning to is. They implicitly define the type of an object at the
time of its creation by saying that the reference returned by new A is an instance of A or any
superclass of A and it is not an instance of any subclass of A.

Law 〈typing instances〉. For any A,B,C such that C < A≤ B

x← newA = x← newA; [x is B]
�
 �	6.4

x← newA = x← newA; [not(x is C)]
�
 �	6.5

The null reference is an instance of any class. So, we have the next equation

null is A = true
�
 �	6.6
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var x : T • c = var x : T • x := default(T) ; c
�
 �	6.8

var x : T • b∪ c = (var x : T • b)∪ (var x : T • c)
�
 �	6.9

var x : T • b / e. c = (var x : T • b) / ex
default(T) . (var x : T • c)

�
 �	6.10

var x : T • c ; p,x := e,d = var x : T • c ; [Dd] ; p := e
�
 �	6.11

var x : T1 • var y : T2 • c = var y : T2 • var x : T1 • c provided x 6≡ y
�
 �	6.12

var x : T1,y : T2 • c =

var x : T1 • var y : T2 • c provided (←) x and y
are disjoint

�
 �	6.13

c ; var x : T • d = var x : T • c ; d provided x is fresh in c
�
 �	6.14

(var x : T • c) ; d = var x : T • c ; d provided x is fresh in d
�
 �	6.15

var x : T • c = c provided x is fresh in c
�
 �	6.16

var x : T • c[x] = var y : T • c[y] provided (→) y is fresh in c[x]
(←) x is fresh in c[y]

�
 �	6.17

Figure 6.1: The laws of var declarations.

Finally the expression denoting the definedness of a type test is given by

D(e is A)
def
= De

�
 �	6.7

6.2 Local Variable Blocks

The set of laws for local variable blocks is given in Figure 6.1. Law 6.8 establishes that
variables are initialized with default values. Laws 6.9 and 6.10 are distributive laws. They enable
the distribution of a variable declaration among the branches of non-determinism and conditional
commands, respectively. Law 6.11 dictates that assignments to local variables at the end of their
scope have no effect, but just when the assigned expression is defined, otherwise the command
aborts. Law 6.12 states that the order of variable declarations is unimportant. Note that we write
“≡” to mean syntactically the same. Law 6.13 expresses that declaring a list of local variables in
a single block is the same as declaring the variables in nested blocks.

Laws 6.14 and 6.15 allow to reduce the scope of a local variable when used from right to
left. In this case, a command at the beginning (Law 6.14) or end (Law 6.15) of the body that does
not refer to the declared variable can be placed out of the scope of the declaration. On the other
hand, when the laws are used from left to right, they allow to expand the scope of the declaration.
Law 6.16 asserts that if a variable x is not used in c, we can add (or remove) a block with a
redundant declaration of x. Variables can be renamed by other fresh variables, using Law 6.17.
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The provisos for the last four laws in Figure 6.1 are subtle to explain due to the rela-
tionships between block declarations, recursion and scope. At first, we could simply think that
a fresh variable in c is a variable which does not occur free in c. However, this thought is
misleading since free variables in µ recursive commands have dynamic scope with respect to
var declarations. For example, considering Law 6.14, the following command, which has x as
being free in the program defining X recursively,

. . .x . . .X; var x : T • . . .
�
 �	A

is not expected to have the same behaviour as

. . .x . . .var x : T • X; . . .
�
 �	B

since if we unfold the recursion in A , we have

. . .x . . .(. . .x . . .X; var x : T • . . .); var x : T • . . .

producing a new occurrence of x which is global, i.e. at the same level of the x in the command
before the unfold. On the other hand, the unfold of X in B results in

. . .x . . .var x : T • . . .x . . .(var x : T • X; . . .) . . .

which produces a new occurrence of x which is captured by the var x : T declaration. The proviso
of Law 6.14 requires fresh variables to prevent from equating commands like A and B. We
have the following definitions.

Definition 6.1 (contiguous scope and fresh variable).

• We say that a variable x has contiguous scope in a command c if, when the variable for
recursion X is free in c then x is not free in the command defining X.

• We say that x is fresh in c when x 6∈ free(c) and x has contiguous scope in c.

We see in Section 6.4.1 that, differently from local variables declared with var, formal
parameters of parameterised commands have static scope.

In the remainder of the section we provide a set of derived laws which are used in proofs
here and in next chapters. The following derived law relates assertions with block declarations.

var x : T • [e]; c = [ex
default(T)]; var x : T • c

�
 �	6.18
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Proof.

var x : T •[e]; c = 〈[]–4.1〉

var x : T • (c / e. ⊥) = 〈var–6.10 and var–6.13〉

(var x : T • c) / ex
default(T) . (var x : T • ⊥) = 〈var–6.16 〉

(var x : T • c) / ex
default(T) . ⊥= 〈[]–4.1〉

[ex
default(T)]; var x : T • c

A command starting with an assignment to a variable x can be transformed into another
which uses a temporary variable instead of x and, at the end, the temporary variable is restored to
x. We have the following law.

Law 6.19 〈replace variable by temp 1〉. Let t be a fresh variable in c[x] and e. Then

Γ ` x := e; c[x] = var t : T • t := e; c[t]; x := t

provided Γ ` e : T .

The next law is a corollary of the previous one. For any command, any variable x can
be replaced by a temporary one provided that the original x is copied to the temporary at the
beginning and the temporary is restored to x at the end. Its proof is obtained by instantiating the
left-hand side of Law 6.19 with x := x; c[x] which, in turn, is equal to c[x].

Law 6.20 〈replace variable by temp 2〉. Let t be a fresh variable in c[x]. Then

Γ ` c[x] = var t : T • t := x; c[t]; x := t

provided Γ ` x : T

We also have other derived laws for variable declarations which are useful in derivation
of refactoring rules. Nevertheless, before describing them, we need one more definition.

Definition 6.2. We say that c2 is after c1 in F[c1]; c2, for any F, c1 and c2.

We also adopt as convention that F, G and H denote command contexts: they can be
seen as functions on commands, thus we write F[c] for denoting the command obtained by the
application of F to the command c.

The next law can be seen as a special case of Law 6.20 〈replace variable by temp 2〉
where the value of the temporary variable at the end does not need to be stored back to the
original variable because it is read only and so it is not altered.

Γ ` c[x] = var y : T • y := x; c[y]
if y is fresh in c[x];
x is read only in c[x]; and
Γ ` x : T

�
 �	6.21
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The following law is also related with Law 6.20 〈replace variable by temp 2〉. In this
case the temporaries are not stored back to the variables because they are not subsequently used.
The law generalizes Law 6.20 in the sense that c[x] can occur in several places. But with the
constraint that after these places x cannot be used.

var x : T • F[ c[x] ] = var x : T •

F[ var y : T •

y := x; c[y] ]

if y is fresh in c[x]
x is not used after c[x]

�
 �	6.22

We introduce two derived rules that resembles the previous laws that allow to replace
a variable by a temporary (laws 6.19 and 6.20). However, the current laws permit to replace
object fields by temporary variables. These two laws are useful in proofs of some refactorings
involving references and are studied in Chapter 7.

The next Law 6.23 〈replace field by temp 1〉 allows replacing in command c a field x.f by
a temporary variable t. Care is needed to avoid inconsistencies due to aliasing with x.f , thus the
law requires that x.f and any expression aliased with x.f be not modified during all the execution
of c. This demands the following definition.

Definition 6.3. An expression e does not change along c when every assignment or method call
d inside c is wrapped in a command var s : T • s := e; d; [s == e] where s is fresh.

Law 6.23 〈replace field by temp 1〉. Let Γ ` x : A and Γx.f : T , then

[x 6= null]; c = (var t : T • t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ])

provided (1) t is a fresh variable in c; and (2) x and x.f do not change along c.

The law requires that both x and x.f do not change along c. In particular, because x.f is
not modified, it is not necessary to restore the value of t back to x.f at the end.

The next Law 〈replace field by temp 2〉 is similar to the previous one. The difference is
that Law 〈replace field by temp 2〉 allows that x.f be modified. So, the temporary value must be
stored back to x.f at the end.

Law 6.24 〈replace field by temp 2〉. Consider that the class A declares a field f of type T , then

var x : A • x← newA; c =

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ]; x.f := t

provided (1) t is a fresh variable in c; and (2) x is read only, not used as argument nor assigned
to variables or fields in c.

The proviso (2) ensures that the reference x does not escape in c, thus when the control
flow goes outside c, through a method call, there is no danger of x.f being accessed. The provisos
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also ensure that there are no aliasings with x.f along the command c. The proof of the law is in
Appendix D.

6.3 Introducing Temporary Variables

The laws postulated in this section can be understood in terms of dependency (or needed-
ness) of evaluation. Neededness and strictness are concepts closely related, but here we consider
them as being the same1. Intuitively, the execution of some commands require the imminent
evaluation of some expressions. For example, in an assignment e.f := d the evaluation of both e

and d is compulsory. Below we give laws that allow to prove the equivalence of this assignment
with a command that first evaluates e and d, stores their results in temporaries and only then
peforms the assignment. These laws are a useful tool in order to eliminate calls to pure code
from expressions. We start the presentation by first discussing strictness and after postulating the
laws.

As an example of strictness, the definition 4.23 of D(e1 /d . e2), given in Section 4.3,
reflects the non-strict nature of the branches e1 and e2 as opposed to the condition d. For the
conditional D(e1 /d . e2) to be defined, d and the branch determined by the value of d must
be defined, and just this branch. In terms of strictness we have that, if d is defined, it always is
evaluated. However, a branch is evaluated just when necessary.

Formally, a function f (x : R,y : S,z : T) is strict in the argument y if f (x : R,y : S,z : T)

is undefined when y is undefined. We assume that all the built-in functions and operators of
the programming language are strict, except for the conditional expression. Other non-strict
operators like the shortcut logical operators “∧” and “∨” can be desugared to conditionals as is
specified in Definition 3.2. We say that an expression is strict if it uses only strict functions or
operators.

The following law of expressions is a generalization of Law 4.32 which distributes the
field access operator “.” over the conditional. This law establishes that strict functions and
operators distribute over the conditional. In what follows we intentionally avoid the distinction
between functions and operators.

Law 6.25 . Let f be a built-in strict function then

f (e,e1 /d . e2,d) = f (e,e1,d) /d . f (e,e2,d)

The next lemma establishes that we can transform any expression into an equivalent one
such that conditionals are at the top of the function application nesting.

Lemma 6.1. For any expression e there is an expression d such that e = d and there is no
subexpression of d where a conditional is nested within a strict function or operator.

1 To be precise, although there is an analogy between strictness and neededness, they are different concepts (see
for example (BENTON, 1993)).
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume for e that non-strict operators were previously
desugared to conditionals. The proof comes from a straight induction in the depth of the function
application nesting by applying laws 6.25 and 4.32 from left to right.

Our laws about the need of evaluation of strict expressions establish that these expressions
could be evaluated previously, their results stored in temporary variables and then used. Laws 6.26
and 6.27, below, allow to introduce temporaries for left and right expressions of assignments,
respectively. There is a similar situation with conditional commands. Since a command b / e. c

evaluates e unconditionally, Law 6.28 says that e could be evaluated previously and stored into a
temporary. The three laws 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 are presented with a unique name, as follows.

Law 〈introduce temp for outermost expression〉. Let Γ ` e : T and t be a fresh variable, then
p,e.f , then

Γ ` p,e.f := d = var t : T • t := e; p, t.f := d
�
 �	6.26

Γ ` p := d,e = var t : T • t := e; p := d, t
�
 �	6.27

Γ ` b / e. c = var t : T • t := e; (b / t . c)
�
 �	6.28

The three laws above introduce temporary variables for e. Note that the laws do not assume
anything about the definedness of e, therefore they are valid even when e is undefined, or
even when there is no corresponding expression De and we do not know if e is defined or not.
Incidentally, when e is undefined, both sides of each law are equivalent to abort.

When a function is to be evaluated, any strict argument must be evaluated. Thus, as
outermost expressions, actual parameters of strict functions can be evaluated separately and
stored in a temporary variable for further use. The following laws are suitable for this purpose.

Law 〈introduce temp for strict argument〉. Let h(x1,x,x2) be a function that is strict in the
argument x. Assume Γ ` e : T and t is a fresh variable. Then

Γ ` p,h(e1,e,e2).f := d1,d = var t : T • t := e; p,h(e1, t,e2).f := d1,d
�
 �	6.29

Γ ` p,q := d,h(e1,e,e2) = var t : T • t := e; p,q := d,h(e1, t,e2)
�
 �	6.30

Γ ` b /h(e1,e,e2). c = var t : T • t := e; (b /h(e1, t,e2). c)
�
 �	6.31

6.3.1 Dealing with Undefinedness of Pure Code

An interesting fact about laws 6.26–6.31 is that they can be derived when the expression
De exists. For example, assuming that De exists, we have the following proof for Law 6.26. Let
Γ ` e : T and t be a fresh variable, then
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p,e.f :=d = 〈[]–4.25, def –4.22 and []–4.2〉

[De]; p,e.f := d = 〈var–6.16 and t is fresh〉

var t : T • [De]; p,e.f := d = 〈var–6.11〉

var t : T • p,e.f , t := d,e = 〈:=–4.31〉

var t : T • t := e; p, t.f := d

Mathematically, we could reason assuming that D is a function defined for all expressions but,
since we know that this function is undecidable, any construction using it cannot be considered a
program. However the laws in this work are about programs. They are not necessarily sound
when we apply them to other entities different from programs. For example, Law 2.10 is not
valid when specifications are considered instead of programs (see for example (HOARE et al.,
1987)). Also, program constructs are not necessarily monotonic or continuous when they are
applied not only to programs. This invalidates laws 2.16, 2.30 and 2.31 about recursion.

Rather than assuming that D is a mathematical function defined for all expressions, we
generalize laws which demand definedness in assertions for working with a construction which
does not require the existence of D2. First, note that we have the following derived law as an
special case of law 6.11.

Law 6.32 . Let Γ ` e : T then

Γ ` [De] = var x : T • x := e

The right-hand side of this law represents a dummy evaluation of e whose result, when
defined, is discarded; but, when the evaluation is undefined, it behaves as abort. An expression
e is undefined when the expression De is defined and equals to false, or when e depends on a
parameterised command or method which aborts. Outstandingly, the right-hand side of the law
does not demand the existence of D. This suggests that we can use var x : T • x := e instead of
[De] in laws relating commands guarded with this kind of assertions. We provide the following
syntactic sugar.

Definition 6.4. Let Γ ` e : T and x a list of fresh variables, we define

Γ ` isdef(e) def
= var x : T • x := e

We have the following generalizations of laws that require assertions with D. We use the
same numeration as the original laws, but add a ’g’ after the number.

2In fact, all uses of D in the laws established in this work appear within assertions, except in the LoP Law 2.26.
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p := e = isdef(e); p := e
�
 �	4.24g

p := e = isdef(p); p := e
�
 �	4.25g

[∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p,q := e,q = isdef(q); [∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p := e
�
 �	4.27g

p := p = isdef(p)
�
 �	4.28g

c / e. c = isdef(e); c
�
 �	2.22g

b / e. c = isdef(e); (b / e. c)
�
 �	2.27g

Let p and r be lists with the same size, then

 [ disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧
alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

p,q := e1,e2; r,s := e3,e4

=


[ disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧

alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
isdef(e1);

p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2


�
 �	4.31g

All of these generalized laws are derived. Their proofs are done by introducing tem-
poraries and then using the corresponding not generalized laws. Definedness is not a concern
because arbitrary expressions were substituted by variables which are always defined. The proof
of Law 2.22g, given below, illustrates the technique. Proofs for the remainder laws are provided
in Appendix D.

Proof of 2.22g.

c / e. c = 6.28 〈introduce temp for outermost expression〉

var x : T • x := e; c / x. c = /.–2.22, Dx = true and /.–2.21

var x : T • x := e; c = x is fresh, var–6.14 and isdef def.

isdef(e); c

6.3.2 Strict Occurrences

We can generalize the laws about strictness when expressions occur strictly. Intuitively,
when e occurs strictly in d, the evaluation of d necessarily requires the evaluation of e. Formally,
we have the following definition.

Definition 6.5 (occurs strictly).

• d occurs strictly within d, and

• if the function f is strict in the ith argument and e occurs strictly within di then e occurs
strictly within f (d1, . . . ,di, . . . ,dn).
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We use the notation d〈e〉 to denote d and, at the same time, to affirm that e occurs strictly in d.
Also, when we have d〈x〉 we use d〈e〉 to denote the expression obtained from d replacing the
strict occurrence of x by e.

The following is a generalization of Law 6.25. If an expression d has a strict occurrence
of a conditional expression, then the expression can be distributed over the conditional.

d〈e1 / e. e2〉= d〈e1〉 / e. d〈e2〉
�
 �	6.33

Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of nesting of the conditional. When the depth of
the nesting is zero the equation is trivial. Let f be strict on the ith argument, the length of e be
equal to i−1 and f (e,d,d)〈x〉, such that the strict occurrence of x is within d. We have

f (e,d,d)〈e1 / e. e2〉= 〈hypothesis of strict occurrence〉

f (e,d〈e1 / e. e2〉,d) = 〈inductive hypothesis〉

f (e,d〈e1〉 / e. d〈e2〉,d) = 〈Law 6.25〉

f (e,d〈e1〉,d) / e. f (e,d〈e2〉,d) = 〈hypothesis of strict occurrence〉

f (e,d,d)〈e1〉 / e. f (e,d,d)〈e2〉

We provide generalizations of the laws given in Section 6.3 to introduce temporary
variables for expression occurring strictly.

Law 〈introduce temp for expression occurring strictly〉. Let t be a fresh variable and assume
Γ ` e : T .

Γ ` p,(e1〈e〉).f := d = var t : T • t := e; p,(e1〈t〉).f := d
�
 �	6.34

Γ ` p := d,d〈e〉 = var t : T • t := e; p := d,d〈t〉
�
 �	6.35

Γ ` b /d〈e〉. c = var t : T • t := e; (b /d〈t〉. c)
�
 �	6.36

Proof. We prove Law 6.35. Proofs for laws 6.34 and 6.36 are similar. The proof is by induction
on the depth of nesting of e. The base case is trivial since it reduces to Law 6.27 〈introduce

temp for outermost expression〉. Let f be strict in the ith argument, e1 be of length i− 1 and
f (e1,d,e2)〈e〉 such that e occurs strictly within d.

p := d, f (e1,d,e2)〈e〉

= 〈hypothesis of strict occurence〉

p := d, f (e1,d〈e〉,e2)
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= 〈〈introduce temp for strict argument〉 6.30〉

var t1 : T • t1 := d〈e〉; p := d, f (e1, t1,e2)

= 〈inductive hypothesis〉

var t1 : T •
(var t : T • t := e; t1 := d〈t〉);
p := d, f (e1, t1,e2)

= 〈var–6.15, var–6.12 and var–6.14〉

var t : T •
t := e;

var t1 : T • t1 := d〈t〉; p := d, f (e1, t1,e2)

= 〈〈introduce temp for strict argument〉 6.30〉

var t : T • t := e; p := d, f (e1,d〈t〉,e2)

= 〈hypothesis of strict occurrence〉

var t : T • t := e; p := d, f (e1,d,e2)〈t〉

If we want to introduce a temporary variable for an expression in the guard of a loop, the
expression must be evaluated and saved into the temporary at the begining of the loop and at the
end of each iteration.

Law 6.37 〈introduce temp for expression in guard of loop〉. Let t be a fresh variable in d〈e〉 ∗ c

and assume Γ ` e : T , then

Γ ` d〈e〉 ∗ c = var t : T •
t := e; d〈t〉 ∗ ( c; t := e )

Proof of 〈introduce temp for expression in guard of loop〉–6.37. We will use the Fusion Law 2.31.
Let

G(X) = c; X /d〈e〉. skip

H(X) = var t : T • t := e; X

F(X) = c; t := e; X /d〈t〉. skip

where t is a fresh variable in d〈e〉 and c. We prove that H ◦F = G◦H.

(H ◦F)(X)

= 〈defs. of H and F〉

var t : T •
t := e; (c; t := e; X /d〈t〉. skip)
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= 〈LoP :=–2.5〉

var t : T •
t := e; c; t := e; X /d〈e〉. t := e; skip

= 〈〈replace variable by temp 1〉–6.19, we choose t1 free in c, d〈e〉 and X 〉

var t : T •
(var t1 : T • t1 := e; c; t := t1); t := e; X /d〈e〉. t := e; skip

= 〈LoP /.–2.13 〉

var t : T •
(var t1 : T • t1 := e; c; t := t1; t := e; X) /d〈e〉. t := e; skip

= 〈LoP:=–2.4〉

var t : T •
(var t1 : T • t1 := e; c; t := e; X) /d〈e〉. t := e; skip

= 〈var–6.10〉

var t : T • var t1 : T • t1 := e; c; t := e; X
/ d〈e〉 .

var t : T • t := e; skip

= 〈var–6.12 and var–6.14〉

var t1 : T • t1 := e; (var t : T • c; t := e; X)
/ d〈e〉 .

var t : T • t := e; skip

= 〈var–6.17〉

var t1 : T • t1 := e; (var t : T • c; t := e; X)
/ d〈e〉 .

var t1 : T • t1 := e; skip

= 〈var–6.10 and LoP /.–2.5〉

var t1 : T •
t1 := e; ( var t : T • c; t := e; X / d〈t1〉 . skip )

= 〈〈introduce temp for expression occurring strictly〉– 6.36〉

var t : T • c; t := e; X / d〈e〉 . skip

= 〈var–6.14〉

c; (var t : T • t := e; X) /d〈e〉. skip

= 〈defns. of G and H〉

G◦H(X)
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By the fusion law we conclude that µ X • G(X) = H(µ X • F(X)) which is the same as

d〈e〉 ∗ c = var t : T •
t := e; d〈t〉 ∗ ( c; t := e )

Finally, we can take advantage of expressions occurring strictly to simplify some laws
requiring checks for undefinedness. For example, we have the following simplification for the
LoP’s Law of assignment 2.4.

x := e; x := d〈x〉 = x := (d〈x〉)x
e

Since x occurs strictly within d〈x〉, the evaluation of (d〈x〉)x
e demands the evaluation of e;

therefore the checking for definition of e done in Law 2.4 to explicitly abort is not needed here.
The proof for this variation of Law 2.4 uses Law 6.35. A similar simplification can be done for
Law 4.31 which involves assignment to fields.

6.4 Laws for Parameterised Commands

The separation of recursion, parameterisation and procedures allows greater freedom and
simplicity, and rules for paremeterised recursive programs can be obtained by combining laws of
these orthogonal concepts. We already saw laws about recursion in the previous subsection. In
this section we present laws concerning parameterisation and method calls.

6.4.1 Parameterisation

Applications of parameterised statements to actual parameters are defined in terms of
variable blocks. Parameters are passed by value as determined by the the following law, which,
when applied from left to right, eliminates the parameterised command.

Law 〈parameterised command call elimination〉. Let x be a variable that is not in x and y a list
of variables fresh in c[x] and e. Then

(x : T • c[x])(e) = var y : T • y := e; c[y]
�
 �	6.38

x← (x : T : S • c[x])(e) = var y : T,res : S • y := e; c[y]; x := res
�
 �	6.39

The variable block on the right-hand side of each law implements call-by-value in the standard
way. The actual parameters e are copied to local variables y and then the body is executed. The
requirement for y to be fresh is to avoid the capture of free variables of e and c within the var
declaration. If the parameterised command returns a value, it is copied to the variable indicated
(x in the second equation).
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We mention above that parameters have static scope. For this, we add a constraint to
Law 2.15 which unfolds recursion. The constraint forbids the unfold of recursion in the body of
parameterised commands. Thus, for example, in

µ X • x := e1; . . .(x : T • . . .X . . .)(e) . . .

the occurrence of X within the parameterized command cannot be unfolded because it could
expand an x that is captured by the parameter, which is incompatible with static scope. The
option we have in order to unfold X is to apply in first place Law 6.38 〈parameterised command

call elimination〉, obtaining

µ X • x := e1; . . .(var y : T • y := e1; . . .X[y/x] . . .) . . .

which is equivalent to

µ X • x := e1; . . .(var y : T • y := e1; . . .X . . .) . . .

because we consider X[y/x]
def
= X, i.e. a simple syntactic substitution. Now, we can apply the

unfold of recursion without risk of capturing the expanded x.
Note that the two laws above allow us to consider parameterised commands as syntac-

tic sugar since they can always be translated to equivalent commands with var declarations.
This makes easier the proofs by induction on commands by making unnecessary the case for
parameterised commands.

The evaluation of a pure parameterised command call is also performed by passing
the actual parameters, executing its body and returning the result. In an assignment of a pure
parameterised command call, the call can be eliminated by applying the following law from left
to right. This law also requires contiguous scope for the formal parameters and fresh variables
for the passing of parameters.

Law 6.40 〈pure parameterised command call elimination〉. Let x be a list of variables with
contiguous scope in c[x], and y a list of variables fresh in c[x] and e. Then

x := (x : T→ S • c[x])(e) = var y : T,res : S • y := e; c[y]; x := res

This law defines that the evaluation of an expression defined with pure parameterised
commands is done by the execution of a command. Like in Law 6.39, the variable block does
the parameter passing and the additional local variable res is used to return the value after the
execution of the body.

Laws relating assertions with parameterised commands can be derived from those above,
extending the set described in Section 4.2. The next laws establish that a precondition of a
parameterised command can be transferred to the call and vice versa. Their proofs are in
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Appendix D.

Law 〈assertions and parameterised commands〉.

(x : T • [d[x]]; c[x])(e) = [d[e]]; (x : T • c[x])(e)
�
 �	6.41

x← (x : T : S • [d[x]]; c[x])(e) = [d[e]]; x← (x : T : S • [d[x]]; c[x])(e)
�
 �	6.42

p,( e〈 (x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e) 〉 ).f := d =

[d[e]]; p,( e〈 (x : T→ S • c[x]) (e) 〉 ).f := d

�
 �	6.43

p := d,e〈 (x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e) 〉=
[d[e]]; p := d,e〈 (x : T→ S • c[x]) (e) 〉

�
 �	6.44

b / e〈 (x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e) 〉. c =

d[e]]; (b / e〈 (x : T→ S • c[x]) (e) 〉. c)

�
 �	6.45

provided x has contiguous scope within the corresponding bodies.

Further laws useful to lift undefinedness issues from expressions to commands can also
be derived. Thus, for example, if the expression Dd exists then we have

(x : T • c)(e,e〈d〉) = [Dd]; (x : T • c)(e,e〈d〉)
�
 �	6.46

Its proof is straightforward and omitted.

6.4.2 Method Calls

When a method m is not redefined and its body just alludes public fields, a call to m can
be characterized through the application of a parameterised command. Insofar as methods can
be recursive, the body of the parameterized command is a recursive command. Calls to m inside
the method declaration are translated to explicit recursive calls.

Law 〈method call elimination〉. Let the class declaration

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • c)

mts

end

be included in cds and assume that Γ ` e : D and D≤ C. If sig≡ x : T , then

Γ ` e.m(e) = (self : C,x : T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′) (e,e)
�
 �	6.47
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If sig≡ x : T : T , then

Γ ` x← e.m(e) = x← (self : C,x : T : T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′)(e,e)
�
 �	6.48

where

c′ is obtained from c by applying the substitution

[ (self : C,x : T • X)(d,d) / d.m(d) ]

for all d, d, B and S such that d : B, d : S, B≤ C and S≤ T .

provided

(↔) (1) m is not redefined in cds and c does not contain references to super; and (2) all fields
which appear in the body c of m are public.

Note that a method call e.m(e) is interpreted as a parameterised command call where e is
considered just one more actual parameter matched with the formal self. Note also that the call
aborts when e is null; thus we need the assertion [self 6= null] on the right-hand side of the last
laws. The possibility of dynamic binding is not a concern here because there are no redefinitions
of m. Indeed, dynamic binding is dealt with as a separate issue by Law 2.33.

For a method which is not redefined and its body does not use private or protected fields,
we can expand calls by inlining the method body as prescribed by the following derived law.

Law 〈method call expansion〉. Let the class declaration

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • c)

mts

end

be included in cds and assume that Γ ` e : D and D≤ C. If sig≡ x : T , then

Γ ` e.m(e) = [e 6= null]; (self : C,x : T • c)(e,e)
�
 �	6.49

If sig≡ x : T : T , then

Γ ` x← e.m(e) = [e 6= null]; x← (self : C,x : T : T • c)(e,e)
�
 �	6.50

provided

(↔) (1) m is not redefined in cds and c does not contain references to super; and (2) all fields
which appear in the body c of m are public.
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Proof.

We prove Law 6.49. The proof for Law 6.50 is similar.

e.m(e)

= 〈〈method call elimination〉 6.47 (→)〉

(self : C,x : T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′) (e,e)

= 〈unfolding recursion 2.15〉

(self : C,x : T • [self 6= null]; c′′) (e,e)

where c′′ is obtained from c by the substitution

[ (self : C,x : T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′)(d,d) / d.m(d) ]

= 〈Law 6.47 (←) applied to each (self : C,x : T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′)(d,d)]〉

(self : C,x : T • [self 6= null]; c) (e,e)

= 〈Law 6.41〉

[e 6= null]; (self : C,x : T • c) (e,e)

We have similar laws for eliminating pure method calls within expressions. They are laws
of expressions transforming pure method calls into application of pure parameterised commands.
They also require no redefinition of the method being eliminated.

Law 6.51 〈pure method call elimination〉. Let the class declaration

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ (x : T→ T • c)

mts

end

be included in cds and assume that Γ ` e : D and D≤ C. Then

Γ ` e.m(e) = (self : C,x : T→ T • µ X • [self 6= null]; c′) (e,e)

where

c′ is obtained from c by applying the substitution

[ (self : C,x : T→ T • X)(d,d) / d.m(d) ]

for all d, d, B and S such that d : B, d : S, B≤ C and S≤ T .
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provided

(↔) 1) m is not redefined in cds and c does not contain references to super; and 2) all fields
which appear in the body c of m are public.

Law 6.52 〈pure method call expansion〉. Let the class declaration

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ (x : T→ T • c)

mts

end

be included in cds and assume that Γ ` e : D and D≤ C. Then

Γ ` e.m(e) = (self : C,x : T→ T • [self 6= null]; c)(e,e)

provided

(↔) 1) m is not redefined in cds and c does not contain references to super; and 2) all fields
which appear in the body c of m are public.

As in the corresponding laws for commands, the right-hand side manifests that the expression
e.m(e) considers e as being an actual parameter matched with self and requires its value different
from null to avoid abort.

The following law indicates that we can replace a method call super.m in a class C by a
parameterised command with the same body of the definition of m in the superclass of C.

Law 6.53 〈eliminate super〉. Let C be a class in cds such that C extends B and consider the
declaration

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ (x : T • c)

ops

end

Then, within the class C we have

super.m(e) = (x : T • c)(e)

provided

(→) super and the private fields in ads do not appear in c.
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When a method is redefined in subclasses, calls to it are dynamically dispatched. The
Law of classes 2.33 established in (BORBA et al., 2004), and reproduced in Appendix A for
reference, provides an elegant characterization of dynamic dispatch focusing just in two classes,
one of them being a subclass that redefines the method. The next lemma, which results from the
application of this and other related laws of classes given in (BORBA et al., 2004), explicits the
dynamic dispatch mechanism for a hierarchy of classes.

We use the following notation and give new definitions.

IF
i=1..n

ei then ci else cn+1
def
= c1 / e1 . (c2 / e2 . (. . .cn / en . cn+1 . . .))

Definition 6.6. Let the declaration of the class A in cds be as follows

class A . . . meth m =̂ (sig • c) . . . end

We define a function to extract the body of the method bound to m in A by

body(m,A) = c

We define body also for classes that do not define m but inherits it. If C inherits m from A we
have body(m,C) = body(m,A). We also define pc(m,A), the parameterised command bound to
m in A, by

pc(m,A) = ( self : A,mtype(m,A) • [self 6= null]; body(m,A) )

In a well-formed class table cds, the functions body and pc will be well-defined. Note that
both body and pc are functions entirely syntactic, i.e. the argument and the result are syntactic
elements for both functions.

Lemma 6.2 (polymorphic method call expansion). Let A1, A2, . . . , An be a list of classes in cds

such that m is declared in An, Ai ≤ Aj implies i≤ j, Ak ≤ An for all k = 1..n, and B≤ An implies
B≡ Ai for some i. If m has no return parameter, then

e.m(e) = IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then pc(m,Ai)(e,e) else pc(m,An)(e,e)
�
 �	6.54

If m has a return parameter, then

x← e.m(e) = IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then x← pc(m,Ai)(e,e) else x← pc(m,An)(e,e)
�
 �	6.55

provided
for i = 1..n, all fields which appear in body(m,Ai) are public and no definition of m in Ai

mentions super.

The lemma requires that A1, A2, . . . , An be the entire subhierarchy rooted by An in cds.
The order of the classes is important because the order of evaluation of the conditions in the IF
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command defines how the dynamic dispatch is done. In particular, lower classes in the hierarchy
are handled first.

The proof of this lemma first reduces cds to a class table where m is defined in An but is
not defined in any Ai such that i < n. Roughly, the resulting definition of m in An mimics the IF
command on the right-hand side of 6.2. With this new class table, the call e.m(e) is expanded
and finally the original class table is reestablished reverting the steps of the reduction.

The reduction to a unique definition of m in the root class first fills declarations of m in
all the classes Ai that do not redefine it. This is done by replicating the corresponding inherited
method, supported by Laws A.7 and 6.53. Then, all the method declarations are moved up in the
hierarchy of classes by applying Law 2.33 systematically from lower classes to the highest.

We do not detail the proof of the reduction since similar proofs are given in (BORBA
et al., 2004) and (CORNéLIO, 2004). In (BORBA et al., 2004), the reduction is done as a step
to reach a normal form of imperative programs, whereas in (CORNéLIO, 2004), the reduction
and its reverse are done within the proofs of refactorings as 〈Rename Method〉 and 〈Add/Remove

Parameter〉 catalogued in (FOWLER, 1999).
Taking advantage of recursive commands we can prove a lemma for eliminating method

calls following the same strategy used to prove Lemma 6.2.

Lemma 6.3 (polymorphic method call elimination). Let A1, A2, . . . , An be a list of classes in
cds such that m is declared in An, Ai ≤ Aj implies i≤ j, Ak ≤ An for all k = 1..n, B≤ An implies
B≡ Ai for some i, and An ≤ B implies m is not declared in B. If the signature of m is x : T , then

e.m(e) = ( self : An,x : T • µ X •
[self 6= null];

IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then ci else cn ) (e,e)

�
 �	6.56

If the signature of m is x : T : T , then

x← e.m(e) = x← ( self : An,x : T : T • µ X •

[self 6= null];

IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then ci else cn ) (e,e)

�
 �	6.57

where
each ci is obtained by applying the substitution

[ (self : An,x : T • X)(d) / d.m(d) ]

on body(m,Ai) for all d, d and S such that d : Aj for some j = 1..n, d : S and S≤ T .

provided
all fields of An which appear in ci are public and no definition of m in Ai mentions super,
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for i = 1..n.

Note that the sequence of classes A1, . . . ,An is the whole hierarchy of classes that defines
m. And this hierarchy is rooted by An.

A similar lemma for eliminating pure method calls can be derived. The lemma is almost
identical with Lemma 6.56 for eliminating polymorphic method calls. However in this case we
have a law of expressions instead of commands.

Lemma 6.4 (polymorphic pure method call elimination). Let A1, A2, . . . , An be a list of classes
in cds such that the pure method m is declared in An, Ai ≤ Aj implies i ≤ j, Ak ≤ An for all
k = 1..n, B≤ An implies B≡ Ai for some i, and An ≤ B implies m is not declared in B. Assume
self : An,x : T→ S is the signature of m. Then

e.m(e) = ( self : An,x : T→ S • µ X •
[self 6= null];

IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then ci else cn ) (e,e)

where
each ci is obtained by applying the substitution

[ (self : An,x : T→ S • X)(d) / d.m(d) ]

on body(m,Ai) for all d, d and S such that d : Aj for some j = 1..n, d : S and S≤ T .

provided
all fields of An which appear in ci are public and no definition of m in Ai mentions super,
for i = 1..n.

Note that all the laws for eliminating method calls (laws 6.47, 6.48, 6.51, 6.56 and 6.57)
require the absence of super within the definition of the method m to be eliminated. In particular,
Lemmas 6.56 and 6.57 require the absence of super in all the definitions of m within a hierarchy
which defines it. The following theorem allows us to assume in proofs that this requirement is
always fulfilled.

Theorem 6.1. Let A1, A2, . . . , An be a list of classes in cds such that the method m is declared in
An, Ai ≤ Aj implies i≤ j, Ak ≤ An for all k = 1..n and B≤ An implies B≡ Ai for some i. Then
cds can be transformed in such way that, for each n = 1..m, m is defined in Ai and its definition
does not mention super.

Proof. The transformation is done by applying Law A.7 〈introduce method redefinition〉 on
every Ai which does not define m. So, we have m defined in all Ai. Then we apply 〈eliminate

super〉 6.53 to eliminate all the calls with target super from within m in each Ai. The application
must be done systematically from upper to lower classes in the hierarchy A1, . . . ,An, thus the
resulting definitions of m for each Ai do not contain any super.
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Like parameterised commands, method calls have derived laws which introduces defined-
ness information about the target and parameters. For example, assuming that the expression Dd

exists, we have

e.m(e,e1〈d〉) = [Dd]; e.m(e,e1〈d〉)
�
 �	6.58

e〈d〉.m(e) = [Dd]; e〈d〉.m(e)
�
 �	6.59

e.m(e) = [e 6= null]; e.m(e)
�
 �	6.60

We can also derive that the precondition of a method must be satisfied at every call.

Law 6.61 〈satisfying method precondition〉. Let the class declaration

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ (x : T • [d[self,x]]; c)

mts

end

be included in cds and assume that Γ ` e : C. Then

Γ ` e.m(e) = [d[e,e]]; e.m(e)

provided

(↔) m is not redefined in cds and all fields of C which appear in d[self,x] are public.

Similar laws can be given for methods with return and pure methods.
Finally, the following law establishes that every method has as precondition that self

is non-null. The proof of the law illustrates the use of the lemmas for eliminating calls to
polymorphic methods.

Law 6.62 〈precondition self is non-null〉.

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • c)

mts

end

=cds,b

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • [self 6= null]; c)

mts

end

Derivation. We suppose sig ≡ x : T . The proof for the case when the signature sig is for a
method with return is similar. We can assume by Theorem 6.1 that no redefinition of m in
subclasses of A uses super.

Let A1, . . . ,An be the entire subhierarchy rooted by A and An ≡ A. We apply the following
equational reasoning to each e.m(e) occuring in the program with e : B and B≤ A.
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e.m(e)

= 〈〈polymorphic method call elimination〉 6.56 〉

( self : An,x : T • µ X •
[self 6= null];

IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then ci else cn ) (e,e)

where ci is obtained from body(m,Ai) as specified in 6.56.

= 〈[]–4.2 and []–4.12〉

( self : An,x : T • µ X •
[self 6= null];

IF
i=1..n−1

e is Ai then ci else [self 6= null]; cn ) (e,e)

�� ��*

At this point the resulting program has no call to m with target of type An or subtype of
An. So, we can replace the definition of m in An by applying 〈method elimination〉 A.9 from
left to right, to eliminate m, followed by the application of the same law, but from right to left
reintroducing m. The new code for m in An is

meth m =̂ x : T • [self 6= null]; cn

Lastly, we use 〈polymorphic method call elimination〉 6.56 from right to left on each
piece of code

�� ��* obtained above. We get e.m(e) back and so, looking at the whole program, we
completed the derivation.

6.5 Eliminating Calls to Pure Code

In Section 6.3.1 we established a set of laws which allows us to work around the lack of
D for some expressions (in particular, for calls to pure code). Here, we briefly present a strategy
for reducing to programs whose expressions do not use pure code, the ones that do not have D.

First, we give the next Theorem 6.2 which establishes that any command having ex-
pressions that use conditionals can be transformed into an equivalent one having just strict
expressions. The gist of its proof is to lift conditionals from expressions to commands using laws
such as 2.7, 2.28, 4.29 and the following derived laws for parameterised commands.

(x : T • c)(e,(e1 /d . e2),d) = (x : T • c)(e,e1,d) /d . (x : T • c)(e,e2,d)
�
 �	6.63

e.m(e,(e1 /d . e2),d) = e.m(e,e1,d) /d . e.m(e,e2,d)
�
 �	6.64

(e1 /d . e2).m(e) = e1.m(e) /d . e2.m(e)
�
 �	6.65

The three laws above are distributive. They determine that, when an actual parameter or the
target of a method is a conditional, the call can be distributed inside its branchs. We give the
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proof for Law 6.63 in Appendix D. The other laws are consequence of Law 6.63 and the fact that
methods are dealt with as parameterised commands with recursion.

Theorem 6.2. For any command c there is a command b such that c = b and all the expressions
occurring in b are strict.

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on c. We give the proof for the case when c ≡
c1 /d . c2; the other cases are similar or easier. By the induction hypothesis we have that there
are c′1 and c′2 such that c1 = c′1, c2 = c′2 and all the expressions in both c′1 and c′2 are strict. We
also have by Lemma 6.1 that d = d′ for some d′ having all the conditionals at the top of the
function application nesting. So, we have

c = c′1 /d′ . c′2

We finish the proof by applying Law 2.28 in an induction on the number of conditionals in
d′.

Now, we give the reduction strategy for eliminating calls to pure code. Given an
expression possibly containing calls to pure code, the strategy follows these steps, in order:

1. Eliminate non-strict expressions by applying Theorem 6.2. The resulting expression will
be strict.

2. Introduce temporary variables for calls to pure code through laws 6.34 〈introduce temp for

expression occurring strictly〉, 6.35 and 6.36. At this stage, calls to pure code just occur as
right-hand sides of assignments.

3. Eliminate pure method calls by applying Law 6.4 〈polymorphic pure method call elimina-

tion〉. Now, there is no more pure method calls, but just pure parameterised commands as
right-hand sides of assignments

4. Eliminate pure parameterised command calls by using Law 6.40 〈pure parameterised

command call elimination〉.

6.6 Conclusions and Related Work

We proposed a set of laws for type casts, type tests, method calls and local variable
declarations. The set complements the laws for commands with references given earlier and
altogether with the laws of LoP (HOARE et al., 1987) and the laws of classes of ROOL given by
BORBA et al. (2004); SAMPAIO; BORBA (2006). Putting them all, they form a comprehensive
set of laws for our entire language. In addition to the completeness theorem for the laws of
commands proven in Chapter 4, it is not difficult to verify that our entire set of laws is expressive
enough for reducing object oriented programs to a normal form of imperative programs like
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done for ROOL. Our reduction could apply the same strategy applied in (BORBA et al., 2004;
SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006), mainly by applying laws of classes that deal with the structure of
programs, and which we adopt. Non-structural laws applied incidentally in the reduction given
in (BORBA et al., 2004; SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006) have their matching ones within our set,
however adapted to our language.

While we kept all the structural laws of classes of ROOL, we define our own set of laws
for typical object oriented commands and expressions. With respect to method calls, the laws of
ROOL are not valid for our language due to its copy semantics and the lack of references. In
ROOL the target of a method call is passed by name whereas in our language the reference of
the target is passed by value, like in Java.

Regarding type tests and type casts, although the corresponding laws of ROOL remain
valid for our language, they are not expressive enough because they say nothing about the
creation of objects. In fact, again because of its copy semantics, ROOL does not have a command
new that creates a new allocated object and returns its reference. Even so, our laws for type casts
and type tests are simpler than those in ROOL and all the laws of ROOL can be derived from
ours.

Also we give a detailed treatment of recursive methods. This is a point absent in ROOL.
In particular, we provide laws to eliminate recursive methods. Laws on parameterisation are
standard, parameterisation is eliminated by transforming parameterised command calls to blocks
of local variable declarations (see for example (BACK, 1987; SAMPAIO, 1997)). However the
presentation of laws for method calls is different from that given in the literature because calls
are directed to a target which defines the method to be executed, i.e. calls are done through
dynamic binding.

Our algebra of programs includes laws for pure parameterised commands and pure
method calls in expressions. Pure methods are commonly used in modern tools for verification
of programs based on Hoare Logic like Spec# (BARNETT; LEINO; SCHULTE, 2005b) and
JML (LEAVENS; BAKER; RUBY, 2006). Alternatively, other tools like Dafny (LEINO, 2010)
and Perfect Developer (CARTER; MONAHAN; MORRIS, 2005) offer pure functions. However,
as far as we know, in the literature there is no algebra of programs nor program calculus which
considers pure methods or functions. When pure functions (or pure methods) are included as
expressions, the assumption done in LoP (HOARE et al., 1987), UTP (HOARE; HE, 1998) and
rCOS (HE; LI; LIU, 2006), that for any expression there is a corresponding D expression, is not
any longer reasonable; in fact, it is not feasible. Similar difficulty could exist for introducing
pure functions in program calculi which provide an special value error (or undef) for undefined
expressions like in ROOL and the calculi of MORGAN (1990); HEHNER (1993); KASSIOS
(2006, 2011).

We establish a set of laws related with strictness of expressions. This set altogether with
laws for elimination of calls to pure code provide expressiveness for dealing with expressions
which do not have corresponding D expressions. This is corroborated by the reduction which
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eliminates calls to pure code, resulting in a program where every expression can be tested by
definedness throught D. These laws also allow us to derive new laws talking about definedness
but without requiring D. So, enabling reasoning with programs that include pure code.
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7
Refactoring Rules

Refactoring is a behaviour preserving transformation on a program which aim to improve
its design by restructuring it such that it becomes easier to understand while preserving its
functionality (OPDYKE, 1992; FOWLER, 1999). In this chapter we use our set of laws in
order to prove refactoring transformations catalogued in (FOWLER, 1999). We follow the
approach used by (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010) by
specifying refactorings through rules that equate meta-programs. The objective is to show the
effectiveness of our set of laws on the proofs of real transformations usually made by object
oriented programmers. However we do not try to be exhaustive. Our focus is on some refactorings
that either are not present in the work of Córnelio or need to be recast because our language
includes references and has a different mechanism for parameter passing. In the same way we
have done with the laws in previous chapters, we deal carefully with definedness conditions.
This aspect has been neglected in Córnelio’s work.

In Section 7.1 we establish rules for refactorings that aim to improve the code within a
method. We formulate and prove refactorings that extract methods and that deal with temporary
variables. In Section 7.2 we deal with refactorings for moving methods and fields between classes.
The movement of fields is done through data refinement and so it requires ownership conditions.
Section 7.3 presents a refactoring to replace a method with an object. Finally, in Section 7.4
we compare our laws with those in ROOL (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI;
SAMPAIO, 2010) and discuss other related work.

7.1 Composing Methods

The benefits of structured programming are well known. One of them is improving
clarity and reuse by extensively exploring subroutines to package code properly. In this section,
the focus is on refactorings for composing and decomposing methods within a single class. So,
here, methods just play the role of subroutines
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7.1.1 Extract and Inline Method

A relevant refactoring from Fowler’s catalog is 〈Extract Method〉 which allows to de-
compose long code in small methods. In general, long methods contain lots of information
and so they tend to be painful for understanding. 〈Extract Method〉 takes a bundle of code and
transforms it into its own method. Rule 7.1 formalizes the extraction for the simplest case when
the local variables used in the code to be extracted are read only, or they are not used after the
extracted code. The rule requires that commands following the extracted command c do not
depend on free variables of c. So, the free variables of c must be read only or not used after c.

Rule 7.1 〈Extract Method 1〉

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])
mts

end

=cds,b

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[self.n(x)])
meth n =̂ (x : T • c)
mts

end

provided

(↔) Each variable in x is read only in c or not used by commands after each occurrence of c in
F[c].

(→) (1) All the free variables of c are in x; (2) Γ,x : T ` c for all contexts Γ where c occurs in
F[c]; and (3) n is not declared in mts nor in any superclass or subclass of A in cds.

(←) The only calls to n in cds are within F[self.n(x)].

Derivation of Extract Method 1. In the derivation we use boxed code to highlight in what piece
of code we are focusing the transformation. We prove the rule from left to right, thus we assume
that the provisos (↔) and (→) are valid. For the sake of simplicity we assume that all the
variables which are read only in c are listed at the beginning of x. We name them y. We use
z for the remaining variables in x, so we have x = y,z, and the variables in z are not used by
commands after each c in F[c]. Assuming Γ ` y : R and Γ ` z : S we have

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])

mts

end

=cds,b 〈〈method elimination〉 A.9 (←) 〉
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class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])

meth n =̂ (y : R,z : S • c)

mts

end

=cds,b 〈z is not used after c, Law 6.22, and z1 is a list of fresh variables〉

. . . (sig • F[ var z1 : S • z1 := z; c[z1/z] ]) . . .

=cds,b 〈y and self are read only, Law 6.21 and slf ,y1 is a list of fresh variables〉

. . . var slf : A,y1 : R

slf ,y1 := self,y;
(var z1 : S • z1 := z; c[z1/z])[slf ,y1/self,y] . . .

=cds,b 〈substitution and laws of var and assignment〉

. . . var slf : A,y1 : R,z1 : S • slf ,y1,z1 := self,y,z; c[slf ,y1,z1/self,y,z] . . .

=cds,b 〈〈parameterised command elimination〉 6.38〉

. . . (self : A,y : R,z : S • c)(self,y,z) . . .

=cds,b 〈Law 6.62, self is read only and laws of assertion〉

The Law 6.62 places the assertion [self 6= null] at the start of the method m. Because self
is read only, the assertion remains invariant along the method.

. . . [self 6= null]; (self : A,y : R,z : S • c)(self,y,z) . . .

=cds,b 〈〈method call expansion〉 6.49〉

. . . self.n(y,z) . . .

=cds,b 〈 x = y,z 〉

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[ self.n(x) ])

meth n =̂ (x : T • c)

mts

end

Before or after applying Rule 〈Extract Method 1〉 7.1, other refactorings may be de-
manded. For example, considering the command c extracted to the method n in the preceding
rule, if some variable x in x is used exclusively within c, but its declaration is out of c, before
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applying the rule we could move the declaration of x to leave it next to or into c by using laws of
variable declarations like laws 6.14 and 6.15 which allow to narrow the scope of variables. So,
after narrowing the scope of x to the command c we can extract c altogether with the declaration
of x as being a local variable of n.

Alternatively, we can perform first the extraction of n and then remove the declaration of
x left in m because x is no longer needed. However this would require slightly more effort since
the corresponding parameter for x in n should be removed before.

Often, assignments to local variables in the original method prevent the application of
Rule 〈Extract Method〉 7.1. For example, if we want to extract a method for c1 from the code
c1; c2, we cannot apply Rule 7.1 when c1 contains assignments to t and c2 uses t. Refactorings
like 〈Replace Temp with Query〉 or 〈Split Temporary Variable〉, which we present in Section 7.1.2,
can be useful to enable the extraction by eliminating temporary variables or by splitting the
responsibility of a temporary variable to several ones.

Regarding the previous example, in the particular case where t is the only free variable
written in c1 which is used in c2, we can make the extracted method for c1 to return the last
value for t. The value returned by the extracted method is put back in t for posterior uses. The
Rule 〈Extract Method 2〉 7.2 specifies this kind of refactoring. The provisos are the same as for
〈Extract Method 1〉 except that now one variable altered in c can be used after c. The derivation
for the rule tracks the previous derivation of Rule 〈Extract Method 1〉 but, in addition, it relates
the variable which is used after c with the result of the extracted method through Law 〈replace

variable for temp 2〉 6.20. The detailed derivation is in Appendix F.2.

Rule 7.2 〈Extract Method 2〉

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])
mts

end

=cds,b

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[x← self.n(x)])
meth n =̂ (x : T : T • c)
mts

end

provided

(↔) Each variable in x is read only in c or not used by commands after each occurrence of c in
F[c], except for x which can be updated as well as used after any occurrence of c.

(→) (1) All the free variables of c are in x; (2) Γ,x : T ` c for all context Γ where c occurs in
F[c]; and (3) n is not declared in mts nor in any superclass or subclass of A in cds.

(←) The only calls to n in cds are within F[x← self.n(x)].

We can consider the application of Rules 7.1 and 7.2 from right to left as particular
cases of the Fowler’s refactoring 〈Inline Method〉. A more general refactoring could allow to
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expand a method still when there are calls to it outside of A. Laws 6.49 and 6.50 for method call
expansion are useful for this purpose when the expanded method is not recursive. If all the calls
are expanded, the method can be eliminated with 〈method elimination〉 A.9.

7.1.2 Dealing with Temporary Variables

In Section 6.3 we established a set of laws which introduce temporaries for expressions,
being laws 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 〈introduce temp for expression occurring strictly〉 the most general
ones. All these laws can be contemplated as special cases of the Fowler’s refactorings 〈Inline

Temp〉 and 〈Introduce Explaining Variable〉. When practiced from left to right they introduce
variables while in the other direction they inline temporaries.

The introduction of explaining variables is particularly helpful for improving readability.
When there is a complicated expression we can assign it, or a subexpression of it, to a temporary
variable whose name is explanatory. On the other hand, the inline of temporaries is less
commonly used. Inline of a temporary variable can be applied when the temporary is preventing
the application of Rules 7.1 〈Extract Method 1〉 or 7.2 〈Extract Method 2〉.

Laws 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 〈introduce temp for expression in strict position〉 previously
mentioned deal with expressions occurring strictly within assignments or within the condition of
a command / . . But they do not specify how to proceed with expressions that are further
away from the first instruction in a sequence or inside the branches of a conditional. Rule 7.3
provides a more general specification for both refactorings. In terms of inline a temporary
variable, from left to right, the rule dictates that when a temporary t is assigned once with an
expression e, all mentions to t in the subsequent command c can be replaced by e. But in order
to preserve the original behaviour, e must keep invariably its value. For languages without
references, like ROOL, this condition is very easy to be formalized and checked. It is enough
that all the variables in e be read only within c. Nevertheless, for our language we need stronger
conditions because changes to expressions may be produced through aliasing. Naturally, this
makes the proof of the refactoring more difficult.

Rule 7.3 〈Inline Temp/Introduce Explaining Variable〉

Γ ` var t : T • t := e; c[t] = isdef(e); c[e]

where Γ ` e : T .

provided

(→) (1) t is read only in c[t]; and (2) e does not change along c[t].

(←) (1) t is fresh in c[e]; and (2) e does not change along c[e].

Although our Rule 〈Inline Temp/Introduce Explaining Variable〉 7.3 is quite general,
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its applicability is restricted since it imposes many conditions. The provisos requiring that e

does not change along c are very strong for practical situations since programmers certainly
will not “decorate” assignments and methods with a declaration of a temporary altogether with
an assertion establishing that the original value of e is preserved. So, for each undecorated
assignment or method call in the original code it must be proved that the inclusion of the
decoration preserves the behaviour. Fortunately, these proofs can be exempted in many practical
situations just ensuring some static conditions. For example, for the proviso (→), it is enough
that variables in e be read only in c[t], no field mentioned in e be assigned in c[t] and c[t] have
no method calls (or the called methods do not use the fields). The works of OPDYKE (1992)
and ROBERTS (1999), and to some extent tools for refactorings like those included in Eclipse,
Xcode and Squeak, establish more general static conditions than those of this simplistic example.

Derivation of Rule 7.3 〈Inline Temp/Introduce Explaining Variable〉. Assuming that t is read
only in c[t] and e does not change along c[t], we first demonstrate the following proposition
establishing that [t = e] is an invariant along c[t].

var t : T • t := e; c[t] = var t : T • t := e; c′[t]; [t = e]
�� ��**

where c′[t] is obtained by prefixing the assertion [t = e] before every command in c[t]. Then the
remainder of the proof follows by induction on c′[t], just by replacing t by e.

The proof of equation
�� ��** is by structural induction on c[t]. We prove the cases when c[t]

is an assignment and when c[t] is a sequence of commands.

case for the assignment: For the case of assignment, the relevant command has the form
c[t]≡ var s : T • s := e; p := e; [s = e] due to the hypothesis that the e does not change along it.
Without loss of generality we can assume that p is disjoint since if it is not we can transform
the assignment using Theorem 5.1 to get disjoint assignments. Afterwards we can perform the
inverse transformation to get back to the original assignment.

var t : T • t := e; var s : T • s := e; p := e; [s = e]

= 〈var–6.13 and var–6.14〉

var t : T,s : T • t := e; s := e; p := e; [s = e]

= 〈“[]”–4.17 and s and t are fresh〉

var t : T,s : T • t := e; s := e; [t = e]; p := e; [s = t]; [s = e]

= 〈“[]”–4.3 and transitivity of “=” 〉

var t : T,s : T • t := e; s := e; [t = e]; p := e; [s = e]; [t = e]

= 〈var–6.13 and var–6.14〉

var t : T • t := e; var s : T • s := e; [t = e]; p := e; [s = e]; [t = e]
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case c[t]≡ c1[t]; c2[t]: Here, some steps of the proof are merely outlined.

var t : T • t := e; c1[t]; c2[t]

= 〈laws of var〉

introducing a new temporary r to store the value of t after c1[t]

var r : T • var t : T • t := e; c1[t]; r := t; c2[t]

= 〈〈replace variable by temp 2〉〉

var r : T • var t : T •
t := e; c1[t]; r := t;
var t1 : T • t1 := t; c2[t1]; t := t1

= 〈laws of var〉

removing the last assignment to t
var r : T • var t : T •

t := e; c1[t]; r := t;
var t1 : T • t1 := t ; c2[t1]

= 〈laws of var and “:=”〉

replacing t1 := t by t1 := r because the previous assignment allows it
var r : T • var t : T •

t := e; c1[t]; r := t;
var t1 : T • t1 := r; c2[t1]

= 〈laws of var〉

adjusting the scope of t
var r : T •

(var t : T • t := e; c1[t]; r := t);
var t1 : T • t1 := r; c2[t1]

= 〈induction hypothesis on c1[t]〉

var r : T •
(var t : T • t := e; c′1[t]; r := t; [t = e] );

var t1 : T • t1 := r ; c2[t1]
where c′1[t] is obtained by prefixing the assertion [t = e] before every command in c[t].

= 〈laws of var, “:=” and assertions〉

replacing t1 := r by t1 := e because before it we have r := t; [t = e]
var r : T •

(var t : T • t := e; c′1[t]; r := t; [t = e]);
var t1 : T • t1 := e; c2[t1]

= 〈induction hypothesis on c2[t]〉
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var r : T •
(var t : T • t := e; c′1[t]; r := t; [t = e]);
var t1 : T • t1 := e; c′2[t1]; [t1 = e]

where c′2[t] is obtained by prefixing the assertion [t = e] before every command in c[t].

= 〈laws of var〉

adjusting the scope of t and adding a dummy assignment to t at the end
var r : T • var t : T

t := e; c′1[t]; r := t; [t = e];
var t1 : T • t1 := e; c′2[t1]; [t1 = e]; t := t1

= 〈〈replace variable by temp 2〉 applied to (←)〉

var r : T • var t : T

t := e; c′1[t]; r := t ; [t = e];
c′2[t]; [t = e]

= 〈laws of var〉

eliminating the declaration of r and the assignment r := t since r is not used in the rest of
the code

var t : T • t := e; c′1[t]; [t = e]; c′2[t]; [t = e]

Modern approaches for reasoning about programs offer better constructs to state that
an expression does not change along a command. One example is regional logic (BANERJEE;
NAUMANN; ROSENBERG, 2008, 2013) which provides read and write effects to specify
frame conditions. Others proposals are based in separation logic (REYNOLDS, 2002; BOR-
NAT; CALCAGNO; O’HEARN, 2004), for example VeriFast (JACOBS; PIESSENS, 2008), or
dynamic frames (KASSIOS, 2011), for example implicit dynamic frames (SMANS; JACOBS;
PIESSENS, 2012). The formal reasoning about frame conditions is simpler in these approaches
compared with ours. In general, proofs are not so cumbersome as the one previously shown.
However, these kinds of constructs are outside the scope of this work.

The next refactoring rule can be an alternative to Rule 〈Inline Temp〉 when temporaries
are preventing the applying of rules for extracting a method. If there is a temporary variable
assigned to more than once, possibly it is having several responsibilities and then the code can be
improved by using different temporaries. The exception are loop variables and variables that are
collecting values during a computation. A refactoring frequently used in this situation is 〈Split

Temporary Variable〉, specified by Rule 7.4 below.

Rule 7.4 〈Split Temporary Variable〉

var t : T • c1; t := e; c2[t] = ( var t : T • c1 ); var t′ : T • t′ := e; c2[t′]

provided t does not occur in e
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Derivation of 〈Split Temporary Variable〉.
var t : T • c1; t := e; c2[t]

= 〈〈replace variable by temp 2〉 6.20〉

var t : T • c1; t := e; var t′ : T • t′ := t; c2[t′]; t := t′

= 〈var–6.14 and var–6.13〉

var t : T, t′ : T • c1; t := e; t′ := t; c2[t′]; t := t′

= 〈var–6.11 and Dt′ = true〉

var t : T, t′ : T • c1; t := e; t′ := t; c2[t′]

= 〈:=–4.31g and t does not occur in e〉

var t : T, t′ : T • c1; t := e; t′ := e; c2[t′]

= 〈var–6.14 and var–6.15〉

( var t : T • c1; t := e ); var t′ : T • t′ := e; c2[t′]

= 〈var–6.11〉

( var t : T • c1 ); var t′ : T • t′ := e; c2[t′]

A refactoring similar to the previous one is 〈Remove Assignments to Parameters〉 de-
scribed in Rule 7.5. The purpose of the parameters is to pass values inside the parameterised
command. A good practice is to follow a consistent usage of parameters by preserving their
value constant. Also, since parameter passing is by value, any change to a parameter will not be
reflected at the end of the parameterised command. If the code assigns to a parameter, we should
remove this assignment. The derivation of this rule is similar to the derivation of Rule 7.4 〈Split

Temporary Variable〉

Rule 7.5 〈Remove Assignments to Parameters〉

(x : T,sig • c1; x := e; c2[x]) = (x : T,sig • c1; var x : T • t := e; c2[t])

A problem with temporaries is their limited scope. If a temporary variable is used to
store the result of a significant expression, it just can be reused within its block declaration.
By replacing the temporary with a query method, any other method in the class can get the
information. Rule 〈Replace Temp with Query〉 7.6, given below, specifies a refactoring with this
objective. If the transformation is applied to a piece of code t := e; c[t], the rule demands that t

should not be used after c[t], t should not occur in e and e should be kept intact along c[t].
The derivation of Rule 〈Replace Temp with Query〉 goes from left to right. Roughly,

each t := e; c[t] is transformed by Rule 7.3 〈Inline Temp〉, getting t := e; c[e]. The method n is
introduced in the class A by applying the Law of classes A.9 〈Method Elimination〉 from right to
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Rule 7.6 〈Replace Temp with Query〉

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[ t := e; c[t] ])
mts

end

=cds,c

class A extends B
ads
meth m =̂ (sig • F[ c[self.n(x)] ])
meth n =̂ (x : T→ T • res := e)
mts

end

provided

(↔) (1) t is not used after c[t] in F[t := e; c[t]]; (2) e does not change along c[t]; and (3) t does
not occur in e.

(→) (1) t is read only in c[t]; (2) x is a list with the free variables of e; and (3) Γ ` e : T , for each
context Γ for t := e; c[t].

(←) (1) Γ ` t : T , for each context Γ for self.n(x).

left. Now each e in c[e] is transformed in c[self.n(x)] through Law 6.52 (←) 〈pure method call

expansion〉 and the assignment t := e eliminated using laws of var.

7.2 Moving State and Behaviour

The moving of state and behaviour from one class to another class is one essential activity
in refactoring. As the system evolves new classes are created and previous design decisions
about the places of fields and methods may need adjustments.

7.2.1 Moving Methods

A common design flaw is observed when a method is using more features from other
class than the one it actually belongs to. Fundamentally, these features are data. Including
when they are disguised through the use of getter and setter methods. The result may be lack of
modularity. In cases like this the solution may be to move the method to the class with the data.

We define two rules for moving methods. One is based on the Fowler’s Move Method

refactoring which changes the target object to a field of the original class. The other rule is
simpler and changes the target to an argument.

Rule 7.7 〈Move Method - Change Target to Argument〉 defines a refactoring for moving
a method from the class of the target to the class of a parameter. When we have a method m in
the class A and m has a parameter of type B (assume it is the first parameter), the rule allows
moving the definition of m from A to B. As a consequence, each call e1.m(e2, . . .) is transformed
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Rule 7.7 〈Move Method - Change Target to Argument〉

class A extends C
adsa
meth m =̂ (b : B,sig •

[b 6= null];
cm
)

mtsa
end
class B extends D

adsb
mtsb

end
cds • c

=

class A extends C
adsa
mts′a

end
class B extends D

adsb
meth m =̂ (a : A,sig •

[a 6= null];
c′m[a,self/self,b]
)

mts′b
end
cds′ • c′

where
c′m, mts′a, mts′b, cds′ and c′ are obtained from cm, mtsa, mtsb, cds and c, respectively, by
applying the substitution [e2.m(e1,e)/e1.m(e2,e)] for each e1.m(e2,e) such that Γ ` e1 : T ,
T ≤ A and Γ ` e1.m(e2,e), where Γ is the context where e1.m(e2,e) occurs.

provided

(↔) (1) m is not declared in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) m is not declared in any
superclass or subclass of B; and (3) m does not contain occurrences of super.

(→) (1) m is not declared in B; (2) all the fields of A accessed in cm are public; (3) b is read only
in cm; and (4) a is not a parameter in sig.

(←) (1) m is not declared in A; (2) all the fields of B accessed in c′m[a,self/self,b] are public;
(3) a is read only in c′m[a,self/self,b]; and (4) b is not a parameter in sig.
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to e2.m(e1, . . .) in the resulting program. The rule requires that there are no redefinitions of m in
the hierarchy of classes. For applications from left to right, the parameter which becomes the
new target must be read-only in the original definition of m ensuring that self in the transformed
program refers to the original parameter. A similar condition is required for applications in the
opposite direction. Other provisos keep well-formedness.

The derivation of Rule 7.7 〈Move Method - Change Target to Argument〉 is given in
Appendix F.3. It is fairly simple, except for the treatment of tedious substitutions of variables.
The first step adds the method m to the class B by using Law A.9(←) 〈method elimination〉.
Then, for the resulting class table is proved that e.m(d,e) = d.m(e,e) for each e : A′ and d : B′

such that A′ ≤ A and B′ ≤ B. Thus, each e.m(d,e) call is replaced by d.m(e,e) and, finally, m is
removed from A through Law A.9(→)

The other refactoring for moving methods is specified by Rule 7.8 〈Move Method to

Associated Class〉. The moving is performed by changing the target to the class of a given field
in the original class. Like the previous Rule 〈Move Method - Change Target to Argument〉, the
method to be moved cannot be polymorphic. In addition, the rule requires that the field which
will be the new target do not change along the body of the method. This condition is necessary
because the moved method is transformed in such way that the field is replaced by self in the
receiving class.

The derivation of this rule is in Appendix F.4. The fundamental idea of the derivation is
to use Law 〈replace field by temp〉 6.23 to replace, within the definition of m in A, the field f by a
temporary value which will be matched with self within the definition of m in B. The remaining
is done basically expanding all the calls to the method m of A and then reverting to calls of the
method m of B.

7.2.2 Moving Fields

A general principle of modularization calls for putting related methods and data in the
same place. The previous refactorings are a good tool for this purpose. They allow to move
methods to the location that contains the data they use. However, in some situations, it can be
better to move the data to the place where the methods are. For example, when a field is more
used by a class other than the class in which it is defined.

The next rule specifies a refactoring for moving a field when there is a relationship of
aggregation between the classes involved1. The rule enacts how to move a field from one class
to another when there is a one-to-one relationship of aggregation between them.

References make it hard to specify general conditions which ensure a one-to-one aggre-
gation between two classes (see for example (OPDYKE, 1992) and (ROBERTS, 1999)). We use
the concepts of confinement and ownership, described in Chapter 2, for this purpose. Rule 〈Move

Field to Aggregate〉 7.9 describes a transformation that moves f from a class A to another B when

1Aggregation is a whole/part relationship between two classes.
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Rule 7.8 〈Move Method to Associated Class〉

class A extends C
vis f : B
adsa
meth m =̂ (sig •

[self.f 6= null];
cm
)

mtsa
end
class B extends D

adsb
mtsb

end
cds • c

=

class A extends C
pub f : B
adsa
mts′a

end
class B extends D

adsb
meth m =̂ (a : A,sig •

[a 6= null];
c′m[a/self][self/a.f ]
)

mts′b
end
cds′ • c′

where
c′m, mts′a, mts′b, cds′ and c′ are obtained from cm, mtsa, mtsb, cds and c, respectively, by
applying the substitution [e.f .m(e,e)/e.m(e)] for each e.m(e) such that Γ ` e : T , T ≤ A
and Γ ` e.m(e), where Γ is the context where e.m(e) occurs.

provided

(↔) (1) m is not declared in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) m is not declared in any
superclass or subclass of B; (3) self.f does not change along along cm.

(→) (1) m is not declared in B; (2) all the fields of A accessed in cm are public; and (3) a is not a
parameter in sig.

(←) (1) m is not declared in A; (2) all the fields of B accessed in c′m[a/self][self/a.f ] are public;
(3) the left hand side program holds the visibility vis for f ; and (4) a is read only in
c′m[a/self][self/a.f ].
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Rule 7.9 〈Move Field to Aggregate〉

class A extends C
vis g : B
pri f : T
adsa
meth getF =̂ (→ T •

res := self.f )
meth setF =̂ ( x : T •

self.f := x )
meth ctr =̂ (x : T •

ca;
self.g← new B(e2);
self.f ← new T(e1);

)
mtsa

end
class B extends D

adsb
mtsb

end

=cds,c

class A extends C
vis g : B
adsa
meth getF =̂ (→ T •

res := self.g.f )
meth setF =̂ ( x : T •

self.g.f := x )
meth ctr =̂ (x : T •

ca;
self.g← new B(e2);
self.g.f ← new T(e1);

)
mtsa

end
class B extends D

pub f : T
adsb
mtsb

end

where the visibility vis of the field g is prot or pri.

provided

(↔) (1) g is read only in all the methods of A, except in the method ctr where it is initialized;
(2) if the visibility of g is prot then g is also read only in all the methods of all the
subclasses of A, except in their respectives constructors ctr where g is initialized; and
(3) the program is confined considering A and B as Own and Rep, respectively.

(→) (1) the field f is self-encapsulated; and (2) f is not declared in B nor in any subclass or
superclass of B.

(←) (1) f is not declared in A nor in any subclass or superclass of A; and (2) the field f of B is
used only within the methods setF and getF of A.
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A owns B. The class A confines its field g : B so the field f can be placed into g and accessed
indirectly. It requires that the field g be kept unaltered. This is ensured because g is read only
and owned by A. Note that the condition of ownership avoids aliasing of g outside A (and its
subclasses, if g is protected).

The refactoring is easier to perform when the field f is self-encapsulated in the original
class A, i.e. the field f is private and it is accessed just through getter and setter methods, inclusive
within A. If f is not self-encapsulated, or even encapsulated, the program can first be transformed
for encapsulating it by using refactorings similar to ones described in (FOWLER, 1999).

Proof of Rule 〈Move Field to Aggregate〉. Since A confines B, the proof of the rule is done by
applying directly Law 〈data refinement〉 2.35 proposed in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA,
2012) and briefly explained in Chapter 2. For this, it is enough to prove that there is a simulation
between the class tables in both sides of the rule. If we use self for representing an instance of
the class A on the left-hand side and self′ for representing the corresponding instance of A on the
right-hand side, we can express the following coupling relation between both implementations
by

self.f = self′.g.f ∧ other fields are kept identical

It is not difficult to see that this coupling relation is a simulation. First, the constructors ctr on
both sides establish the coupling. Second, since g is read only, we just need to verify that for
any change to self.f done by the program on the left-hand side, the program on the right-hand
side does the same change but to self′g.f . We get this because f on the left-hand side is self
encapsulated. Thus, any change to self.f is done just through the method setF. On the other
hand, the corresponding call to the method setF on the right will do a change to self′.g.f . So, we
conclude that the previous coupling relation is a simulation.

7.3 Replace Method with Method Object

In some situations it can be difficult to extract a method from another long one because
there are many interrelated local variables. In this case, it can be useful to turn the method into its
own object in such a way that all the local variables become fields in the method object. Usually,
the transformation will allow the decomposition of the resulting method into other methods on
the same object. Rule 〈Replace Method with Method Object〉 below defines this refactoring.
The notation x.f is used for representing the list x.f1, . . . ,x.fn when f ≡ f1, . . . , fn. For the sake of
simplicity the method does not return a value.

The proviso for applying from left to right requires that variables in a,x, t be different
among them. Thus, the program on the right-hand side is well formed. The proviso in the other
direction avoids any potential and problematic aliasing.
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Rule 7.10 〈Replace Method with Method Object〉

class A extends C
ads
meth m =̂ ( x : T •

var t : R • c[self,x, t] )
mts

end

=cds,b

class A extends C
ads
meth m =̂ ( x : T •

var s : M
s← newM(self,x);
s.m() )

mts
end
class M extends Object

pri a :A
pri x : T
pri t : R
meth ctr =̂ ( a : A,x : T •

self.a,self.x := a,x )
meth m =̂ (• c[self.a,self.x,self.t])

end

provided

(→) the list of variables a,x, t has no repeated elements.

(←) M is used just in A.
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Derivation of 〈Replace Method with Method Object〉. We perform the derivation from left to
right. Some steps are just outlined but rigorously justified.

class A extends C

ads

meth m =̂ ( x : T •
var t : R • c[self,x, t] )

mts

end

=cds,b 〈〈class elimination〉 A.1(←)〉

class A extends C

ads

meth m =̂ ( x : T •
var t : R • c[self,x, t] )

mts

end

class M extends Object

pub a :A
pub x : T

pub t : R

meth ctr =̂ ( a : A,x : T •
self.a,self.x := a,x )

meth m =̂ (• c[self.a,self.x,self.t])
end

=cds,b 〈〈data refinement〉 2.35〉

class A extends C

ads

meth m =̂ ( x : T •
var s : M •

s← newM(self,x) ;

var t : R •
c[self,x, t];
s.a,s.x,s.t := self,x, t

mts

end

class M extends Object

pub a :A
pub x : T

pub t : R

meth ctr =̂ ( a : A,x : T •
self.a,self.x := a,x )

meth m =̂ (• c[self.a,self.x,self.t])
end

The behaviour of the two previous programs, listed before and after applying the Law 〈data

refinement〉 2.35, is clearly the same, since the only change in this step is the introduction
of a local block (in the body of method m in class A) declaring variable s that is not
used in the command c. In principle, this step should be justified by laws of declaration.
Nevertheless, the body of the introduced block includes the creation of an instance of M.
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Regrettable, for this case, laws of var and new are not expressive enough for eliminating
the local variable s despite the reference assigned to s becomes no longer reachable after
the execution of the block declaration of s.

We resort to data refinement in order to justify this step. So, we need confinement and
simulation between both programs. Like in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012), we
assume that there is a system class None never used by programmers. For the first program,
A and None play the owner and rep role, respectively. We have trivially that A confines
None because an instance of None is never created. For the second program, A is owner
and M is rep. It is easy to see that A confines M since there is no risk of reference escape
for the only instance of M created inside m. Finally, if we execute both versions of m in A

starting with equally corresponding fields, both executions will leave the corresponding
fields also equal. Thus, the identity relation is a simulation between both programs.

=cds,b 〈removing the syntactic sugar〉

. . .
var s : M

s← newM;
s.ctr(self,x) ;

var t : R •
c[self,x, t];
s.a,s.x,s.t := self,x, t

. . .

=cds,b 〈〈method call expansion 1〉 6.49, 〈parameterised command call elimination〉 6.38 and
laws of var, assignment and new〉

For the application of laws of assignment, definedness always is guaranteed because s is
different from null after the command s← newM.

. . .
var s : M

s← newM;
s.a,s.x := self,x;

var t : R •
c[self,x, t];
s.a,s.x,s.t := self,x, t

. . .

=cds,b 〈laws of new, var and assignment〉

We add t := s.t which is equal to skip because both t and s.t are equal to default(R) at
the point where the assignment is added.

. . .
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var s : M

s← newM;
s.a,s.x := self,x;
var t : R •

t := s.t

c[self,x, t] ;

s.a,s.x,s.t := self,x, t
. . .

=cds,b 〈〈replace variable by temp 2〉 6.20 and laws of var〉

. . .
var s : M

s← newM;
s.a,s.x := self,x ;

var a′ : A,x′ : T, t : R •
a′,x′, t := self,x,s.t ;

c[a′,x′, t]

s.a,s.x,s.t := a′,x′, t
. . .

=cds,b 〈laws of var and assignment〉

. . .
var s : M

s← newM;
s.a,s.x := self,x;

var a′ : A,x′ : T, t : R •
a′,x′, t := s.a,s.x,s.t

c[a′,x′, t]

s.a,s.x,s.t := a′,x′, t
. . .

=cds,b 〈〈replace field by temp 2〉 6.24(←) and laws of new〉

In c[s.a,s.x,s.t], accesses to fields a, x and t of M are done exclusively through s.a,s.x,s.t

because c[self,x, t] appears in the original program, on the left-hand side of the rule, and in
this program M does not exist. This and the fact that s 6= null enables the use of 〈replace

field by temp 2〉.

. . .
var s : M

s← newM;
s.a,s.x := self,x;

c[s.a,s.x,s.t]
. . .
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=cds,b 〈syntax sugar for new, 〈method call expansion 1〉 6.49(←), 〈parameterised command

call elimination 1〉 6.38(←) and laws of var and assignment〉

. . .
var s : M

s← newM(self,x);
c[s.a,s.x,s.t]

. . .

=cds,b 〈 〈method call expansion 1〉 6.49(←), 〈parameterised command call elimination 1〉
6.38(←) and laws of var and assignment〉

. . .
var s : M

s← newM(self,x);
s.m()

. . .

Finally, expanding both “. . . ” and turning private the fields of M we obtain the right-hand
side program of the rule.

7.4 Conclusions and Related Work

We formalize and prove a set of refactorings from the Fowler’s catalog. The main
objective was to show the expressiveness of our set of laws to perform transformations on
programs. We chose only a representative set of refactorings, some useful for extracting methods,
others for moving methods and fields among classes and a distinguished one for replacing a
method with an object. This last refactoring is a good example to show the efectiveness of the
laws to deal with references.

There are several works in the literature about formalization of refactorings. Formal-
ization is essential since, by definition. refactorings are behaviour preserving transformations,
so correctness is an issue. Correctness requires specifications and proofs. Regarding both,
specification of refactorings has had more attention in the literature (see for example (OPDYKE,
1992; ROBERTS, 1999; LäMMEL, 2002; GARRIDO; MESEGUER, 2006; TIP et al., 2011;
BOTTONI; PRESICCE; TAENTZER, 2004; MENS et al., 2005; SCHAEFER; MOOR, 2010;
WLOKA; SRIDHARAN; TIP, 2009)).

The works (OPDYKE, 1992; ROBERTS, 1999) specify the preconditions that ensure be-
haviour preservation. In (ROBERTS, 1999), postconditions are also provided formally. However,
in both works, the actual transformations are described only informally. The works (LäMMEL,
2002; GARRIDO; MESEGUER, 2006) provide executable specifications of refactorings by
means of rewriting systems. In (TIP et al., 2011) type constraints are used to specify refactorings
for manipulating types and class hierarchies such as Extract Interface and Infer Generic Type
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Argument. Constraints rules are formalized but the transformations are only explained informally.
The works (BOTTONI; PRESICCE; TAENTZER, 2004; MENS et al., 2005) represent programs
as graphs and use graph rewriting to specify refactorings. The works (SCHAEFER; MOOR,
2010; WLOKA; SRIDHARAN; TIP, 2009) specify refactorings using algorithms written in
pseudocode. In (SCHAEFER; MOOR, 2010) the algorithms are the basis for implementing the
described refactorings but there is no discussions about correctness.

Our work follows the same style as CORNéLIO (2004); CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI;
SAMPAIO (2010) for specifying refactorings. Refactorings are presented as transformation rules
with formal provisos for applicability preconditions. Refactorings are viewed as bi-directional
transformation rules for which preconditions are specified for use in each direction.

Proofs of correctness for refactorings are more scarce in the literature. Indeed, verification
of refactorings for entire real languages are a recognized challenge (SCHäFER; EKMAN; MOOR,
2008). In (SULTANA; THOMPSON, 2008), mechanical verification of refactorings are presented
for a simple language based on the lambda calculus, using the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL.
Proofs are based on β -reduction. Its success is encouraging, but it only deals with a very simple
object language and a few refactorings. It is unclear how well their techniques would scale to
larger languages that include references and classes.

The work presented in (BANNWART; MüLLER, 2006) addresses correctness of refac-
torings using a strategy in three steps. First, syntactic conditions are determined to ensure that
applying the refactoring results in a syntactically-correct program. Second, semantic conditions
are determined to ensure that each application of the refactoring preserves the behaviour of the
program. The semantic conditions are expressed as assertions within the refactored program.
Third, it is provided a formal proof for the preservation of behaviour. The proposed method is
illustrated just with two examples of refactoring: Rename Method and Move Field.

The work of CORNéLIO (2004); CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO (2010) is the
first in the literature providing algebraic proofs for a significative number of refactorings. The
language includes most of the constructs of sequential object oriented programming, however
it does not contemplate references. Part of the work of Cornélio is mechanised in (JúNIOR;
SILVA; CORNéLIO, 2007) using the rewriting system CafeOBJ.

The first mechanised verification of refactorings is reported in (GARRIDO; MESEGUER,
2006). In it, they use Maude. Their proofs are algebraic like those provided by CORNéLIO
(2004); CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO (2010). The difference from the work of
Cornélio is that the programming language is the actual language Java and that the semantics of
the language is an executable specification. However, the refactorings covered by them are of a
local nature. Also, refactorings dealing with references are not studied.

Our proofs of refactorings are algebraic like those provided by the works of Garrido and
Cornélio. But the mechanical verification of our proofs is a future work. We hope to benefit from
the experience gained by the Cornélio’s work in this matter.

Because our work about formal refactorings is based on the work (CORNéLIO, 2004),
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in what follows we discuss briefly how both works differ. Indeed, Cornélio already formalizes
somes of the refactorings studied in this chapter. More precisely, Cornélio provides, along
with others, formalization of the Fowler’s refactorings 〈Extract Method〉, 〈Introduce Explaining

Variable〉, 〈Move Method〉 and 〈Move Field〉. However, despite the apparent similarity between
Cornélio’s and our refactorings, there are significant differences in the formulation and proofs.

On the one hand, ROOL provides passing of parameters by value-result which simplifies
the conditions for the refactoring 〈Extract Method〉 since values needed after the extracted
method can be returned as results in parameters. Our language has parameter passing like
Java, so the refactoring becomes a bit more complicated. Indeed we define two rules for this
refactoring and provide others that are useful to prepare the program for the extraction of the
method.

Nevertheless, the major difference between our rules and those in (CORNéLIO, 2004) is
due to the copy semantics of ROOL. When an object is passed as parameter a full copy of it is
created and used during the execution of the method. Thus, if this method calls another method
whose target is the parameter, the current method will act on the copy, not in the original object.
The solution used in the formulation of many refactorings in (CORNéLIO, 2004), including
〈Extract Method〉 and 〈Move Method〉, is to allow only basic types for parameters, which is
a very strong restriction. Perhaps, because the objective of Cornélio’s work was to formalize
refactorings from the Fowler’s catalog, he decided to set strong conditions like this one in order
to keep their rules comparable with the original Fowler’s refactorings. We have not faced this
problem because Fowler’s refactorings are for Java and our language has the same reference
model as Java. Thus, methods receive object references instead of copies at parameter passing.

The refactoring 〈Introduce Explaining Variable〉 for ROOL is much easier to formulate
and prove if compared with ours because ROOL has no references.

Our Rule 〈Inline Temp/Introduce Explaining Variable〉 7.3 illustrates how we reason
about programs in the presence of references. Despite the lack of constructs for expressing frame
conditions, like in regional logic (BANERJEE; NAUMANN; ROSENBERG, 2013), implicit
dynamic frames (SMANS; JACOBS; PIESSENS, 2012) or separation logic (REYNOLDS,
2002), definitions like does not change along (6.3) and some syntactic sugar play a good role
in our proofs. The advantage of our proofs is that they are algebraic, therefore more appealing
for programmers and easier for mechanizing. In contrast, all the other formalisms previously
mentioned are variants of Hoare Logic which are not commonly known for programmers.
However, these formalisms allow easier ways for specifying and proving frame conditions. In
our case, when we have requirements for expressions not to change along a command, many
tedious proofs may be required because the original programs may not become decorated with
proper assertions.

The rule for the refactoring 〈Move Method〉 provided in (CORNéLIO, 2004) is simplistic.
First because the parameters of the method must have basic types. Second because it does not
consider who will be the new target after the movement is done. It simply creates a new object
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that will act as the new target. We provide two refactorings for moving methods, one to move by
changing the target to some parameter and other to change the target to a field.

The refactoring 〈Move Field〉, called 〈Move Attribute〉 in (CORNéLIO, 2004), is also
very restrictive because the field to be moved must be of a basic type. Also, inasmuch as
ROOL has copy semantics, there is no concern in meeting a one-to-one aggregation relationship.
Specifically, this is the hard part of this refactoring when there are references. To work around
this difficulty, we take advantage of the concepts of confinement and ownership and of the law
for data refinement proposed in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012).

We use again the law of data refinement in the derivation of Rule 7.10 〈Replace Method

with Method Object〉, but in this case its use is incidental, just in one step of an algebraic proof to
demonstrate that the introduction of an object, which becomes unreachable, does not change the
behaviour of the program. Indeed, this reveals a lack of expressiveness of our laws for the new
command. For example, we could have added the following additional law for the command new
which is enough to dispense the data refinement step in the proof of Rule 7.10. The law asserts
that the creation and initialization of a new object has no effect when it becomes inaccessible
just after these operations.

var t : A • t← newA; t.f := e = skip

However, we need to be careful with the interactions that this kind of laws can have with our set
of laws given in Section 4.5 based in a global system variable alloc. Essentially the difficulties
are the same as those faced by the hyphothetical law

x← newK; x← newK = x← newK

discussed in Section 4.6. It is hard to develop a semantic model for this, as recognized by the
literature (STATON, 2010). Another concern is about completeness; the laws should capture all
the possibilities of objects become unreachable. A future work is to provide a set of laws for the
command new that is complete and abstract.
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8
Conclusions

We established a comprehensive algebraic presentation for programs that deal with refer-
ences in the way Java or C# does. We explored the incrementality of algebra, taking as a basis
the classical work in LoP (HOARE et al., 1987) and the ROOL project (CAVALCANTI; NAU-
MANN, 2000; BORBA et al., 2004; CORNéLIO, 2004; SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006; CORNéLIO;
CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010). Our laws of commands are a conservative extension of LoP.
In particular, our laws of assignment are generalizations of laws in LoP. We benefit from the
laws of classes of ROOL. They are kept intact in our presentation. However, due to the fact that
ROOL does not deal with references, specific laws of object oriented constructs for type testing,
type casts and method calls cannot be seized in our set of laws. Also, almost all the refactoring
rules proposed in ROOL are not valid or are very restrictive for our context.

Our language contemplates pure parameterised commands and methods, i,e, parame-
terised commands and methods which are deterministic and side-effect free, and so they can be
used as expressions.

Our set of laws are planned to work with partially defined expressions. The precise
meaning of an expression is given defining for which values of its variables it is defined and, if
defined, to which value it is evaluated. Except for pure parameterised commands and methods,
every expression has a corresponding D expression, establishing if it is defined or not. We
provide a reduction strategy for eliminating pure parameterised commands and methods from
expressions.

Strictness has a strong relationship with undefinedness. We put in evidence this relation-
ship through a number of laws of commands that obviate the necessity of D expressions when
reasoning algebraically. Indeed, these laws are fundamental in the reduction strategy mentioned
above.

Our laws have been shown effective for proving several refactorings of the Fowler’s
catalog (FOWLER, 1999) similar with those formalized in (CORNéLIO, 2004; CORNéLIO;
CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010; NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) but considering the
complexities of reasoning with references.

When dealing with pointers or references, it is well known that the ability to express con-
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ditions delimiting separated regions of the heap makes the formal reasoning feasible (BORNAT,
2000; REYNOLDS, 2002; BANERJEE; NAUMANN; ROSENBERG, 2008; HATCLIFF et al.,
2012; KASSIOS, 2011; SMANS; JACOBS; PIESSENS, 2012). In our case, we use assertions in
the laws of assignments as guards to ensure disjointedness of left expressions. This is a kind of
separation of fine granularity within simultaneous assignments.

For more coarse-grained separation conditions for alias control we choose to follow
the proposal of NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA (2012) contemplating ownership confinement.
In Naumann’s work, denotational semantics is used to prove transformations that depend on
changes of data representation of class hierarchies. Two programs using different data represen-
tations, perhaps provided as two different hierarchies of classes, are proved equivalent through a
simulation between them. But simulation proofs are semantic. In our work proofs of simulation
were done informally, but rigorously.

Considering in isolation the laws of commands, we prove completeness and briefly
addressed soundness. For the verification of soundness we established a relational semantics for
the language of commands and proved the validity of the law to combine assignments, which is
perhaps the most representative law concerning a reference semantics. With respect to complete-
ness, our reduction to a normal form without references evidences the comprehensiveness of our
set of laws. A more standard notion of completeness is whether every semantically true equation
is provable. What we know is that our denotational model is not fully abstract with respect to
contextual equivalence, owing to missing laws about new mentioned in Sections 4.6 and 7.4. For
our first order language, those laws can be validated by quotienting modulo renaming, e.g., by
using FM-sets, though for higher order programs that would be unsatisfactory (STATON, 2010).

In general, the laws we give in this work are suitable to support program transformation
and verification. They were applied to a collection of refactorings, some of them depending on
references. However, our laws are not intended for program derivation. For this, refinement
calculi like those reported in (MORGAN, 1990; BACK; WRIGHT, 1998; HEHNER, 1993) are
more appropriate. However, none of them deal with references. In (BACK; FAN; PREOTEASA,
2003), the refinement calculus of BACK (1988) is extended to work with a language with
references but a comprehensive set of laws is not defined. It just postulates the laws used in
the proofs of examples. More modern calculi dealing with object oriented features, including
references, are the Kassios’ theory of refinement (KASSIOS, 2011) and rCOS (HE; LI; LIU,
2006).

8.1 Limitations

Our work ignores some important constructs present in modern languages. We do not
address concurrency. The sequential language does not include exception handling nor break
commands within loops. The object oriented facet misses interfaces, abstract classes, static
methods and fields and control of visibility for methods. Many of these features are addressed in
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the literature or are relatively easy to be introduced.
Algebraic laws for concurrency can be found in the works of OCCAM (ROSCOE;

HOARE, 1988) and process algebras like (HOARE, 1985; ROSCOE; HOARE; BIRD, 1998)
and (MILNER, 1980, 1989), for instance. In (HOARE; STADEN, 2013), the laws of sequential
programming are enriched with some less familiar laws for concurrent programming and then
rules for CCS and other programming calculus are derived. Nevertheless, all these works adopt
a paradigm of concurrency based on channel communication and synchronization. For a Java
like language with threads, the algebraic laws reported in (DUARTE; MOTA; SAMPAIO, 2011)
could be a good start.

For sequential commands breaking the control flow, like loops with breaks, the tech-
niques from UTP (HOARE; HE, 1998) defining laws for jumps could be useful. As for exception
handling, He provides in (HE, 2008) an enriched design model to handle exception and program
failure and investigates algebraic properties. The model is a conservative extension for the conven-
tional imperative language in (HOARE; HE, 1998). Alternatively, it might be worth investigating
the proposal of GIBBONS (2013) that expresses unifying theories of non-determinism in a func-
tional style by using monads (MOGGI, 1989, 1991). Among other theories for computational
effects, Gibbons presents an algebraic theory for failures and exceptions.

With respect to uncovered constructs of object-orientation, most of them can be easily
introduced. For example, abstract methods can be defined as methods whose body is the abort
command ⊥. Introducing static fields and methods is not so trivial as abstract methods, but it is
not difficult to define a set of laws for them. However, they are important to deal with design
patterns concerning the creation of objects (GAMMA; AL., 1994) and some related refactorings
like Fowler’s refactoring Replace Constructor with Factory Method (FOWLER, 1999).

It is worth noting that, despite the absence of some important constructs, we avoid
constraining those present in our language. With the intention of making the reasoning more
amenable, it is common that some authors work with simplified languages. For instance,
in separation logic (REYNOLDS, 2002) expressions cannot mention field dereferences, and
in (BANERJEE; NAUMANN; ROSENBERG, 2008, 2013; NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA,
2012) the programs are considered in a restricted normal form where, for example, the only way
to access a field is through an expressions like x.f , with x being restricted to be a variable. In our
case, we have general expressions e.f for field access, where e is any expression denoting an
object. Transformations like the refactorings considered in Chapter 7 consider these kinds of
constructs; hence the relevance of them in our language.

8.2 Future work

We defined a relational semantics just for the command language. The aim was to address
soundness via the proof of the law to combine assignments. Also, soundness of the laws of
classes have been established elsewhere using a weakest precondition semantics (CORNéLIO,
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2004; CORNéLIO; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO, 2010). Certainly, a uniform treatment should be
given for the entire set of laws. We intend to extend our semantics of commands to comprehend
the whole language and then to prove the soundness of the laws with respect to it. The semantics
given in (NAUMANN; SAMPAIO; SILVA, 2012) can be adapted for this purpose. Furthermore,
this adaptation will provide the means to formulate the formal concept of simulation necessary
for the Law 〈data refinement〉 2.35.

Proofs of simulation are carried out at the semantic level. A more ambitious goal to
pursue is a set of laws entirely algebraic for data refinement. A future work is to investigate
the feasibility of formulating laws for data refinement following the style of Morgan’s calcu-
lus (MORGAN, 1988) when static conditions of confinement are satisfied by programs. We
also need to research if, alternatively, an algebraic formalization for approaches such as implicit
dynamic frames (SMANS; JACOBS; PIESSENS, 2012) or region logic (BANERJEE; NAU-
MANN; ROSENBERG, 2013) could be enough to express change of data representation without
the need to resort to semantic concepts like simulation.

In addition to the refactorings proved in this work, our set of laws may be useful to
prove other transformations required for program evolution or even low level transformations
like compiler optimizations (VISSER, 2005). In general, transformations used in compilers are
conditioned on alias analyses that are not expressed algebraically. We would plan to investigate
the applicability of our laws on the proof of compiler optimizations related with operations on the
heap like that reported in (SETH; GOLDSTEIN, 2003). Also, the laws can also be explored for
designing correct compilers as in (SAMPAIO, 1997) and (DURAN; CAVALCANTI; SAMPAIO,
2010), but in our case for a language with references.

Another opportunity for future work is the mechanization of the algebraic proofs elab-
orated in this work by using a tool such as PVS (OWRE et al., 1999) or Isabelle (NIPKOW;
PAULSON; WENZEL, 2002). Probably, the main challenge in proofs of refactorings is dealing
with the complexity of the provisos, which depend on the static semantics of the language
and use schematic substitution that can make the proofs difficult. Also, we are considering
the implementation of a tool to guide the application of laws and refactorings, in the style of,
for instance, Refine (OLIVEIRA; XAVIER; CAVALCANTI, 2004) and CRefine (OLIVEIRA;
GURGEL; CASTRO, 2008).

Our laws of the new command are too concrete as was evidenced in Sections 4.6 and 7.4.
The ideal is to provide a more abstract set of laws without the use of alloc. Naturally, this may
increase the complexity of the proofs given in Chapter 5 since some kind of reachability analysis
will be needed in order to define the operations load and store used in Theorem 5.2.

Another feature that we still need to investigate concerning the language is the possibility
to allow a more flexible notion of side effects for pure methods. Several formalisms and state-of-
the-art tools for program verification allow call to pure methods in expressions (e.g. (MEYER,
2008)) and, in some cases, as in (BARNETT; LEINO; SCHULTE, 2005a; LEAVENS; BAKER;
RUBY, 2006; NAUMANN, 2007), some kind of benevolent side effects are permitted. For
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example, a method could create a list just to manipulate during its execution, perhaps to store
temporary values. We have to analyze carefully what implications could be brought by such
benevolent side effects to the semantics of our language and, particularly, to the definition of
equivalence of programs since the behaviour of the new command would be non-deterministic.
An appropriate notion of program equality should consider heaps up to bijective renaming of
references.

Finally, the inclusion of new features such as exceptions, concurrency and static com-
ponents in classes is another future work. In particular, the inclusion of static fields and static
methods enables the formalization of further refactorings and design patterns like the flyweight
and other creational patterns (FOWLER, 1999).
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A
Laws of Classes

In this appendix we present the laws of classes propossed by Borba et al in (BORBA
et al., 2004; SAMPAIO; BORBA, 2006). From this work, we considerate just laws defining
properties of class, but not laws of commands since our command language is different from this
in ROOL.

These laws are used for reducing programs to a normal form expressed in terms of
restricted subset ROOL which has just imperative constructs. Object oriented constructs are
eliminated in the reduction. However, the main application of these laws is to formally derive
elaborate behaviour preserving program transformations.

Law A.1 〈class elimination〉.

cds cd1 • c = cds • c

provided

(→) The class declared in cd1 is not referred to in cds or c;

(←) (1) The name of the class declared in cd1 is distinct from those of all classes
declared in cds; (2) the superclass appearing in cd1 is either Object or declared
in cds; (3) and the attribute and method names declared by cd1 are not declared
by its superclasses in cds, except in the case of method redefinitions.

We use the notation B.f denotes uses of the field name f through expessions whose static
type is exactly B. For example, when we say that B.f does not appear in mts we mean that mts

does not contain any expression e.f with e of type B, strictly.

Law A.2 〈attribute elimination〉.

class B extends A

pri f : T; ads

mts

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

mts

end
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provided

(→) B.f does not appear in mts;

(←) f does not appear in ads and is not declared as an attribute by a superclass or
subclass of B in cds.

Law A.3 〈change visibility: from protected to public〉.

class C extends D

prot f : T; ads

mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

pub f : T; ads

mts

end

provided

(←) B.f , for any B≤ C, appears only in mts and in the subclasses of C in cds.

Law A.4 〈change visibility: from private to public〉.

class C extends D

pri f : T; ads

mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

pub f : T; ads

mts

end

provided

(←) B.f , for any B≤ C, does not appear in cds,c.

Within a program, an occurrence of f in some left expression e.f is called of write

occurrence. Any other kind of occurrence of f is a read occurrence.

Law A.5 〈change attribute type〉.

class C extends D

pub f : T; ads

mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

pub f : T ′; ads

mts

end

provided

(↔) T ≤ T ′ and every read occurrence of f in expressions of mts, cds and c is cast
with T or any subtype of T declared in cds.

(←) every expression assigned to f , in mts, cds and c, is of type T or any subtype
of T .
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Law A.6 〈move attribute to superclass〉.

class B extends A

ads

mts

end

class C extends B

pub f : T; ads′

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

pub f : T; ads

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end

provided

(→) The attribute name f is not declared by the subclasses of B in cds;

(←) D.f , for any D≤ B and D 6≤ C, does not appear in cds,c, mts, or mts′.

Law A.7 〈introduce method redefinition〉.

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ x : T • b

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ x : T • b

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

meth m =̂ x : T • super.m(x)

mts′

end

provided

(→) m is not declared in mts′.

Law A.8 〈move redefined method to superclass〉.
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class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • b)

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

meth m =̂ (sig • b′)

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ (sig •
b /not(self is C). b′

)

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end

provided

(↔) (1) super and private attributes do not appear in b′; (2) super.m does not
appear in mts′;

(→) b′ does not contain uncast occurrences of self nor expressions in the form
((C)self).f for any private attribute f in ads′;

(←) m is not declared in mts′.

Law A.9 〈method elimination〉.

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ sig • b; mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

ads

mts

end

provided

(→) B.m does not appear in cds,c nor in mts, for any B such that B≤ C.

(←) m is not declared in mts nor in any superclass or subclass of C in cds.

Law A.10 〈move original method to superclass〉.

class B extends A

ads

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

meth m =̂ sig • b

mts′

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

ads

meth m =̂ sig • b

mts

end

class C extends B

ads′

mts′

end
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provided

(↔) (1) super and private attributes do not appear in b; (2) m is not declared in any
superclass of B in cds;

(→) (1) m is not declared in mts, and can only be declared in a class D, for any
D ≤ B and D 6≤ C, if it has the signature sig; (2) b does not contain uncast
occurrences of self nor expressions in the form ((C)self).f for any private
attribute f in ads′;

(←) (1) m is not declared in mts′; (2) D.m, for any D ≤ B and D 6≤ C, does not
appear in cds,c, mts or mts′.

Law A.11 . change value parameter type

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂

x : T; sig • b

mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂

x : T ′; sig • b

mts

end

provided

(↔) T ≤ T ′ and every read occurrence of x in b is cast with T or any subtype of T;

(←) (1) every actual parameter associated with x in mts, cds, c and b is of type T or
any subtype of it; (2) every expression assigned to x in b, is of type T or any
subtype of T .

Law A.12 〈change result type〉.

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ x : T→ T • b

mts

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ x : T→ T ′ • b

mts

end

provided

(↔) T ≤ T ′ and every read occurrence of res in b is cast with T or any subtype of
T;

(→) every e.m(e) in cds, c, mts and b such that e has static type C or a subtype of
C occurs in a place where a type T ′ or supertype of T ′ is expected; and

(←) every expression assigned to res in b is of type T or any subtype of T .
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B
Proofs for Laws of Assertions

B.1 Proofs for the Laws of Assertions

Law 4.1.

[e]; c = c / e. ⊥

Proof.

[e]; c = 〈[] def.〉

(skip / e. ⊥); c = 〈LoP ; –2.13 〉

skip; c / e. ⊥; c = 〈LoP ; –2.9 & LoP ; –2.10〉

c / e. ⊥

Law 4.2.

[d∧ e] = [d]; [e]

Proof.

[d∧ e] = 〈[] def.〉

skip /d∧ e. ⊥= 〈∧ def.〉

(skip / e. ⊥) /d . ⊥= 〈[]–4.1 2×〉

[d]; [e]; skip = 〈LoP ; –2.9〉

[d]; [e]

Law 4.3.

[d]; [e] = [d]; [e]
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Proof.

[d]; [e]

= 〈[]–4.1〉

[e] /d . ⊥

= 〈[] def.〉

(skip / e. ⊥) /d . ⊥

= 〈LoP/.–2.26〉

((skip /d . ⊥) / e. (⊥ /d . ⊥))
/De.

(⊥ /d . ⊥)
= 〈LoP/.–2.22 2× and DDe = true〉

((skip /d . ⊥) / e. ⊥) /De. ⊥

= 〈LoP/.–2.27〉

(skip /d . ⊥) / e. ⊥

= 〈[] def. and []–4.1〉

[e]; [d]

Law 4.4.

b / e. c = ([De]; b) / e. c

Proof.

([De]; b) / e. c

= 〈[]–4.1〉

(b /De. ⊥) / e. c

= 〈LoP /.–2.26〉

((b / e. c) /De. (⊥ / e. c))

/DDe.

(⊥ / e. c)

= 〈DDe == true & LoP /.–2.21〉

(b / e. c) /De. (⊥ / e. c)

= 〈LoP /.–2.27〉

(b / e. c) /De. ((⊥ / e. c) /De. ⊥)
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= 〈LoP /.–2.23〉

(b / e. c) /De. ⊥

= 〈LoP /.–2.27〉

b / e. c

Law 4.5.

b / e. c = b / e. ([De]; c)

Proof. Similar with proof of 4.4.

Law 4.6.

b / e. c = ([e]; b) / e. c

Proof.

b / e. c = 〈LoP /.–2.23〉

(b / e. ⊥) / e. c = 〈[]–4.1〉

[e]; b / e. c

Law 4.7.

b / e. c = b / e. ([not e]; c)

Proof. Similar with proof of 4.6.

Law 4.8.

e∗ c = e∗ ([De]; c)

Proof. The refinement e∗ cw e∗ ([De]; c) is trivial by monotonicity. In order to prove e∗ cv
e∗ ([De]; c) we show that e∗ ([De]; c) is a fixpoint for e∗ c.

c; e∗ ([De]; c) / e. skip = 〈[]–4.4〉

[De]; c; e∗ ([De]; c) / e. skip = 〈LoP µ–2.15 & ∗ def.〉

e∗ ([De]; c)
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Law 4.9.

e∗ c = (e∗ c); [De]

Proof. We just prove the refinement e∗ cv (e∗ c); [De] since the other direction is straight by
monotonicity. Similarly to the previous proof, we show that (e∗ c); [De] is a fixpoint for e∗ c.

c; (e∗ c); [De] / e. skip = 〈[]–4.5〉

c; (e∗ c); [De] / e. [De]; skip = 〈LoP ; –2.9〉

c; (e∗ c); [De] / e. skip; [De] = 〈LoP ; –2.13〉

(c; (e∗ c) / e. skip); [De] = 〈LoP µ–2.15〉

(e∗ c); [De]

Law 4.10.

e∗ c = e∗ ([e]; c)

Proof. It follows a similar reasoning to the proof for 4.8.

Law 4.11.

e∗ c = (e∗ c); [not e]

Proof. It follows a similar reasoning to the proof for 4.9.

Law 4.12.

[e]; (b /d . c) = ([e]; b) /d . ([e]; c)

Proof.

[e]; (b /d . c) = 〈[]–4.1〉

(b /d . c) / e. ⊥= 〈LoP /.–2.26〉

((b / e. ⊥) /d . (c / e. ⊥)) /Dd . (⊥ / e. ⊥) = 〈[]–4.1 2×〉

([e]; b /d . [e]; c) /Dd . (⊥ / e. ⊥) = 〈 LoP /.–2.22 2×
and /.–2.21 〉

([e]; b /d . [e]; c) /Dd . ⊥= 〈LoP /.–2.27〉

[e]; b /d . [e]; c
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Law 4.13.

[e]; (b∪ c) = ([e]; b)∪ ([e]; c)

Proof. Straight use of LoP 2.12.
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C
Completeness of the Laws of Commands

C.1 Preliminary Propositions

We start providing a set of properties of the load[h] and store[h] commands which are
useful to prove the Theorem 5.2. Two of them relates load and store when they are performed
one after the other. First, if we load a set of allocated objects into an implicit heap h and
immediately afterwards we store back from h to the respective objects, then the effect of store
back is redundant so we can cancel it. Second, if we first store the implicit heap and then
immediately we load it, then the effect of the loading is irrelevant. Finally, to sequentialy
perform two stores of the implicit heap is the same as running just one. Proofs for these laws are
straightforward.

load[h]; store[h] = load[h]
�
 �	C.1

store[h]; load[h] = store[h]
�
 �	C.2

store[h]; store[h] = store[h]
�
 �	C.3

The following lemma establishes that the translation of expressions does not depend on
any field.

Lemma C.1. Given an expression e, for any p, f and d we have

R[e][h]f{f :p7→d} = R[e][h]

Proof. Easy induction on e.

Other result used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 is the following lemma.

Lemma C.2. Let c be a command in the intermediate form and h a variable not occurring free
in c, then

store[h]; S[c][h]; store[h] = S[c][h]; store[h]
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Proof. The proof is by induction on c.

Cases ⊥ and skip: The base cases for when c is ⊥ or skip are easy.

Case c≡ [disj[x,p]]; x,p := e,d: For the case of a simultaneous assignment, we are assuming
this pattern for c because we are considering commands in the intermediate normal form.

store[h]; S[ [disj[x,p]]; x,p := e,d ][h]; store[h]

= 〈S and store defs.〉
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f );

[R[disj[p]][h]];
x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈[]–4.17〉
[R[disj[p]][h]]r.f | (r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)

h(r)(f ) ;

r.f :=
(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)

h(r)(f );

x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈Lemma C.1〉
[R[disj[p]][h]];
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f );

x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈:=–4.31 and Lemma C.1〉
[R[disj[p]][h]];
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f ) ),

( x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d} );
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈:=–4.31 and substitution〉
[R[disj[p]][h]];
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
( h(r)(f ) )h

h�{(R[p][h],f )7→R[d][h]|p.f :=d in p:=d} ),

( x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d} )
= 〈:=–4.31 and substitution〉
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[R[disj[p]][h]];
x,h := R[e][h],h�{(R[p][h], f ) 7→ R[d][h] | p.f := d in p := d} );
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈S and store defs.〉
S[ [disj[x,p]]; x,p := e,d ][h]; store[h]

Case c≡ x← newK:

store[h]; S[x← newK][h]; store[h]

= 〈S and store defs.〉
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f );

x← newK;
h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈new–4.37〉
x← newK;
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc−{x})×fields(r)
h(r)(f );

h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈:=–4.31〉
x← newK;
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc−{x})×fields(r)
h(r)(f ) ),

( h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} );
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈unfolding indexed assignment〉
x← newK;
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc−{x})×fields(r)
h(r)(f ) ),

( h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} );
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ alloc−{x}×fields(r)
h(r)(f ) ),

( x.f :=
f ∈ fields(x)

h(x)(f ) )

= 〈:=–4.31〉
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x← newK;
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc−{x})×fields(r)

( h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} )(r)(f ) ),
( x.f :=

f ∈ fields(x)
( h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} )(x)(f ) ),

( h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} )
= 〈folding indexed assignment〉

x← newK;
( r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc)×fields(r)

( h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} )(r)(f ) ),
( h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}} )

= 〈:=–4.31〉
x← newK;
h := h⊕{(x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)}};
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc)×fields(r)
h(r)(f )

= 〈S and store defs.〉
S[x← newK][h]; store[h]

Case: c≡ c1; c2:

store[h]; S[c1; c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
store[h]; S[c1][h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Inductive Hyp.〉
store[h]; S[c1][h]; store[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Inductive Hyp.〉
S[c1][h]; store[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Inductive Hyp.〉
S[c1][h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
S[c1; c2][h]; store[h]

Case c≡ e / c1 . c2:

store[h]; S[c1 / e. c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
store[h]; ( S[c1][h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h] ); store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.13〉
store[h]; ( S[c1][h]; store[h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h]; store[h] )
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= 〈store def.〉
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc)×fields(r)
h(r)(f );

( S[c1][h]; store[h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h]; store[h] )

= 〈:=–4.30 and Lemma C.1〉
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc)×fields(r)
h(r)(f ); S[c1][h]; store[h]

/R[e][h].
r.f :=

(r,f ) ∈ (alloc)×fields(r)
h(r)(f ); S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈store def. and Inductive Hyp.〉
S[c1][h]; store[h]

/R[e][h].
S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.13〉
( S[c1][h] /R[e][h]. S[c2][h] ); store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
S[c1 / e. c2][h]; store[h]

Case: c≡ c1∪ c2: Easy to do by using distributive law 2.11 and the inductive hypothesis.

Case c≡ e∗ c: We first prove that

(R[e][h]∗S[c][h]); store[h] = store[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]; store[h]); store[h]
�� ��†

For this, we apply the fusion lemma 2.31. Let

H(X) = store[h]; X; store[h]

F(X) = S[c][h]; store[h]; X /R[e][h]. skip

G(X) = S[c][h]; X /R[e][h]. store[h]

We need to prove that H(F(X)) = G(H(X)) and as a result we will have the equation

µ X • G(X) = H(µ X • F(X))

i.e. †.

H(F(X))

= 〈H and F defs.〉
store[h]; ( S[c][h]; store[h]; X /R[e][h]. skip ); store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.13 and LoP ;–2.10〉
store[h]; ( S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]. store[h] )
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= 〈store def., :=–4.30 and Lemma C.1〉
store[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]. store[h]; store[h]

= 〈store def. and :=–4.31〉
store[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]. store[h]

= 〈Inductive hyp.〉
S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]. store[h]

= 〈G and H defs.〉
G(H(X))

Now we can prove this case as follows.

store[h]; S[e∗ c][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
store[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]); store[h]

= 〈Unfolding the loop – LoP µ–2.15〉
store[h];
( S[c][h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]) /R[e][h]. skip );
store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.13〉
store[h];
( S[c][h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]); store[h] /R[e][h]. skip; store[h] )

= 〈Property † above〉
store[h];
( S[c][h]; store[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]; store[h]); store[h] /R[e][h]. skip; store[h] )

= 〈LoP ;–2.13〉
store[h];
( S[c][h]; store[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]; store[h]) /R[e][h]. skip );
store[h]

= 〈Folding the loop – LoP µ–2.15〉
store[h];
(R[e][h]∗S[c][h]; store[h]);
store[h]

= 〈Property † above〉
(R[e][h]∗S[c][h]); store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
S[e∗ c][h]; store[h]
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C.2 Proof of the Completeness Theorem

Theorem 5.2. Let c be a command in the intermediate form and h a variable not occurring
free in c, then

c; load[h] = load[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]

Proof. The proof is by structural induction on c. The cases for c ≡ c1 / e . c2 and c is an
assignment were demonstrated at the end of Section 5.1. Below is the remaining of the proof.

Case c≡⊥: The proof is straightforward.

Case c≡ skip:

skip; load[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.9〉
load[h]

= 〈Property C.1〉
load[h]; store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.9〉
load[h]; skip; store[h]

Case c≡ x← newK:

load[h]; S[x← newK][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
load[h];
x← newK;
h := h⊕{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)};
store[h]

= 〈load def.〉
h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc};
x← newK;
h := h⊕{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)};
store[h]

= 〈new–4.37〉
x← newK;
h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc− x};
h := h⊕{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)};
store[h]
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= 〈:=–4.31〉
x← newK;
h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc− x} ⊕

{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)};
store[h]

= 〈new–4.35〉
x← newK;
x.f :=

f ∈fields(K)
default(f );

h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc− x} ⊕
{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)};

store[h]

= 〈:=–4.31〉
x← newK;
( x.f :=

f ∈fields(K)
default(f ) ),

( h := ( {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc− x} ⊕
{x 7→ {f 7→ default(f ) | f ∈ fields(K)} )f |f∈fields(K)

{f :x 7→default(f )} );

store[h]

= 〈substitution def.〉
x← newK;
( x.f :=

f ∈fields(K)
default(f ) ),

( h := ( {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc− x} ⊕
{x 7→ {f 7→ x.f | f ∈ fields(K)} )f |f∈fields(K)

{f :x 7→default(f )} );

store[h]

= 〈⊕ def.〉
x← newK;
( x.f :=

f ∈fields(K)
default(f ) ),

( h := ( {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc} )f |f∈fields(K)
{f :x 7→default(f )} );

store[h]

= 〈:=–4.31〉
x← newK;
x.f :=

f ∈fields(K)
default(f );

h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc};
store[h]

= 〈new–4.35〉
x← newK;
h := {r 7→ {f 7→ r.f | f ∈ fields(r)} | r ∈ alloc};
store[h]
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= 〈load def. and C.1 〉
x← newK;
h := load[h]

Case c≡ c1; c2:

c1; c2; load[h]

= 〈Ind. hyp.〉
c1; load[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Ind. hyp.〉
load[h]; S[c1][h]; store[h]; load[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈store–load property C.2〉
load[h]; S[c1][h]; store[h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈Lemma C.2〉
load[h]; S[c1][h]; S[c2][h]; store[h]

= 〈S def.〉
load[h]; S[c1; c2][h]; store[h]

Case c≡ c1∪ c2:

(c1∪ c2); load[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.11〉
c1; load[h]∪ c2; load[h]

= 〈Ind. hyp.〉
load[h]; c1; store[h]∪ load[h]; c2; store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.11〉
(load[h]; c1∪ load[h]; c2); store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.12〉
load[h]; (c1∪ c2); store[h]

Case: c ≡ e∗ c1: Assuming the following property for any e, c and h, which we will prove
later

(e∗ c); load[h] = load[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c][h]; store[h]); store[h]
�
 �	††

the proof for this case is

(e∗ c1); load[h]

= 〈Property ††〉
load[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c1][h]; store[h]); store[h]

= 〈Property C.1〉
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load[h]; store[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c1][h]; store[h]); store[h]

= 〈Property † in the proof of Lemma C.2〉
load[h]; (R[e][h]∗S[c1][h]); store[h]

Now we prove †† using the fusion lemma 2.31. For this, let

H(X) = load[h]; X; store[h]

F(X) = S[c][h]; store[h]; X /R[e][h]. skip

G(X) = c; X / e. load[h]

Let us prove that H(F(X)) = G(H(X)), since having it we have that H(µ X • F(X)) = µ X •G(X)

and thus ††.

H(F(X))

= 〈Defintion of H and F〉
load[h]; (S[c][h]; store[h]; X /R[e][h]. skip); store[h]

= 〈LoP ;–2.13 and LoP ;–2.9〉
load[h]; (S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]. store[h])

= 〈load def. and LoP :=–4.30〉
load[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] /R[e][h]hHEAP. load[h]; store[h]

= 〈Lemma 5.1〉
load[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] / e. load[h]; store[h])

= 〈Property (C.1)〉
load[h]; S[c][h]; store[h]; X; store[h] / e. load[h])

= 〈Inductive hyp.〉
c; load[h]; X; store[h] / e. load[h])

= 〈Definitions of G and H〉
G(H(X))
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D
Proofs for Derived Laws from Chapter 6

D.1 Replacing by temporaries

Lemma D.1. If Γ ` e : T , e does not change along c and t is a fresh variable, then

Γ ` var t : T • t := e; c; [e == t]

Proof. The proof can be done by structural induction on c.

Lemma D.2. If e does not change along c[e] then d does not change along c[d].

Proof. Immediate by definition.

Law 6.23 〈replace field by temp 1〉. Let Γ ` x.f : T , then

Γ ` [x 6= null]; c = (var t : T • t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ])

provided (1) t is a fresh variable in c; and (2) x and x.f do not change along c.

Proof. The proof is by induction on c. We assume that Γ ` x : S The cases when c is ⊥ or skip
are straighforward.

case c≡ y← newA

Because x does not change along c, we have y 6≡ x. Thus,

[x 6= null]; y← newA

= 〈var–4.38 and def. of assert〉

y← newA; [x 6= null];

= 〈var–6.11 and Dx.f ≡ x 6= null 〉

var t : T • y← newA; t := x.f
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= 〈var–4.37〉

var t : T • t := x.f ; y← newA

case c is an assignment that does not modify neither x nor x.f

Because, by hypothesis, x and x.f do not change along c we considerate

c≡ var r : S,s : T • r,s := x,x.f ; p := e; [x == r ∧ s == x.f ]

where r and s are fresh. Supported by Theorem 5.1, we assume that the left expressions in the
assignment p := e are pairwise disjoint.

Further, let’s see that if x is an element of p then we can eliminate it. So, suppose
p := e≡ q,x := d,d, we have the following derivation which eliminates the assignment to x.

var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; q,x := d,d; [x == r ∧ s == x.f ]

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; [d == r]; q,x := d,x; [x == r ∧ s == x.f ]

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; [d == x]; q,x := d,x; [x == r ∧ s == x.f ]

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; q := d; [x = r ∧ s = x.f ]

In a similar way, if we have an alias to x.f as an element of p, we can eliminate the
corresponding assignment to it in p := e. Therefore, in what follows we assume that x and x.f

are not elements of p.

[x 6= null]; var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; p := e; [x == r ∧ s == x.f ]

= 〈introduce temporary t using laws of var〉

[x 6= null]; var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; t := x.f ; p := e; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ]

= 〈:=–4.31〉

[x 6= null]; var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; t,p := x.f ,e; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ]

= 〈:=–4.31 (←) and p≡ p[t/x.f ]/t
x.f , since x.f is not element of p 〉
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[x 6= null]; var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; t := x.f ; p[t/x.f ] := e[t/x.f ]; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ]

= 〈[]–6.18〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T •
[x 6= null]; r,s := x,x.f ; t := x.f ; p[t/x.f ] := e[t/x.f ]; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ]

= 〈:=–4.24 and Dx.f ≡ [x 6= null]〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ; t := x.f ; p[t/x.f ] := e[t/x.f ]; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ]

= 〈laws of var and assignment, and def. of substitution〉

var t : T •
t := x.f ; (var r : S,s : T • r,s := x,x.f ; p := e; [x == r ∧ s = x.f ])[t/x.f ]

case c≡ c1; c2

[x 6= null]; c1; c2

= 〈laws of assertion and x does not change along c1〉

[x 6= null]; c1; [x 6= null]; c2

= 〈Inductive hypothesis〉

( var t : T •
t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ] );

var t1 : T •
t1 := x.f ; c2[t1/x.f ]

= 〈x and x.f do not change along c1 and lemma D.1〉

( var t : T •
t := x.f ; var r : S,s : T •

r,s := x,x.f ; c1; [r == x ∧ r.f == s] );
var t1 : T •

t1 := x.f ; c2[t1/x.f ]

= 〈r,s, t, t1 are fresh and laws of var 〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T, t1 : T •
r,s := x,x.f ;
t := x.f ;
c1[t/x.f ]);

[r == x ∧ r.f == s];
t1 := x.f ;

c2[t1/x.f ]
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= 〈x.f == s〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T, t1 : T •
r,s := x,x.f ;
t := x.f ;
c1[t/x.f ]);
[r == x ∧ r.f == s];

t1 := s;
c2[t1/x.f ]

= 〈Law 6.22〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T •

r,s := x,x.f ;
t := x.f ;

c1[t/x.f ]);
[r == x ∧ r.f == s];
c2[s/x.f ]

= 〈laws of assignment〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ;

t := s;
c1[t/x.f ]);

[r == x ∧ r.f == s];
c2[s/x.f ]

= 〈t does not change along c1[t/x.f ] (by lemma D.2), s is fresh and laws of :=〉

var r : S,s : T, t : T •
r,s := x,x.f ;

t := s;
c1[t/x.f ]);
s := t;

[r == x ∧ r.f == s];
c2[s/x.f ]

= 〈replace variable by temp 6.19〉
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var r : S,s : T •
r,s := x,x.f ;
c1[s/x.f ]);
[r == x ∧ r.f == s];
c2[s/x.f ]

= 〈Laws of var, x.f does not change c1〉

var s : T • s := x.f ; c1[s/x.f ]); c2[s/x.f ]

case c≡ c1 / e. c2

[x 6= null]; (c1 / e. c2)

= 〈[]–4.12〉

[x 6= null]; c1 / e. [x 6= null]; c2

= 〈Inductive hypothesis〉

var t : T • t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ]
/e.

var t : T • t := x.f ; c2[t/x.f ]

= 〈var–6.10〉

var t : T •

t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ]
/e.

t := x.f ; c2[t/x.f ]

= 〈:=–4.30 (←), t is fresh and e≡ (e[t/x.f ])t
x.f 〉

var t : T •

t := x.f ;

(c1[t/x.f ] / e[t/x.f ]. c2[t/x.f ])

case c≡ c1∪ c2

[x 6= null]; (c1∪ c2)

= 〈[]–4.13〉

[x 6= null]; c1∪ [x 6= null]; c2

= 〈Inductive hypothesis〉

(var t : T • t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ]) ∪ (var t : T • t := x.f ; c2[t/x.f ])

= 〈var–6.9〉
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var t : T •

t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ] ∪ t := x.f ; c2[t/x.f ]

= 〈LoP law 2.12〉

var t : T •

t := x.f ; (c1[t/x.f ] ∪ c2[t/x.f ])

case c≡ var y : T • c1

[x 6= null]; var y : T • c1

= 〈[]–6.18〉

var y : T • [x 6= null]; c1

= 〈Inductive hypothesis〉

var y : T • var t : T • t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ]

= 〈var–6.13 and var–6.14〉

var t : T • t := x.f ; var y : T • c[t/x.f ]

case c≡ pc(e) or c≡ x← pc(e)

The call to the parameterized command pc can be eliminated by using Law 6.38 or 6.39,
respectively. Then the proof follows straightforwardly by the inductive hypothesis and laws of
var.

case c≡ e.m(e) or c≡ y← e.m(e)

The proofs for these cases are straightforward applying laws []–6.18 and :=–4.24.

Lemma D.3. For any expressions e such that e 6≡ x we have

var x : A • x← newT; c = var x : A • x← newT; [e 6= x]; c

Proof. The proof is straighfortward by using Law 4.36 which ensures that x← newT allocates
a fresh reference.

Lemma D.4. If x is read only and not used as argument nor assigned to variables or fields in c

then for any expressions e such that e 6≡ x we have

var x : A • x← newT; c = var x : A • x← newT; c; [e 6= x]

Proof. We first prove the Lemma for any c which does not contain method calls. The proof
follows by induction on c. The relevant case of the proof is for when c is an assignment. The
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proof for the other cases can be done by applying laws of assertions in a standard way.

case c≡ p := e

We can assume by Theorem 5.1 that p is disjoint. We known, by hypothesis, that x is not
a expression of the list e. Then

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; p := e

Since x is not an expression of the list e, the substitution ep
e cannot be syntactically equal

to x.

= 〈Lemma D.3〉

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; [ep
e 6= x]; p := e

= 〈x is read only, so x is not a left expression in p and therefore xp
e ≡ x〉

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; [ep
e 6= xp

e ]; p := e

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; p := e; [e]
Now, knowing that Lemma D.4 is already valid for any command without method calls,

we complete the proof for an arbitrary command c, transforming c by applying 6.3 to eliminate
all method calls in c.

Lemma D.5. Consider that the class A declares a field f of type T . For any command c which
does not contain method calls, we have

[x 6= null]; c =

var t : T • t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ]; x.f := t

provided (1) t is a fresh variable in c; (2) x is read only; and (3) Every command within c is
preceded by assertions [not alias[x.f ,e.f ]] for every expression e.f appearing in the first command
listed in c such that e 6≡ x.

Proof. The proof is by induction on c.

case c is an assignment Without loss of generality, we consider c is an assignment to disjoint
left expressions. We distinguish two subcases, one in which x.f is assigned and the other in
which x.f is not assigned. By hypothesis (proviso (3)), the assignment is preceded by assertions
ensuring the absence of aliasing with x.f . Thus, if we consider that p,d.f is disjoint and p does
not contain left expressions which are fields f , the subcases we must deal with are

1. [∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]]; p,d.f := e

2. [∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]]; p,d.f ,x.f := e
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where the length of e is the same as the length of p,d.f . By simplicity, we are not expliciting
all the assertions indicating abscence of aliasing. Other assertions which ensure abscence of
aliasing of x.f with any other expression e1.f occurring as subexpression in p, d or e are assumed
implicitly. It follows the proof for the first subcase.

[x 6= null];

[∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];

p,d.f := e;

= 〈Laws of var〉

var t : T •
[x 6= null];
[∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];
t,p,d.f := x.f ,e

= 〈:=–4.27 (←)〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];
t,p,d.f ,x.f := x.f ,e,x.f

Now, observe that e[t/x.f ]tx.f = e for any expression e.

Also, we have that d.f [t/x.f ] = d[t/x.f ].f since x is not an expression in d. Therefore,

d.f [t/x.f ]/t
x.f = (d[t/x.f ].f )t

x.f = d[t/x.f ]tx.f .f = d

Similarly, as a consequence of the proviso (3) we have that p[t/x.f ]/tx.f = p.

= 〈:=–4.31 and proviso (3)〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias([d.f ,x.f ]];
t := x.f ;
p[t/x.f ],d.f [t/x.f ],x.f := e[t/x.f ], t

= 〈:=–4.31 and proviso (3)〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];
t := x.f ;
p[t/x.f ],d.f [t/x.f ] := e[t/x.f ];
x.f := t

Now, we give the proof for the second case.
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[x 6= null];

[∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];

p,d.f ,x.f := e,e;

= 〈Laws of var〉

var t : T •
[x 6= null];
[∀d ∈ d • not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];
t,p,d.f ,x.f := x.f ,e,e

= 〈:=–4.27 (←)〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias[d.f ,x.f ]];
t,p,d.f ,x.f := x.f ,e,e

= 〈:=–4.31 and proviso (3)〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias([d.f ,x.f ]];
t := x.f ;
p[t/x.f ],d.f [t/x.f ],x.f := e[t/x.f ],e[t/x.f ]

= 〈var–6.11〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias([d.f ,x.f ]];
t := x.f ;
p[t/x.f ],d.f [t/x.f ],x.f , t := e[t/x.f ],e[t/x.f ],e[t/x.f ]

= 〈:=–4.31〉

var t : T •
[∀d ∈ d • d 6≡ x⇒ not alias([d.f ,x.f ]];
t := x.f ;
p[t/x.f ],d.f [t/x.f ], t := e[t/x.f ],e[t/x.f ]

x.f := t
The proofs for other base cases are straightforward. The proofs for the inductive cases are

done by applying laws of assertions and var in a standard way. For example, for the conditional
command we have

[x 6= null]; e / c1 . c2

= 〈[]–4.12〉

[x 6= null]; c1 / e. [x 6= null]; c2

= 〈Inductive hypothesis〉
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var t : T • t := x.f ; c1[t/x.f ]; x.f := t
/e.

var t : T • t := x.f ; c2[t/x.f ]; x.f := t

= 〈var–6.10 (←) and t is fresh〉

var t : T •
t := x.f ; (e / c1 . c2)[t/x.f ]; x.f := t

Law 6.24 〈replace field by temp 2〉. Consider that the class A declares a field f of type T , then

var x : A • x← newA; c =

var x : A, t : T • x← newT; t := x.f ; c[t/x.f ]; x.f := t

provided (1) t is a fresh variable in c; and (2) x is read only, not used as argument nor assigned
to variables or fields in c.

Proof. Lemmas D.3 and D.4 allow us to conclude that every command within c can be trans-
formed in an equivalent one such that assertions ensure that there is no aliasing with x.f along c.
Thus, the law results by a direct application of Lemma D.5.

D.2 Dealing with Undefinedness of Pure Code

Law 4.31g. Let p and r be lists with the same size, then

 [ disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧
alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

p,q := e1,e2; r,s := e3,e4

=


[ disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧

alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
isdef(e1);

p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

:= e3
p,q
e1,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2


Proof.

disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
p,q := e1,e2;
r,s := e3,e4

= 〈 introduce temp for outermost expression 6.27 〉
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disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
var x : T •

x := e1;
p,q := x,e2;
r,s := e3,e4

= 〈var–6.14 and []–4.17〉

var x : T •
x := e1;

disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
p,q := x,e2;
r,s := e3,e4

= 〈:=–4.31〉

var x : T •
x := e1;

disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];

p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
x,e2

;

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var x : T •
disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

x := e1;

p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
x,e2

;

= 〈:=–4.31, x is fresh and substitution〉

var x : T •
disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

x,p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e1,e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

;

= 〈:=–4.31 (←) and x is fresh〉

var x : T •
disj[ p,q,s/p,q

e1,e2
] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q

e1,e2
] ];

x := e1;

p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

;

= 〈var–6.14 and var–6.15〉

disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
(var x : T • x := e1);

p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

= 〈isdef def.〉
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disj[ p,q,s/p,q
e1,e2

] ∧ alias[ p][r/p,q
e1,e2

] ];
isdef(e1);

p,q,s/p,q
x,e2

:= e3
p,q
x,e2

,e2,e4
p,q
e1,e2

Law 4.24g
p := e = isdef(e); p := e

Proof. Let e : T , then

p :=e = 〈 introduce temp 6.27, var–6.13
and :=–4.31〉

var x : T • x := e; p := x = 〈:=–4.31〉

var x : T • x,p := e,e = 〈:=–4.31 (←)〉

var x : T • x := e; p := e = 〈var–6.14 and definition of isdef 〉

isdef(e); p := e

Law 4.25g
p := e = isdef(p); p := e

Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one.

Law 4.28g
p := p = isdef(p)

Proof. The proof is by cases on the syntactic structure of p. When p≡ x, it is a plain conclusion
of LoP laws. Thus we just give the proof for the case when p≡ e.f . Let e : A and e.f : T , then

e.f :=e.f = 〈introduce temp 6.26〉

var x : A • x := e; x.f := e.f = 〈introduce temp 6.27〉

var x : A • x := e; var y : T • y := e.f ; x.f := y 〈var–6.14 and var–6.13〉

var x : A,y : T • x := e; y := e.f ; x.f := y 〈:=–4.28〉

var x : A,y : T • x,y := e,e.f ; x.f := y 〈:=–4.28〉

var x : A,y : T • x,y,e.f := e,e.f ,e.f 〈:=–4.28 (←)〉

var x : A,y : T • x,y := e,e.f ; x.f := x.f 〈:=–4.28 (←)〉

var x : A,y : T • x := e; y := x.f ; x.f := x.f 〈:=–4.28 and Dx.f ≡ x 6= null〉

var x : A,y : T • x := e; y := x.f ; [x 6= null] 〈[]–4.17〉

var x : A,y : T • x := e; [x 6= null]; y := x.f 〈:=–4.24 and Dx.f ≡ x 6= null〉

var x : A,y : T • x := e; y := x.f 〈“.” is strict and Law 6.30 (←)〉

var y : T • y := e.f 〈definition of isdef〉
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isdef(e.f )

Law 4.27g

[∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p,q := e,q = isdef(q); [∀ i • not alias[pi,q]]; p := e

Proof. The proof is done by cases on the syntactic structure of q and is similar to the previous
one.

Law 2.27g
b / e. c = isdef(e); (b / e. c)

Proof.

b / e. c = 〈introduce temp 6.28〉

var x : T • x := e; (b / x. c) = 〈LoP :=–2.5〉

var x : T • x := e; b / e. x := e; c = 〈LoP :=–2.5 (←)〉

var x : T • x := e; (b / e. c) = 〈var–6.15〉

(var x : T • x := e); (b / e. c) = 〈defintion of isdef〉

isdef(e); (b / e. c)

D.3 Assertions and parameterised commands

Law 6.41
(x : T • [d[x]]; c[x])(e) = [d[e]]; (x : T • c[x])(e)

Proof.

(x : T • [d[x]]; c[x])(e) = 〈pc call elimination 6.38〉

var y : T • y := e; [d[y]]; c[y] = 〈“[]"–4.17〉

var y : T • [d[e]]; y := e; c[y] = 〈var–6.18〉

[d[e]]; var y : T • y := e; c[y] = 〈pc call elimination 6.38〉

[d[e]]; (x : T • c[x])(e)

Law 6.43

p,( e〈(x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e)〉 ).f := d =

[d[e]]; p,( e〈(x : T→ S • c[x]) (e)〉 ).f := d
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Proof. Assume that (x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e) has type T .

p,( e〈(x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e)〉 ).f := d

= 〈introduce temp for strict expression6.34〉

var t : T • t := (x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e);

p,e〈t〉.f := d

= 〈pure pc call elimination 6.40〉

var t : T • ( var y : T,res : S • y := e;

[d[y]];

c[y];

t := res );

p,e〈t〉.f := d

= 〈[]–4.17〉

var t : T • ( var y : T,res : S • [d[e]];

y := e;

c[y];

t := res );

p,e〈t〉.f := d =

= 〈var–6.18 2×〉

[d[e]]; var t : T • ( var y : T,res : S • y := e;

c[y];

t := res );

p,e〈t〉.f := d

= 〈pure pc call elimination 6.40 and introduce temp for strict expression6.34〉

[d[e]]; p,( e〈(x : T→ S • c[x]) (e)〉 ).f := d

Law 6.44

p := d,e〈(x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e)〉 = [d[e]]; p := d,e〈(x : T→ S • c[x]) (e)〉

Proof. The proof is similar to that given for 6.43.

Law 6.45

b / e〈(x : T→ S • [d[x]]; c[x]) (e)〉. c = d[e]]; (b / e〈(x : T→ S • c[x]) (e)〉. c)
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Proof. The proof is similar to that given for 6.43.

D.4 Distribute call into conditional

Law 6.63

(x : T • c)(e,(e1 /d . e2),d) = (x : T • c)(e,e1,d) /d . (x : T • c)(e,e2,d)

Proof. Let x : T ≡ y : T1,x : T2,z : T3 such that y and z have the same size as e and d, respectively.
We have

(y : T1,x : T2,z : T3 • c[y,x,z])(e,(e1 /d . e2),d)

= 〈pc call elimination 6.38〉

var y′ : T1,x′ : T2,z′ : T3 •
y′,x′,z′ := e,(e1 /d . e2),d;
c[y′,x′,z′]

= 〈LoP ; –2.13〉

var y′ : T1,x′ : T2,z′ : T3 •
(y′,x′,z′ := e,e1,d /d . y′,x′,z′ := e,e2,d);
c[y′,x′,z′]

= 〈LoP :=–2.7〉

var y′ : T1,x′ : T2,z′ : T3 •
y′,x′,z′ := e,e1,d; c[y′,x′,z′]

/d.
y′,x′,z′ := e,e2,d; c[y′,x′,z′]

= 〈var–6.10 and y′,x′,z′ are fresh〉

var y′ : T1,x′ : T2,z′ : T3 •
y′,x′,z′ := e,e1,d; c[y′,x′,z′]

/d.

var y′ : T1,x′ : T2,z′ : T3 •
y′,x′,z′ := e,e2,d; c[y′,x′,z′]

= 〈pc call elimination 6.38〉

(y : T1,x : T2,z : T3 • c[y,x,z])(e,e1,d)
/d.

(y : T1,x : T2,z : T3 • c[y,x,z])(e,e2,d)
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E
Static Semantics

As a convention, the static semantic sentences are extended to list as expected. So, for
example, Γ ` e1, . . . ,en : T1, . . . ,Tn is an abbreviation of the several sentences Γ ` e1 : T1, . . . ,
Γ ` en : Tn.

Definition E.1. A command c is side effect free, denoted with sideEffectFree(c), when c does
not have writings to fields, calls to methods nor creation of new objects.

Note that calls to pure methods are side effect free.

Definition E.2. A command c is deterministic, we write deterministic(c), when the non-
deterministic command ∪ is not used in c and c = c′, where c′ is obtained from c by replacing
each assignment p := e by [disj[p]]; p := e.

E.1 Expressions

Γ ` x : Γ(x)

Γ ` null : A
A is declared in cds

Γ ` true : bool Γ ` false : bool
. . .

Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : T Γ ` e3 : U T ≤ U

Γ ` e2 / e1 . e3 : U
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Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : T Γ ` e3 : U U ≤ T

Γ ` e2 / e1 . e3 : T

Γ ` e : A A≤ B (f : T) ∈ dfields(B) visib(B, f ) = pub

Γ ` e.f : T

Γ ` e : A A≤ B (f : T) ∈ dfields(B) visib(B, f ) = pri Γ(self) = B

Γ ` e.f : T

Γ ` e : A A≤ B (f : T) ∈ dfields(B) visib(B, f ) = prot Γ(self)≤ B

Γ ` e.f : T

Γ ` e : A Γ ` e : T mtype(A,m) = x : S → U T ≤ S

Γ ` e.m(e) : U

Γ ` e : T T ≤ S x : S,res : U ` c

Γ ` (x : S → U • c)(e) : U

sideEffectFree(c), deterministic(c) and
x has no repeated variables

Γ ` e : B A≤ B ∨ B≤ A

Γ ` (A)e : A

Γ ` e : B A≤ B ∨ B≤ A

Γ ` e is A : bool
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E.2 Commands

Γ ` skip

Γ ` ⊥

Γ,X ` X

Γ ` e : T Γ ` le : U T ≤ U

Γ ` le := e

Γ ` x : B A≤ B

Γ ` x← newA

Γ ` b Γ ` c

Γ ` b ; c

Γ ` b Γ ` c

Γ ` b∪ c

Γ,X ` c

Γ ` µ X • c

Γ ` e : bool Γ ` b Γ ` c

Γ ` b / e. c

Γ⊕ x : T ` c

Γ ` var x : T • c
x has no repeated variables

Γ⊕ x : S ` c Γ ` e : T T ≤ S

Γ ` (x : S • c)(e)
x has no repeated variables

Γ⊕ x : S,res : T ` c Γ ` x : R T ≤ R Γ ` e : T T ≤ S

Γ ` x← (x : S : T • c)(e)

x has no repeated
variables

Γ ` e : A mtype(A,m) = x : S Γ ` e : T T ≤ S

Γ ` e.m(e)

Γ ` e : A mtype(A,m) = x : S : T Γ ` e : T T ≤ S Γ ` x : R T ≤ R

Γ ` x← e.m(e)
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E.3 Class Declarations and Programs

self : A,x : T ` c

ABmeth m =̂ (x : T • c)
x has no repeated variables

self : A,x : T,res : U ` c

ABmeth m =̂ (x : T : U • c)
x has no repeated variables

self : A,x : T,res : U ` c

ABmeth m =̂ (x : T→ U • c)

sideEffectFree(c), deterministic(c) and
x has no repeated variables

AB mt1 AB mt2

AB mt1,mt2

AB mts

class A extends B ad mt endX

cd1X cd2X

cd1,cd2X

Γ,self : Void ` c cdsX

cds • cX
Γ is the implicit context for c
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F
Refactorings Derivations

F.1 〈Pull Up/Push Down Method〉

Rule 2.1

class A extends D

adsa;
mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsc

end

=cds,c

class A extends D

adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
mtsc

end

provided

(↔) (1) super and private fields do not appear in c′; and (2) m is not declared in any superclass
of A in cds.

(→) (1) m is not declared in mtsa, and can only be declared in a class N, for any N ≤ A, if it has
signature sig; (2) there are no occurrences of self .f in c′ for any field f declared both in
adsb and adsc; and (3) if there is some occurrence of self .m1 in c′ for some method m1

declared both in mtsb and mtsc, m1 must be declared in A or any superclass.

(←) (1) m is not declared in mtsb or mtsc; (2) super.m does not appear in mtsb or mtsc nor in
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any class N such that N ≤ A and N 6≤ B or N 6≤ C; and (3) N.m, for any N ≤ A and N 6≤ B

or N 6≤ C, does not appear in cds, c, mtsa , mtsb or mtsc.

Derivation. The derivation is similar to that provided in (CORNéLIO, 2004), but fixing justifi-
cations in steps that require extra provisos. We assume that the provisos (→) are valid and begin
the derivation with the left-hand side.

class A extends D

adsa;
mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsc

end

Consider the body of the declaration of m in B, here we have that self is A is invariant along
c′ because self : B and B≤ A. Therefore D((A)self) is also invariant along c′. Similarly,
also for the corresponding c′ in C we have that D((A)self) is an invariant. So,

=cds,c 〈D((A)self) is invariant in both c′ of B and C, and eliminate cast expression 6.1 (←)〉

class A extends D

adsa;
mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′′)

mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
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meth m =̂ (sig • c′′)

mtsc

end

where c′′ ≡ c′[(A)self/self].

The assumed (→) provisos of the rule imply the provisos for application of Law A.10 in
order to move m from B to A.

=cds,c 〈move original method to superclass A.10〉

class A extends D

adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′′)

mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′′)

mtsc

end

The assumed (→) provisos of the rule implies the provisos for application of Law A.8 in
order to move the definition of m in C into the definition of m in A.

=cds,c 〈move redefined method to superclass A.8〉

class A extends D

adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig •

c′′ /not(self is C). c′′

)

mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb
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end

class C extends A

adsc;
mtsc

end

=cds,c 〈LoP laws on /. and Dnot(self is B) = true〉

class A extends D

adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′′)

mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
mtsc

end

Since c′′ ≡ c′[(A)self/self], every occurrence of self in c′′ is casted to A. Because self : A in
the current definition of m, for all the occurrence of self we can eliminate its corresponding
cast to (A).

=cds,c 〈eliminate cast expression 6.1〉

class A extends D

adsa;
meth m =̂ (sig • c′)

mtsa

end

class B extends A

adsb;
mtsb

end

class C extends A

adsc;
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mtsc

end

F.2 〈Extract Method 2〉

Rule 7.2

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])

mts

end

=cds,b

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[x← self.n(x)])
meth n =̂ (x : T : T • c)

mts

end

provided

(↔) Each variable in x is read read only in c or not used by commands after each occurrence of
c in F[c], except from x which is not read only and it is used after some or all c in F[c].

(→) (1) All the free variables of c are in x; (2) Γ,x : T ` c for all context Γ where c occurs in
F[c]; and (3) n is not declared in mts nor in any superclass or subclass of A in cds.

(←) The only calls to n in cds are within F[x← self.n(x)].

Derivation. We consider sig≡ x : T . The case when the method returns is similar. The derivation
is from left to right. For simplicity we assume assume x = x,y,z where x is the variable which is
used after c, y is read only and z is not used after c. Assuming G ` x : T , Γ ` y : R and Γ ` z : S

we have

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])

mts

end

=cds,b 〈〈method elimination〉 A.9 (←)〉
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class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[c])

meth n =̂ (x : T : T • c)

mts

end

=cds,b 〈self is readonly, laws of assertions and 6.62〉

class A extends B

ads

meth m =̂ (sig • F[ [self 6= null]; c ])

meth n =̂ (x : T : T • c)

mts

end

=cds,b 〈z is not used after c and Law 6.22〉

. . . [self 6= null];
var z1 : S,res : T •

z1 := z;
c[z1/z] . . .

= 〈laws of var, self and y are read only and Law 6.21 〉

. . .

[self 6= null];
var slf : A,y1 : R,z1 : S,res : T •

slf ,y1,z1 := self,y,z;
c[slf ,y1,z1/self,y,z] . . .

= 〈laws of var and 〈replace variable by temp 2〉 6.20〉

. . . [self 6= null];
var slf : A,x1 : R,y1 : R,z1 : S,res : T •

slf ,x1,y1,z1 := self,x,y,z;
c[slf ,x1,y1,z1/self,x,y,z];
x← res . . .

= 〈〈parameterised command call elimination〉 6.39〉

. . . [self 6= null]; x← (self : A,x : R,y : R,z : S : T • c)(self,x,y,z) . . .

=cds,b 〈x = x,y,z and 〈method call expansion〉 6.50〉

class A extends B

ads
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meth m =̂ (sig • F[ x← self.n(x) ])

meth n =̂ (x : T : T • c)

mts

end
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F.3 〈Move Method - Change Target to Argument〉

Rule 7.7

class A extends C

adsa

meth m =̂ (b : B,sig •
[b 6= null];
cm

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

=

class A extends C

adsa

mts′a
end

class B extends D

adsb

meth m =̂ (a : A,sig •
[a 6= null];
c′m[a,self/self,b]
)

mts′b
end

cds′ • c′

where
c′m, mts′a, mts′b, cds′ and c′ are obtained from cm, mtsa, mtsb, cds and c, respectively, by
applying the substitution [e2.m(e1,e)/e1.m(e2,e)] for each e1.m(e2,e) such that Γ ` e1 : T ,
T ≤ A, and Γ ` e1.m(e2,e), where Γ is the context where e1.m(e2,e) occurs.

provided

(↔) (1) m is not declared in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) m is not declared in any
superclass or subclass of B; and (3) m does not contain occurrences of super.

(→) (1) m is not declared in B; (2) all the fields of A accessed in cm are public; (3) b is read only
in cm; and (4) a is not free in sig.

(←) (1) m is not declared in A; (2) all the fields of B accessed in c′m[a,self/self,b] are public;
(3) a is read only in c′m[a,self/self,b]; and (4) b is not free in sig.

Derivation. We derive Rule 7.7 from left to right. We assume that the required conditions for
the application of the rule in this direction are met. We also assume sig≡ x : T . The derivation
for when m returns a result is similar. We have

class A extends C

. . .

end
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class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

= 〈〈class Elimination〉 2.32 (←)〉

class A extends C

. . .

end

class B extends D

adsb

meth m =̂ (a : A,x : T •
[a 6= null];
cm[a,self/self,b]
)

mtsb

end

cds • c

Now, for the class table of latter program, we prove that

e.m(d,b) = d.m(e,b)

for any d,e,b such that e : A′,d : B′,b : T and cds′,Γ ` A′ ≤ A,B′ ≤ Ab≤ T . Then the right
hand side of the rule is obtained by applying this equation for all call to m. Let us prove
the equation above.

e.m(d,b) =

= 〈〈method call elimination〉〉

( self : A,b : B,x : T •
µ X • [self 6= null];

[b 6= null];
c′m

)(e,d,b)

where c′m is obtained from cm by applying the substitution [(self : A,b : B,x : T •
X)(e′,d′,b′) / e′.m(d′,b′)] for all method call e′.m(d′,b′) such that e′ : A.
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= 〈〈pc call elimination〉 and laws of var〉

( self : B,a : A,x : T •
µ X • [a 6= null];

[self 6= null];
c′m[a,self/self,b]

)(d,e,b)

= 〈〈method call elimination〉〉

d.m(b)
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F.4 〈Move Method to Associated Class〉

Rule 7.8

class A extends C

v i s f : B

adsa

meth m =̂ (sig •
[self.f 6= null];
cm

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

=

class A extends C

pub f : B

adsa

mts′a
end

class B extends D

adsb

meth m =̂ (a : A,sig •
[a 6= null];
c′m[a/self][self/a.f ]

)

mts′b
end

cds′ • c′

where
c′m, mts′a, mts′b, cds′ and c′ are obtained from cm, mtsa, mtsb, cds and c, respectively, by
applying the substitution [e.f .m(e,e)/e.m(e)] for each e.m(e) such that Γ ` e : T , T ≤ A

and Γ ` e.m(e), where Γ is the context where e.m(e) occurs.

provided

(↔) (1) m is not declared in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) m is not declared in any
superclass or subclass of B; (3) self.f does not change along along cm.

(→) (1) m is not declared in B; (2) all the fields of A accessed in cm are public; and (3) a is not a
parameter in sig.

(←) (1) m is not declared in A; (2) all the fields of B accessed in c′m[a/self][self/a.f ] are public;
(3) the left hand side program holds the visibility vis for f ; and (4) a is read only in
c′m[a/self][self/a.f ].

Derivation. The derivation goes from left to right. Thus, we assume that the provisos (↔) and
(→) are satisfied. We also assume sig ≡ x : T . The derivation for when m returns a result is
similar. For simplicity, we assume that m has no direct recursive calls. But it is allowed indirect
recursion. For the case where m has direct recursion we can show that the program is equivalent
to other one which adds a method just to introduce an indirect call to m so avoiding direct
recursion. We have
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class A extends C

v i s f : B

adsa

meth m =̂ (x : T •
[self.f 6= null];
cm

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

= 〈〈precondition self is non-null〉 6.62 and change visibility to public (A.4 or A.3)〉

class A extends C

pub f : B

adsa

meth m =̂ (x : T •
[self 6= null]
[self.f 6= null];
cm

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

= 〈self is read only, self.f does not change along cm and 〈replace field by temp〉 6.23〉

We choose a fresh variable b.
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class A extends C

pub f : B

adsa

meth m =̂ (x : T •
var b : B •

b := self.f ;
[b 6= null];
cm[b/self.f ]

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

mtsb

end

cds • c

= 〈〈method elimination〉(←) A.9〉

class A extends C

v i s f : B

adsa

meth m =̂ (x : T •
var b : B •

b := self.f ;
[b 6= null];
cm[b/self.f ]

)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

adsb

meth m =̂ (a : A,x : T •
[a 6= null];
c′m[a/self][self/a.f ]

)

mtsb

end

cds • c

At this point, on the last program, we carry out the following transformations for each call
to e.m(e) such that e : A′, x : T ′, A′ ≤ A and T ′ ≤ T .

e.m(e)

= 〈m is not polymorphic and 〈method call expansion〉 6.49〉

[e 6= null];
( self : A,x : T •

var b : B •
b := self.f ; [b 6= null]; cm[b/self.f ] ) (e,e)

= 〈〈parameterised command call elimination〉 6.38〉

Assuming slf and y fresh.
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[e 6= null];
var slf : A,y : T •

slf ,y := e,e

var b : B •
b := slf .f ; [b 6= null]; cm[b/self.f ][slf ,y/self,x]

= 〈var 6.14 and var 6.13〉

[e 6= null];
var b : B,slf : A,y : T •

slf ,y := e,e;
b := slf .f ; [b 6= null]; cm[b/self.f ][slf ,y/self,x]

= 〈“[]”–4.17 and var 6.18 〉

[e 6= null];
var b : B,slf : A,y : T •

slf ,y := e,e

b := slf .f ; cm[b/self.f ][slf ,y/self,x]

= 〈“:=“–4.31〉

[e 6= null];
var b : B,slf : A,y : T •

b,slf ,y := e.f ,e,e;
cm[b/self.f ][slf ,y/self,x]

= 〈equivalence of substitutions〉

[e 6= null];
var b : B,slf : A,y : T •

b,slf ,y := e.f ,e,e;
cm[a/self][self/a.f ][b,slf ,y/self,a,x]

= 〈〈parameterised command call elimination〉 6.38(←)〉

[e 6= null];
( self : B,a : A,x : T •

cm[a/self][self/a.f ] ) (e.f ,e,e)

= 〈cm ≡ c′m and 6.49〉

The equivalence cm ≡ c′m is due to the fact that the original method m has no direct
recursion.

e.f .m(e,x)

Finally, since every call to the method m of the class A has been transformed to a call to
the method m of the class B, we can eliminate the defintion of m in A by using 〈method

elimination〉 A.9.
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